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ABSTRACT 

Leslie ll'iadler formulates the genre of the northern 

novel for the fiction of the United states, and his ideas of 

north are ba.sically satisfactory for a consideration of the 

northern novel in Canadian fiction. Canada is, 

geographically, a more northern country than the United 

States~ hovlever, and the physical and psychological 

influences of the north upon man are more intense in Canada. 

The northern experience in Canada requires special 

consideration from a Canadian point of view. 

In Chapter One, I bring together the ideas of north 

proposed b;y' ]:"iedler, vi. JJe IVlorton, Fr~ederick Philip Grove, 

and certain members of the Group tif Seven in an attempt to 

define II north II in Canada as a "way of thought" as well as a 

placee Out of the discussions of these selected critics 

emerge both a co-mpOsi te tridea of north", and a broad 

definition of the northern novel in Canada. The northern 

novel seems to possess, fairly consistently, the following 

qualities of the northern experience: a hostile natural 

environment, threatening man ph;ysically with death or 

psycholOGically \'lith fear and repression, or both, a sense 

of the cyclical rhythm of existence--through both the 

seasons and the rel~tionship bGt~een the city and the 
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wilderness--and a response to the wildernesses through either 

stoic endurance or warm affirmation of the human community. 

Only those Vlho strive, through love and selfless action, 

towards this latter, unitive sense of community achieve 

justification for their pain and their struggles. 

Chapter Two involves the application of this theory 

of the 11orth2rn novel to iiction s8t in a ~offi~stic scene. 

Central characters may be apparent, but the community and 

the i'muily are the human forces engaged in the struggles 

vlith the hostile enviromnent and, sometimes, within the 

social group itself. Since the novels are domestic, they 

understandably conclude with some affirmation of the 

community. 

In Chapter Three, I ~pply the theory of the 

northern novel to fiction concerned \vi th the individual's 

strugglE) with the north. This chapter, more particularly 

than Chapter Two, reveals the pain of living alone in the 

north., unci.' emphasizes tne necessity aT bu.-cgoing love and 

selflessness for survival.~ 
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Since I cite extensively the novels under discussion, 

only the first reference to each novel has been noted fully 

in the collection of references on pp. 158-165. Further 

references to the novels have been placed within parentheses, 

inserted into the text& The following abbreviations for the 

novels are used: 

Af'1HH 

ElVIS 

DH 
Well 
J.i'E 

SN 

WG 
VH 

~lN~vH 

YL 
EN 

Oash 
t-10 

OPT 
\vN 

v 

As For Me and Ny House 

Each Man's Son 
The Double Hook 
The ',vell 

FI~tts of the Earth 
Settlers of the Marsh 
\'Jild Geese 
'l!he Vikin2 fleeTt 
--.-~~--

Where Nests the Water Hen 
The Yoke of l,ife 

The Oashier 
Music at the Close ....... _----
Who Has Seen the;ind 

O P " - '1 vel.' ralrl.8 'J'1:'<.:1.]. ~3 

'}h:Lte Narcissus 
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CHAPTER ONE 



Canada is a country usually defined by its northern 

environment: it is praised in its anthem as "the true north 

strong and free,,;1 the Group of Seven, seeking the spirit 

of' their land, believed that the path to Canada's unique 

ideni.,ity lay througb direct experience of its northern 
'"> 

wilderness;e an eminent historian, after tracing the 

beginning of Canadian history to the arrival of the Vikings~ 

similarly assigned Canada lta distinct, a unique, a northern 

destiny ll",3 North clearly connotes not only a physical 

reality",,~prairies, forests, lakes and mountains-=but also a 

pervasive consciousness, "a state of mind., ., " The space you 

inhabi t; not just wi t11 your body but with your head II .. 4 The 

physical north informs the spiritual north, notably, and 

hei?ein lies the significance of the physiography in the 

i'ietion under consideration in this thesis" The northern 

novel is an apt name, consequently, for the class of 

Canadian fiction l,'lhich attemptis to discover the spirit of 

this countryts northland v Although a citizen of the United 

States, Leslie Fiedler~ coined the phrase to describe 

certain features of his own nation's literature,5 the 

qualities which he associates with that genre provide, in 

fact, an adequate beginning for the definition of the 

northern novel in Canadian fiction. 

1 



Fiedler equates north in his exposition with 

barrenness, cold and loneliness: the landscape is "'stern 

and roclcbound I 11
6 and physically hostile to the intrusi va 

settlements of man. The essential fact of Oanadian 
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geography is~ indeed, the awesome natural wilderness, 

manifes"ted most impressively in the rugged Oanadian Shield .. 

Dominating nearly half of Oanada's area with its stark 

granite formations, the Shield significantly composes 

Canada I s "heartland, II one of earth's most ancien-I; 

vd.ldernesses? and one of nature's grimmest cha11enges to man 

and all his works.,,,7 Add to this single range the 

innumerablE} lakes, the expansive prairies., the deep fores"lis, 

and the imposing Rocky lVIountains, aI1,d t;he omnipresence, and 

often the omnipotence of the wilderness in Oanadian 

literature is justified@ 

The scene, as Fiedler constructs it, "is domestic, an 

. ~ 1 . b t' 1 r..1 J... ,,8 ~Lsolateo. 11011se110. d set Ul a .os ~ e en\! .Lro:runenl,.. Whereas 

the specific acl~jective "domestic" limits the northern novel 

in Canad~ too strictly,9 Fiedler is accurate in his emphasis 

of the struggle inherent in. this genreo Han must constantly 

endure the trials which nature poses for him, and complete 

escape is not possible for the settl.er v/he strives to malce a 

life in the nertha f'lIoments of' triumph do occur--Fiedler l s 

definition seems to lack all hope--but these victories come 

seldom and relieve the burden for only a brief time" 

Canadians, on 
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whether physical, psychological or imaginative, against "I:;he 

perils of the northern environment.. For example, Sigurd 

Olson and his latter-day voyageurs relived the early years of 

Oanadian history by travelling the dangerous routes followed 

by the fur traders in Manitoba;10 the Group of Seven need.ed 

the north~ lithe sense of remoteness and stern resis"tance to 

the encroachment of manllt11 to liberate their artistic 

impulses.. Whatever the confrontation sought, the involvement 

\'lith the north brings about an insight into Oanada's identity" 

The motivation is not masochism, but nationalismo 

1!'iedler sees only hardship in the" American struggle 

vlith the north, and he denies both victory and nobility for 

his protagonists.. This limitation is significant in 

Fiedlerls concept of the north t because it is solely Ilthe 

confrontia:tion ",lith the alien landscape,,12 which defines the 

iJ.ort·b.ern novel in the United Sta"ties" This clash between man 

and 11at1..1.1'e creates, in turn, Ha.milieu appropriate to the 

13 
atls~el.'i-t;i-es cmd.deprivations of' Puri-tB.uism .. u. StruggTe 

between man and nature necessitates, according to Fiedler, 

further conflicts between. men and within each man~ Fiedler's 

northern wilderness includes madness~ broken marriages and 

guilt-ridden consciences~ as well as settlers fighting 

starvation, geography and weather.. Rather than pursuing 

this discussion of the relationship between physical and non-

physical conflicts, Fiedler links, instead, the coldness of 

setting and theme to the style of the northern novel: "In 



the field of the novel, the Northern is represented~ in 

general, by books easier to respect than to relish~ since 

there is not much savor in them~ books which could easily 

be thought of as belles letj;r~§." ,,14- Critics such as Claude 

Bissell have echoed this distaste with the style of 

Canadian literature in genera.l: 

the inflatied style favoured by nineteenth 
century novelists has la.rgely disappearecl, 
but it has given way to conscientious 
flatness and a humdrum realism which are 
often just as unattractiveo There are 
shining exceptions each year~ but the 
characteristic is so general that it can 
be made the key to an analysis of our 
fiction .. 1~ 

Bissell's criticism may be dated--he made it in 1954~~butj 

it still contains a meafmre of accuracy.. Canadian fiction, 

the nOTthern novel particu.larly, is seldom sensational, and 

generally centres upon the problems facing the average man, 

a plot pattern vJ11ich Lionel Stevenson termed lIa whi.msical, 

sympathetic portrayal of naive characters in everyday 

sui'roundings .. n 16 That the northern novel in Can8.da appears 

ordinary and predictable at first glance is an urLfair final 

judgment, hovvever, for it is precisely the commonness of the 

novels which permits Canadian readers to understand more 

fully their involvement in the northern experience in this 

country .. 

The struggle for meaning, however, whether manifested 

in the search for a god, the compelling desire to express 

artistically man's deepest feelings, or simply the will to 



survive in a hostile natural wilderness, is no·t a struggle 

peculiarly CS.nadian.. Writers of all nations decry the human 

condition, but Canadians seem unique in their emphasis of 

the incessant struggle against the elements. Even when the 

physical environment merely composes the background for a 

novel, it still exerts, as Fiedler has suggested, a strong 

influence upon the psychological stability of the characters", 

Survival becomes both a physical and a psychological struggle 

in Canada, as Margaret Atwood has ably illustratedo 17 
,--,..-~ 

i Northrop Frye illuminates the special significance of physical 
i 
I 

survival in his description of Canada as 

a country in which nature makes a direct 
impression of its primeval lawlessness and 
moral nihilism, its indifference t;o the 
supreme value placed on life within human 
society~ its faceless~ mindless 
unconsciousness, which fosters life wit~out18 
benevolence and destroys it without mallce .. 

IJG is the northern environment particularly which initially 

sensitizes Canadians to their human condition, and which 

-ne-cessitat€sthe struggJ.e f'o-r meaning -and: self'-jusiiif'-ica't;ion .. 

Fiedler's idea of the north as a fearful wilderness 

is but the initial step toward aL understanding of the 

nor·thern novel in Canadian fiction, hovJever, and his concept 

of the cold, impersonal environment only becomes fully 

meaningful when merged with other st~tements on the north~ 

One of the most illuminating statements on northern 

existence is \'10 L .. Norton's emphasis of the fundamental 

rhythm of ebb and flov" \"hich seems to characterize the 
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northern life in CanadaQ . As part of the impact of the 

wilderness in the determination of theme and character 

development in the northern novel, it is the seasonal cycle 

which becomes a dominant force in the rhythm of man's 

existence: 

Canadian life to this day is marked by a 
northern quality, the strong seasonal rhythm 
which still governs academic sessions; the 
wilderness venture now sublimated for most 
of us to the sunooer holiday or the autumn 
shoot; the greatest of joys, the return home 
from the lonely savagery of the wilderness 
to the peace of the home; the puritanical 
restraint which marks the psychological 
tensions set up by t~e ?on~ras~9of wilderness 
rmlghness and home dJ..scJ..plJ..ne" 

Morton open::; three si.gnificant avenues of discussion \vith 

this comment~ He makss'a peculiar sensitivity to the 

seasons a necessary part of the northern experienceo This 

sympathy involves not only the farmers I pr8.ctical dependence 

upon weerthar for the successful harvest of subsistence 

crops=~·in other VJords, reliance upon the seasons for bodily 

heal th itself~·=but also a vivid comprehension of the 

interrelationship between life and death which is archetypally 

symbolized by the seasonal cycle" ~~he rhythm of' the seasons 

emphasizes, consequently, both perception of th~) cycle I s 

irrevocable conclusion in death, and a promise for a renewed 

beginning of life, vitality and meaningo 

In addition to his emphasis of the cyclical nature 

of existence by the movement of the seasons, Morton suggests 

that the active movement between the city and the wilderness 



also reflects the fundamental rhythm of ebb and flow.. No 

standard criteria of division exist in the northern novel, 
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however, between the city and the wilderness; writers agree 

that some contrastive separation is necessary, but the 

syml)olic functions of the two states of life may vary 

considerably.. Morton hints, on the one hanel, that Ilhome l1
, 

a sUbsection of his city state~ is the place of warmth and 

order which opposes the wild impersonality of random nature; 

the wilderness contains danger, and the home, however timid 

and meager, offers safetyo 

The majority of observers under consideration in 

this thesis, however, speak pejoratively of the urban effect 

on the northel'l'l environment and consciousness.. The Group of 

Seven, according to one commentator, sought lithe vastness and 

spiritual self~realizatibl1 of nature s ., .. in implied 

contrast with the. littleness and self~frustr&tion of 

civilizatiol1o,,20 Olson, similarly, makes a vivid distinction 

be·I:i~leen 1:;110 sparkling freshness and clarity of the sun IS 

reflection on northern lakes and rivers~ and. the somewhat 

cheap urban equivalent of the shining metallic roofs of a 

uranium mine .. 21 Frederick Philip Grove, finally, a 

particularly fierce supporter of the division between the 

ci ty and. the wilderne ss ~ advoca.tes a ne\v primitivism in his 

observation of the essential insight and nobility of people 

"in the poverty-stricken pioneer districts rather than in 

the l;lell~settled and prosperous districts .. n22 Settlement 
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and urbanization imply, for these three observers, 

corruption and constriction of man's purity and imagination .. 

The movement from the natural landscape to the urban 

setting, whether a liberation or an imprisonment, always 

involves a drastic change in the consciousness of the 

travellere Morton notes the significance of this 

transformation in his designation of thG almost schizophrenic 

quality of the Oanadian psyche. 23 He points, particularly, 

to the ensuing repression of natural, human desires, an 

unhealthy state of tense "puritanical restraintl1 reminiscent 

of the psychological wilderness already described by Leslie 

Fiedler., 

In such an oppressive atmosphere of constant change 

and resultant psychological insecurity, the Oanadian must 

struggle incessantly to retain his iden"tjity.. According to 

rvIorton i lllan cannot wholly achieve victory in this fight., 

Oanadians must recorwile themselves to constant failure if 

they remain in a physical environment openly hostile to 

settlers': 

Oanadian experience "teaches two clear lessons .. 
One is that the only real victories o\'"e:rhe. v' Ie. torle.<;, oW.r 
defeat".ve have been beaten many times, 
defeat has been our n~tional portion in 
America" but \ve survive and we go on in 
strength. And our experience teaches also 
that "'lhat; is important is not to have 
triumphed., but to have endured.,2J"~ 

This is p1lorton' s IIpsychology' of endurance and 
2c::, 

survival II , -" one of the meaningful ways in which protagonists 

may confront the wildernesses of the Canadian north" It is 



not; an easy path to follow, and requires e;reat courage; the 

heroes inhabiting Morton's north would triumph in relatively 

small wayso Morton's northern hero would not, like Beowulf, 

become his nation's saviour; his nobility would come simply 

from his insistent courage in seeking a life in a land which 

constantly threatens his concept of self: 

You don't get out of the wind, but learn to 
lean and squint against i.t., . You don't 
escape sky and sun 9 but wear them in your 
eyeballs and on your backo You become 
acutely aware of yoursalfo The world is 
very largo, the sky even larger, and you are 
very small.. But also the world is flat~ 
empty, nearly abstract, and in its flatness 
you are a challenging upright thing~ as 
sudden as an exclamation mark, as enigmatic 
as a question marl{..26 

-~~\. 
(Tile most satisfying accomplishment which Horton's hero can 

\ expect is l1a kind of rigid calmll, 27 a noble but rather 

I stirainad life of stoic resignation.. The haro makes this 
I I response to the hostile enviromi1.ent by simply living his 

I life as it comes to him. 
I 

He seeks neither escape nor the 

I-warming love of others to dissipate the coldness oT his 
I 

! white-lipped endurance e His heroism lies in his courage to , 

I continue the struggle which enthralls himo 

,-~ Frederick Philip Grove initially emphasizes? in like 

manner 7 that man is a Promethean figure doomed to pain and 

faj.lure.. I"lan cannot achieve total victory and must accept 

that his joy only arises from his struggle with awesome 

physical and psychological wildernesses: for example, liThe 

tragic quality of IQoses' s fate 0 .8 • lies in the fact thD.t 
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he accepted that fate of his; that he was reconciled to it; 

that he rested content with having borne the banner thus far; 

oth8rs vlould carry it beyond 11 .. 28 The significant quality of 

Grove's tragic hero is his indomit~ble will, his persistence 

against impossible odds: 

To have greatly tried and to have failed; 
to have greatly wished and to be denied; 
to have greatly longed for purity an.d to 
be sullied; to have greatly ,craved for 
life and to receive death; all that is 29 
the common lot of greatness upon earthQ 

The tragic hero of Grovels literary. theory must fail in 

v"hatever endeavour he under-takes; as a human being, he seems 

bound irrevocably by his human condition .. 

~~he disparity which Grove sees between man.~ s desire 

and its infrequent satisfaction manifests itself further in 

the aesthetic philosophy proclaimed by Lm'lren Harris: 

The pain in any creative venture in the arts 
occurs in the wide gap between what we feel 
and see and its realization in an actual work 
of art. But our aspiration and vision have 
to be away ahead of our performanc~.. .And 
yet, no inatter bow many times \ve' fail to 
bring our performance within hailing distance 
of our vision~ we must never give up~ The 
real basis and urge Of the arts is divine 
discontent.,30 

Harris sees the creative act as unitive in its attempted 

reparation of the imaginflltive divergence which plagues man's 

ltlhole being" In his famous Above ~e SU12e.F._:b~.:: he 

admittedly sought to lead others into a meaningful communion 

",d.th II the divine forces in nature ",31 a mystical experience 

inspired, significantly, by the northern spirit caught 
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momentarily in the painting. The Group of Seven as a whole, 

in fact, felt the north to be an effective medium in which 

sensitivities were heightened toward an ultimate goal of 

communal, as Vlell as individual understanding .. 

Grove echoes Harris's optimism for the northern 

experience in his adaptation of his theory of tragedy to the 

Canadian BCene., ~'he harsh northern environment, 11/hich 

generated fear and repression in the heroes of Fiedler and 

Morton, beeomes the motivating force exciting warrr.;th and 

hope in Grove's Canadian characters: 

I VIas searching for an environment which would 
help me to express that individual, tragic 
reaction to life, the world~ the universe--to 
God-=which I felt to be alive within mee I 
sought it in vain in the United States <> " • 

vJhat leept m.e in Canada, and more especially in 
the Canadian "Vlest was the fact that I found 
here more clearly than elsewhere the germs of 
such a new or distinctive shade in the 
generally tragic reaction of human souls to the 
fundamental conditions of m.an's life on earth" 

e e 6 ~ $ • • 0 ~ 0 e & 6 0 Dee e 0 e • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

In their ffihe Canadians~ eyes .. 0 " I have seen 
a tAiRg --whi-G& Iha-ve-nev-er Been in the- -eye-s -G-f 
a European peasanto I don't know what it is: 
a ne\i hopefulness perhaps.. I don t t knm'l 
whence it comes; but it is bred by something 
peculiar to Canada; whether as some have 
asserted, it is the wi-der spaces of our 
plains, the greater height of our mountains, 
or the vaster extent of our indented 
shorelines, or what Q 32 -

Grove's hopefulness is not a naive expectation of paradisical 

good fortune, but a knowledge, on the other hand, of the 

pav/er of people united. against a hostile environment .. 

Grove's idea of north necessitates this banding together" of 

settlers to ensure survivale Within the context of this 
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IIvigorously human respons'e,,33 to the threatening natural 

wilderness, Grove's hero in Canada ultimately becomes 

ucoillmunal, integrationist, even cOllective",34 rather than 

soli tary an(l quietly enduring. Only through creative acts 

such as love, the conception of a child'and the expression 

of human truths in art--all of which involve a sincere giving 

of' the self to another--can Grovels northern hero truly 

exist in the Canadian wilderness. As the northern hero-

artist9 particularly, he must believe that IIArt it.; for man's 

sake .. ., .. IVlan, the artist, creates for himself' as a living 

part of' mankind ll 
.. 
35 Art is unitive in its widening of the 

artist's and the audience t s understancling; art brings people 

together imaginatively, and for northern artists, such as 

IJavlren Harris, the spirit of the north is the compelling 

force urging this community~ 

This concept of the north as an inspiration toward 

unity for both the community and the individual is the second 

vitally important response to the physical and psychological 

wildernesses which always set the scene for the northern 

novel in Canada" Without this particularly hostile setting 

the novel is not truly northern., The warmth and feeling 

between human beings ~ vlhether placed in opposition to an 

apparently alien landscape or drawn from that environment 

through the deeper sensitivities of the artist or child, are 

ultimately contingent upon the physical wilderness.. While 

less attractive and more painful, ,the quietly SUffering pose 
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of those who choose to stand and fight the unyielding 

ivilderness is equally noble: for these, however, life is 

circumscribed by defeat and proceeds by compromises only.36 

For both strug61es, the natural and psychological 

environments initially remain desolate and fearful., Such a 

beginning is necessary for the novel to be both northern and 

Canadian.. The irrevocable rhythm of the S813.S0nS, intonsified 

by the analogous relationship between the city and the 

wild.erness, can reflect either the deadening repetition of 

an existence imprisoned in body and spirit, or on the other 

hand, the possibili-t;y of liberation and rebirth at the point 

of the cycle's renewal~ 

The struggle with the hostile forces of the north 

becomes the significant spark of life and humanity which 

redeems the bleakness of the wildernesses of the northern 

novel.. Heroes may struggle alone or as part of a community 

or family, and the struggle itself may be admirable, but it 

is importarrc to note that the ultimate value Of the berots 

efforts is contingent upon the selflessness of his actionso 

If the community benefits directly from his struggles, bis 

pain achieves justification througb its further creation of 

hopefulness and unitye If no vitality arises directly and 

purposefully from his quest, the ultimate value of his 

achievements must be questionedo 

To facilitate the discussion of the applicability of 

this theory of the northern novel to particular works of 

Oanadian fiction, selected northern novels have been 
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divided into t\vO classes:. those particularly involved with a 

domestic scene and its conflicts, and those which emphasize 

the singu.lar struggles of the individual.. The former 

domestic type is concerned with the problems of a community, 

usually a particular .family; the struggles involve not only 

disputes within the group structure, but also clashes 

bet"l:lcen members of tho group and the extern.::tl environment" 

The latter type of northern novel which concerns the 

individual finds significant expression in novels relating 

the development of the artist and maturation of a child's 

understanding and imagination.. Each figure undertakes a 

quest for meaning in the north through his own psychological 

or imaginative levels of existence .. 

While man's struggles for self-justification are not 

unique to Canada, the ominous presence of the rugged 

wilderness distinguishes the northern novel in Canada from 

other national literatures concerned \vi th the human condition ... 

In Ganada , -man contends ultimately with nature; if this 

conflict is not the central concern of the northern novel, 

nature lurks at least in the background, discouraging 

physical escape and daring man to throVJ off his fear and 

bravely assert his selfhood. It is precisely the hostility 

of the physical environment, further~ore, which gives this 

genre its northern quality .. 

The ideas of north proposed by Fiedler, {\10rton and 

Grove, all depend upon the presence of a cold, awesome 

wilderness; the northern novels under consideration in this 
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thesis are set, for the most purt7 in the prairies, the 

northern lake regions of the western provinces, or the 

Canadian Shield in Quebec--all rugged landscapes~ v/hi te -
~arcis~us and ~_!LaE~s So~, novels set in rural Ontario 

and Cape Breton respectively, possess some qualities of the 

northern novel, but lack the emphasis upon the wilderness 

which distinguishes this particular Canadian genre of the 

north", They are no less interesting without this stress" 

simply not as wholly northern as the other novels under 

discussion .. 

Confronted not only vd th the rigorous physical and 

psychological trials created by the varieties of Canadian 

wilderness, but also with the threat to a distinct life 

initiated from the south by the United states, Canadians 

caD only be accurately defined through their strugglee 

Sin.ce Canada.! s cold northern environment initially 

necessitated confrontation for the sake of survival, it is 

this w~la.errress If/hicn lies at; the roots of the uniquely 

Canadian experience.. The importance of the northern novel 

as an expression of this basic quality of' the Canadian way 

of life cannot be overestimatedo 



CHAPTER TWO 



The settler who ventures into the Canadian 

wilderness must endure the silence of the northern land if 

he intends to remain .. Sigurd Olson's ;Gonell Land is not 

only the Churchill River district of l'1anitoba, but also the 

entire Canadian wilderness north of the thickly populated 

regions of southern Ontario and Quebecq One way to combat 

the lone+iness is to establish a community; a family or a 

settlement 7 however small the numbers involved, usually 

asserts a warmth and comfort for the members of the group 

which effectivel;y- resist the physical and psychological 

effects of the wilderness6 The domestic type of northern 

novel under consideration in this chapter emphasizes the 

s"IJruggles set in a northern community or family .. 

The nine novels under discussion in this chapter a:Ll 

.focus upon a family or a community, but they differ slightly 

i:!.1 'bheir treatments of the group ~ s struggles -aga-inst; the 

elements awl within its own bounds.. The first three novels, 

A§..-:For 11e .. "~~9- l1y Hous~, liach IV[~n' s SYl1, and The_p'gub}~ Hook 9 

come to ambivalent conclusions: amid the devastating 

physical and psychological wildernesses, the resolutions 

achieved by the characters seem ironic and almost too good 

to be trueo The second group of novels, consisting of The 

}'lie.ll, ~ru~.E.§ of the Ect£.th, and Settlers of the r"1ar_~1~, come 

'16 
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to conclusions which are less abrupt and more certain than· 

those of the first group.. The central characters in the 

second group exemplify at random moments a tenderness and 

love which often fall prey to more- selfish ambitions; vJi thin 

the context of such scattered acts of goodness and 

sensitivity, Chris, Abe and Niels seem to achieve a more 

stable place in tho community at the end of their storieo 

than do the Bentleys, Daniel Ainslie and James Potter., The 

last three domestic novels of the north~ WilLG~, The 

Vi~~pg Bea.£!" and the first two parts of }i~§3Le Nests the 

Wat~l!£g, contain basically optimistic visions of life: the 

characters advocating the warmth of love or community life 

cOllsistently exude vitality--or at least, as often as any 

men could be expected to have hope in the cold and awesome 

wildernesses of the north .. 

I 

The dome-stic novel-s of the first group, ~ 

a:gsL1iY_Hou~, Each r'1aI2:'s SO:Q;, and .T~"~~1i0q1f, come to 

reasonably optimistic resolutions, but even such a 

concession grants them too much certainty.. The Bentleyst 

problem cannot be solved completely through a change of 

scenery, and no amount of careful staging by lX1acLennan ca.n 

invalidate the apparent incongruity of Ainslie's 8el1'

centredness and his desire to be Alan's father .. Watsol1~ 

similarly, circumscribes Jame sPotter t s li.beration vii th the 

ominous cry of the omnipotent, impersonal Coyote. All three 
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novels achieve, at the same time 9 an accurate, all too real 

expression of man in his uncertain human situation" The 

ambivalence of the conclusions, the caution of the optimism 

achieved, expresses effectively the element of chance which 

seems to limit the power of man's judgments in an existence 

bordered by time and spacee 

The wi.lderness of .As For Ne and r'l;Z _!L~~ the 

western prairie, vividly emphasizes the loneliness of life 

in that region and the need for warm human relationships" 

'l'he awesome expansiveness of the land threatens m811' s 

security by its mere existence, and this effect gathers 

intensity \'lith the coming of the dark prairie night and the 

rising of the penetrating~ irapersonal \yind: 

It's an immense night out there, wheeling 
and \tJindy" The lights on the street and in 
the houses are helpless against the black 
wetness, little unilluminating glints that 
might be painted on it" The -Gown. seems 
huddled together~ cowering on a high, tiny 
perch, afraid to move lest it topple into 
the vlind .. .. "AboYe, in the high. cold night'l 
the wind goes swinging past, i11different ~ 
liplessly mournful., It ±'rightens me, makes 
me feel lost, dropped ~n this little perch 
of town and abandoned. 

Hoss captures most effectively in this brief passage the 

very real threat of the pr~irie's vastness upon the 

consciousness of a human beingo Man eventually comes to 

see nature not just as an impersonal force ruled by chance, 

but as an actively malevolent spirit, tithe terror " ... that 

vias lurking there still among the skulls ll (~~r"H'1I-~, 95).. Such 

belief is not groundless paranoi~, but justifiable fear 



arising from confrontation with an alien landscape., f'1an? it 

seems, is truly lost in this wide prairie" 

The prairie created by Sinclair Ross, for all its 

inherent peril, also reflect;s the darkness of the struggles 

which occur before it" The setting appears "like a quivering 

backdrop, before which was to be enacted some grim primeval 

tragedy" (Ar~~ 59) ~ and the Ben:t;leys are} indeed y engaged 

in an ancient struggle 0 Ross places his protagonists in a 

state of limbo, 2 the town of Horizon~ "at once nm\lhere and 

8vsrywhere",,3 In such a place, they must fight not only an 

external barrenness, but also an internal coldness.. They 

struggle for justification, for a semblance of meaning, in a 

life littered wi-th self-deception? frustration, and a 

disintegrating marriage .. 

The breakdown in human relationships constitutes,; in 

fact, the essential wilderness which grips the characters in 

town like Iforizon suffer in -LviO significant v.rays: meddle some 

old women, exemplified by Miss Twill and Mrs& Finley, 

naively rna:ck their daJi's wi tll malicious gossip and petty 

endeavou:cs at sophistication.. Their isolation amid the 

prairie and their daily confrontation with the same people 

on their one street necessitate their turning to each other, 

for better or worse, to achieve some sense of self-esteem--

however false it may be$ For people with a sense of 

objectivity? such attempts at meaningful communication 

clearly divide rather than unite, and only intensify the 



social manifestation of the natural impersonality which 

surrounds Horizono The Joe Lawsons of the community, the 

brave farmers who struggle for survival against nature 
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rather than against the social wilderness of the town, are 

the sensitive men who deeply feel the pain of their lonely 

predicament; they sit with "faces pinched and stiffened 

with anxioty .. .. .. in tense, bolt upright rm·vB l! (lll:'lI'UI, 37) 'J 

constantly at v/ar with a more formidable foe than Horizon's 

ladies could ever imagineG The elements pound these settlers 

dry and brittle like wheat~ yet they retain the vitality 

to defy the wilderness with their assertive posture; they 

achieve a measure of justification by refusing to submit 

\1hollyo 

The Bentleys1 the central figures of Rossls novel, 

are more complex than their neighbours in Horizon, but the 

conflicts which they find in their lives possess a barren 

coldness much like the tovln and the prairie.. r1rs .. Bentley, 

1'01' example, feels an encompassing dread of life itself; 

she must; struggle simply to start the day.. She has 

internalized the darkness of the wilderness in her pathetic 

dissatisfaction. Like the Horizons in which she has lived, 

Mrs~ Bentley feels lIa queer, helpless sense of being lost 

miles out in the middle.of it, flattened against a little 

peak of rock ll (Ar'l~1H, 35).. The dark and lonely -wilderness 

not only threatens her physically on her many walks on the 

prairie (Al\;lHI:!, 59), but also encompasses her psychologically 

in her silent, strained relationship with Philip~ The style 
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in which she writes her diary even reflects the pain of her 

struggles against such wildornessese Rather than giving her 

therapy, an outlet, perhaps, for her feelings, the diary may 

have given her more torture" Permeated with the dust of the 

prairie and the coldness of the human relationships in that 

environment, the diary possesses a dryness and tension 

which actually makes it a struggle to read~ The suffering 

and arduousness of the confron~ation with the north achieves 

no better expression than in the painful style with \,';hich 

Sinclair Ross has 1'1rse Bentley compose her diary .. 

Philip Bentley's psychological conflicts also 

exemplify the darkness and torture,. of the physical struggle 

with the impersonal prairie wilderness& Trapped not only 

within his hypocrisy? Il what he is and what he really wasil 

(A~~, 4), but also within a past- which has stultified his 

spirit, Philip is unable to achieve freedom of thought and 

action. He could attain a partial victory by leaving the 

Church, by admitting that he is not fit to be a minister .. 

His past has moulded his consciousness, however, and 

prevents such assertive action: "1'hey SRJT let a man look 

long and devotedly enough at a statue and in time he will 

resemble it. 

(!\.I'1MI~ , 30) t> 

Perhaps that 'accounts for what he grew to be" 

Attached by photographs to a father whom he 

never knew, young Philip Bentley silently rebelled, as his 

father had done, against the small town in which he lived, 

the Main. Street town where his mother was "a common waitressf! 
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(AlifIJ.I'lI-I, 30)" 

Philip conceives his father to have been the quiet, 

lonely, suffering artist, and he strives after this image~ 

Philip subsequently withdraws into a resigned inactivity 

which eventually makes him, like his father~ an alien to 

both love and the community~ Mrsc Bentley dreams, for 

example, that Philip will throw off his hypocrisy with a 

symbolic hurling of the Bible, but such assertion is 

practica~ly impossible for him. His typical stance, 

derived .from his father again, is "strained with a suffering~ 

back-to~the-wall defiance't (Af·'H'lIi., 15) G Philip I S inaction 

only plunges him deeper into his self-Gentred torment, 

rather than permitting him some semblance of self-respect& 

Philip's inability to externalize his feelings, 

simply to chastise Mrs. Finlay for striking steve~ or more 

importantly, to release his artistic impulses 9 is the 

problem with which he struggles" In his sketching, a means 

by HhicI1 he Goula conquer tne spi:ri t of f-1ain Streot 1tlhich 

enthralls him, Philip only broods and tortures himself" 

Seemingly bent on pain, he seeks further isolation from 

his wife 7 "intent on something that can only remind him of 

his failure of the man he tried to be" (Af'lf,m, 25); his coJ.d~ 

distorted drawings of the false-fronted towns only reflect 

his own emptiness and distortion. Such attempts at art are 

bi.tterly destructive~ rather than warmly reparative and 

unitivefi 

The oppression of J-hilip"s past, the quiet 
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resignation impressed upon his consciousness by his 

imaginary conception of his father, and his hatred of the 

small town which held him as a boy and still holds him, has 

apparently perverted his creative expressions in arto His 

spirit habitually accepts confinement, and the creative 

force imprisoned in this way becomes destructive in its 

ceaseless tortures of his consciencec His withdrawal into 

the conflicts of his own spirit promises no relief from the 

paino He dreams of escape to another world, beyond the 

lIeramp and pettiness" (AIVjm~, 29) of a Main street, but his 

ingrained inactivity compels him merely to watch the trains 

depart; and sadly listen to their lonely whistles on the 

prairie.. The horizon which he would seek on one of these 

trains is not the Horizon in which he has become mired~ 

notably, but the place of fulfillment, hope, and a happy, 

meaningful Iiieo 

Philip's wilderness is the essential loneliness 

into which bis pe.stand -his threatBning BllviroRment have 

forced him~ a loneliness bred by shame and resignation~ and 

maintained by fear and an inherited frustration and inactivitye 

Love and friendship with his wife could effect recovery, 

no doubt, by giving him security and self-confidence, but 

the Bentleys I marriage is a vJasteland as barren as the 

prairie. They have no children, and apparently the one 

attempt to have a family produced only a stillborn baby. 

Mrs. Bentley tries bravely to bring warmth into their 
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relationship by making Philip aware of her love for him, 

but he is imprisoned in his stagnant consciousness and 

remains aloof from her gestures of love and understanding: 

III slipped my arm through his then to let him know that it 

wasn't the dance I cared about, but he didn't understand .. 

Or at least pretended he didn't understand, for I could feel 

that his arIll WaS help10ss and. wooden tool! (Ar:iEI1, l.i-G)" 

Philipts enforced loneliness, reflected in his periodic 

retreats to his study, has imprinted itself upon his mind. 

so that he can almost shut out his wife at will: she becomes 

an alien to her husband~ lIan outsider lt (A~1 8).. The gap 

between them extends beyond Philip's aesthetics or his 

pursuit of knowledgeo They are strangers who fail to 

communicate meaningfully and lovingly even on the most 

fundamental physical level: "Once I pressed closer to him, 

as if I were stirring in my sleep, but when I put my hand on 

his arm there \--Jas a sharp little contraction against my 

touch" OI.I"lElli, 116) e Philip's denial of his wife is almost in= 

voluntary, as if he has been conditioned against subtle 

expressions of tenderness. He rejects, in this same denial, 

the rebellion against their confinement which she has the 

power to initiateo 

Mrs~ Bentley1s desperation at such an oppressive 

existence is understandablee She sees, at her darkest 

moments~ the futility of their attempts to make a happy 

life: It~rhe next town-~the next and the next.. There doesn't 
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seem much meaning to our'going on" (~H, 103). The rhythm 

of Mrs. Bentley's life, confined and predictable in the past, 

will apparently lead only to spiritual and emotional death 

if she remains blindly loyal to a husband imprisoned in the 

monotonous repetition of HorizonsQ Sh6 sees no escape from 

the rhythm of ebb and flol;/·-~the movement of the seasons, the 

movement from one Main Street to another--which has only 

intensified the barrenness of their lives. The cycle of 

life is stultifying~ clearly, when man lacks the warmth of 

selfless love to respond to' the threat with vitality" 

Mrs~ Bentley's stubborn struggles against her 

natural and marital wildernesses bring some life into the 

deadening rhythm.. She indicates further; significantly, 

that an avlareness of a cyclical rbythm not only emphasizes 

the necessary confrontation with the inevitable end of the 

movement i.n deaths but also demands a rebirth in the cycle's 

beginning.. As For 1"le an<lJ"Iy Hous~ begins on a spring clay in 

April and ends in the same month a year la:ter: as natura 

sheds her autumn decay to be reborn, the Bentleys, too, may 

undergo some analogous liberation during this phase of their 

life. They, admittedly, remain within the seasonal cycle of 

nature, but they begin~ at; the end of the nove]., what may 

well be either a repetition of the past monotony, or a 

psychological renewal& Mrs. Bentley notes in one of 

Philip's sketches the juxtaposit;ion of life and death in the 

cyclical movement of existence: 



Philip's in his study drawing still" 
Another little Main street. In the 

forsE;round there I s an old horse and buggy 
hitched outside one of the stores. A 
broken old horse, legs set stolid, head 
down dull and spent.. But still you feel 
it belongs to the earth, the earth it 
stands on, the prairie that continues 
where the town breaks offe What the 
tired old hulk suggests is less approaching 
decay or dissolution than return.. You 
sense a flow, a rhythm, a cyclec (~~ 69) 
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1]:11e Bentleys must struggle with life in this simple way to 

achieve a semblance of meaning for their life in the 

vJ:i.lderness of prairies and Horizonso They must not onl;y 

accept the moment of end in nature, the corning of winter, 

but also recognize the hope for a vital recreation in 

spring; they must apply this rhythm to their own li.ves~ in 

the knowledge that confinement within the cycle of ti.me and 

space does not prevent boundless vitality and lave within 

that movement., 

Ross supports? in such a response to the wilderness~ 

fflorton's "psychology of endurance and survival",,4 He goes 

beyond this resignation at tirnes~ but the moments of 

optimism eventually vanish, or fail to achieve full 

intensity and freedom. Judith's song briefly conquers the 

cold \\Tind (AHlvul, 38), but her grim fate is to be the 

sacrifice by \<}hich the Bentle;ys reserve an avenue of escape" 

Judith's gift of a child to the Bentieys' sterile marriage 

promises life and "meaning in their future together, 

Shortly after they decide to adopt the baby (A~~, 15'+), IVlrs .. 

Bentley urges Philip to !!! mal\:e the break and get away from 



Horizon'" (A]vUVlH, 156).. Philip inquires about the store in 

'the city after his wife I s urgings and their ostensible 

freedom from the Main Street existence seems imminent 0 
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Their rebirth is suggested further by the spontaneous 

burst of feeling--albeit angry bitterness--with which Mrs~ 

Bentley chastises her husband for his adultery (AlvlfiIH, 163) 0 

The expression Df an~er is hopeful because of the truth of 

its feeling, and because they have finally touched each 

other on a basic, unpretentious level of communication .. 

Only consistent meaningful interactions will destroy the 

symbolic study door \<1hich has come between them .. 

The false fronts of Horizon are blown down before 

the Bentleys depart, possibly symbolic of their new 

freedom from past hypocrisy within and betweE.~n each other .. 

lVIrs .. Bentley has ostensibly accepted her husband1s child" 

and plans to become a piano teacher.. Philip will sell 

second-hand books in the city (> ~Phey break the deathly 

pattern of their Main street existence by leaving the 

wilderness for the city, but Ross really gives no hard 

evidence that they have triumphed over the vlilderness 

bet\'leen them" lvIrso Bentley exhibits some hope, "a vacancy 

of beginningll (AIv1!\1R, 165), in her two Philips, but the 

manner in which the Bentleys leave Horizon puts their 

freedom into doubt. Mrs. Bentley writes: 

It turns out now that all along they've 
liked us.. Philip, they tell me, was always 
such an earnest, straightforward man .. Heis 
made it hard for his successor.. And I 
minded my own business, came and went 



willingly, was the.sort of woman they 
could look up to.. Last Friday they had 
a farewell supper for us in the basement 
of the church, made speeches, sang God Be 
With You Till We Meet Again, presented u~ 
\;;:[f.il-a-handsome---sI1 ver flower basket., 
It I s the way of a Ii ttle ~1ain street town-
sometimes a rather nice way" (~~f<1fvjH, 164) 
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Mrs~ Bentley ironically suggests, in this series of statements, 

that the false front which she had learned to erect· as a 

defense mechanism against the awesome prairie and its 

sterile humB.n relationships (~, 9) still remains.. She 

may not yet rely, apparently, upon ·I.;1'1e love of a husband 

and a family for warmth and security in the north .. 

That the Bentleys could triumph over their 

wilderness simply through a geographical liberation--the 

movement from a wilderness Main Street to the citv--is t, 

clearly fallacious beea'use the essence of their wilderness 

is -their interpersonal barrenness.. II'l.rs" Bentley's self

deceptions ~ described above, suggest that she and. her 

husband ba.ve not yet; achieved the i're-edoID thL'Qugh whiBh tb.-ey 

can consistently speak the truth of their feelings to each 

utber. The escape from the monotony of Horizons is, however, 

definitely a step towards a new lifso MrsG Bentley's 

encouragement of Philip in his act to move to the city~ and 

her determination to accept and love .Judi th' s child as her 

own also emphasize her strong desire to struggle for 

happiness.. Such optimism and. confidence will hopefully 

l?elease Ihilip from his stagnant past and permit him to use 

his energies creative1;y' and lovingly" Only throu.gh a 



cooperative effort toward such unity will the Bentleys 

achieve some meaning in their life together~ 
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Hugh f1acLennan repeats to some extent, in Each 

]\1an's Sog, the plot pattern used by Sinclair Ross in As l!'or 

Me ~nd M;y_J.i£~" As Philip Bentley's agonizing pas"!:; and 

hypocrisy necessitate his own nagging guilt, so Daniel 

Ainslie's Calvinist "senso of sin l!5 plagues him throughout 

the novel. Ainslie, like his prairie counterpart, has the 

opportunity for peace through an adopted SODe The reparative 

power of the children for the tormented men and their barren 

marriages is suggested by Ross and MacLennan, but the abrupt 

providential conclusions to whic~ the novels come are 

almost inconsistent with the fearful wildernesses which the 

characters have always traversed~ 

MacLennan's Maritime novel lacks any physical 

\",ilderness as awesome as the Bentleys I expansi va prai.rie .. 

The only physically debilitating areas of the Cape Breton 

landscape are the hellish man-made coal mines. Boys 

willingly enter this prison, unaware that escape from it is 

virtually impossible" Their own poverty dictates that they 

must remain confined until the mine inevitably destroys 

their bodies and darkens their minds.. Even the few who 

somehow escape the physical disinteg~ation suffer the burden 

of spi:r.::i.tual imprisonment. Archie HacNeil boxes his way out 

of the mines, but his own sense of worthlessness, his innate 

Calvinism, prevents his consciousness from ever leaving the 
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darkness of the mines. 

The only aspect of Cape Breton itself which inspires 

fear is the pervasive Oalvinism which the island's history 

has imprinted on the spirits of the inhabitantso This 

island, according to MacLennan, seems to exude powers felt 

by sensitive Scotso Archie, who is all but unaware of his 

sense of sin, does experience a foeling of comfort when he 

looks into the sky over Cape Breton (EMS 228)- he --' , 
acknowle9.-ges, at least, some vague historical bond to the 

landscape~ Daniel Ainslie, much more involved than Archie 

in the nagging guilt of his religious heritage, undergoes a 

constant spiritual torture in every aspect of his life. 

His wife believes~ significantly, that the trip to London, 

tl avlC1.Y from Cape Breton with its memorie s and haunted 

Oalvinism l1 (1218, 206), would initiate a cure for the disease 

which plagues him. For all its beauty~.Cape Breton's 

landscape is a constant danger to those sensitive to their 

Scottish traditionc 

.The essential facts of MacLennan's Calvinism in Each 

Man's Son are fear and failure: 

If God looked down on them that summer, the 
kind of God their ministers had told them 
about~ He must have been well pleased • 0 0 

Longing to do their best, they had discovered 
there is no best in this world. Yearning for 
love, they had found loneliness. Eager to 
help one another, they had made each other 
wretchedo Dreaming of better lives, they had 
becomes totully discontented with the lives 
they led. (EMS, 200) 

Mrs. MacCuish, the eccentric old woman with whom Alan once 



eats, encircles Alan with her racked Calvinist co 

Her humility borders upon degradation as she live 

physical as well as spiritual abstinence and pover~y. 

Daniel Ainslie's Calvinism is much more personal than f1rs .. 

MacCuish's, and the pain which he experiences because of it 

is intensely humane Brainwashed by a father who was a 

Presbyterian minicter~ Ainslie UEtS tuught "th.::-,t li.fe \v:'IS 0. 

constant struggle against evil e .' " §.n4J that failure was a 

sin" (ElvjS, [-35).. His guilt spreads irrevocably throughout 

his whole being and he assumes the awesome responsibility 

for the many crises which surround him.. His attempts to 

engage lithe forces of evil ll in these conflicts are noble and 

humanitarian~ but the effects of frequent frustration and 

helplessness in many cases are intensified for a man as 

sensitive to failure as Ainslie. The ancient curse imprisons 

him as no physical wilderness ever could., 

Ainslie's marriage with Margaret, limited in its 

reparat:Lveeffects on his spirit by the Calvinist belief 

that physical desire tiled hellwards tl (ElvIS, 64), is an 

emotional \oJilderness with its lack of communication and 

warmth. Ainslie buries himself nightly in his Greek studies, 

behirhi a cold study door such as also excluded I'1rs .. Bentley 

from her husband's .life.. f1argaret Ainslie, not steeped in 

her husband's tradition, suffers a Il subterranean guilt of 

failure 'tJhicb every childless 'woman knows" 02:!§., 201). 

Suspicions of her husband's affections because of his 



sterilization of her, and jealous of the books wl. 

his time, she sits apart from him, waiting for th~ 

act which will determine the direction of their Iii 

togetherQ She cannot help him if bis conscience necessitates 

his fighting his enemies alone and incessantly: "he was in a 

treadmill which he could neither slow down nor escape by 

jumping offlt (§£1§..; 5l~) '" His beliof in his Ol,!I1 irrovocable 

confinemen~ and sinfulness prevents the small, significant 

act which would free him. 

Bis condition of non=action at'nudrnssetll.r~:ctruJ~It·~uc~.esmntpus'h~~l 
emotions inside him, where ambi tioD - _ _ .b. .... I 
bis tolerance to the limit@ His moments of contemplation \ 

centre on his own problems, and as a man, outside his \ 
----) 

medical pro£ession, he speaks with a bluntness which is 

almost cruelo His remarks to ~~(ollie in the buggy as he and 

his wife drive her to town reflect not the concern of lithe 

Doctor'l, but the callousness of a man angrily confronting 

the ignorance and lack of' values which consti-tute evil in 

his own vision; Ainslie blindly loses his warmth and humanity 

when he engages in his struggle~ His self-centredness 

drives him to personal goals of achievement by which he 

might mitigate the effects of the sense of failure which 

immerses him in Cape Breton. His Greek translations and his 

study of medical journals do not free him~·-incleed nothing 

lacking the warmth of buman beings can liberate himo 

Daniells achievements inevitably fail. to lift his fallen 



self because he himself admits no escape from his fate: 

Now that future was the present, and what 
had it brought? Only an end to seeing aheade 
Not even posteritYe Just the moment of hard 
work" The memory of work endlessly hard .. 
The memory of striving~ straining, heaving ..... 
Was defiance all that remained? (EMS, 40) 
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Indeed, the blindness to success fostered by 

Calvinism prevents Ainslie's realization that freedom is at 

hand in his medicine.. Ainslie's practice of trying to share 

his patient's fear in order to achieve a total understanding 

of the particular case is a truly admirable and a very 

human quality" The sympathy is purely professional with 

Ainslie, however, and he goes out of himself as the Doctor, 

not as Daniel Ainslie the mana To merge the two worlds, see 

his wife as a woman also needing his care, see his patients 

as warm living beings as well as manifestations of the 

suf'fering human condition, is his freed_om: "His doctor IS 

intelligence awoke, and as it began to ftinction the curse of 

his ancestors seemed. farther avJ8.yll (EI'1S, 65).. The sense of 

lIother"~ so necessary for a true doctor, sits deeply in 

...... 4.inslie's soul, but it requires disentanglement from his 

Calvinist conscience in order to be warmly humanitariane 

To achieve this end, Ainslie eventually experiences his own 

moment of purgatoryo 

Archie f/lacNeil suffers a torrnent more physically 

punishing than l'lirislie' s specifically Cal vini st guilt 1 but 

it is still a torture linked inexorably with MacLennan's 

special Cape Breton mentality. Archie naively believes that 
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physical escape from the mines liberates him from them, but 

his mind clearly has never left their darkness. Unaware 

until too late how Downey has manipulated him (El--m, 102)~ 

Archie, like Ainslie, insists on believing that peace is 

contingent upon some type of \,",orldly accomplishment: "I There 

are some that whill live their whole lives like axes and 

COldS, I Archie lliut-terecL I I am not OILG of them .. .. " I \Vhill 

go home when I am the champion'" (ElvIS~ 108; 109)0 Archie 

persists in his boxing, as Ainslie does in his Greek, yet 

both are futile efforts at self-justificatiollo Both must 

realize love, or at least some sensitivity to another, to 

placate their suffering. Ainslie apparently finds it, 

whereas Archie must turn to an unfeeling whore C]2.tIS, 113)" 

The movement to warmth and freedom is not easy., as 

f1acI,ennan indicates: IlExcept a corn of wheat fall into the 

ground and die, it abideth alone; but if it die, it bringeth 

forth much fruitll.,6 The loneliness of each of the major 

chara.cters in §chMal}'s Son is undeniable" To achieve 

\-Jarmth in a community of human beinGS, those gripped by 

false goals must realize the utter futility of their selfish 

struggles before they see redemption; they must !ldie ll before 

they liv8e Archie and Oamire, each striving for his own 

separate goal, do not realize the inadequacy of their 

selfish quests until the final disaster: 

each partial man struggles toward a different 
solution to his incompletion~ one which 
excludes all others. 1,rJhen their longings for 
wholeness draw them to Alan and his mother, 



the pattern \l;lill no longer knit.. Alan's 
role as each man's son is to witness the 
gradual forcing together of7these 
disastrously ali.enated men .. 
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Ainslie is one of IIthese disastrously alienated men"9 but he 

confronts his inner conflict and becomes redeemed in a new, 

sensitive humanity~ Realizing the utter alienation and 

oblivion to whi.ch his Calvinism has swept him, Ai.nslie 

places his belief in perspective, accepts it, and decides to 

strive after a vital and meaningful life: 

With a slow movement, as if coming out of 
a deep sleep, Ainslie sat up and looked at 
the sky. With longing for continuance 
brimming in his blood, he had looked ahead 
on his days and seen total emptiness~ He 
had reached his core. And there he had 
stopped. He got to his feet and looked 
down at the brook~ At that moment he made 
the discovery that he viaS ready to go on 
\"i th life .. Q " Now he could once more 
thirlli about the people around him. (EMS, 220;221) 

With this liberating act, Ainslie commences the movement from 

darkness and loneliness toward warmth and conulluni ty .. 

Ainslie ultimately places .all his values into 

"perspecti ve·-~-he unites his profession with his humanity-

and realizes IIthat in comparison with a loving human being, 

everything else is worthle~sll (~r-IS, 2 /+3).. His belief in the 

value of mankind complements his decision to escape Cape 

Breton physically and validates his redemption; unlike 

Philip Bentley, Ainslie seems to confront both the 

wildernesses which encompass him. His love for Alan 

transcends the level of an exper~ment in social mobility and 



seems to become warm, selfless and deeply human" The boy 

completes the Ainslies' lives by freeing the love in them 
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which guilt had stifled. Alanis need both required their 

devotion and sincere kindness, and liberated the love from 

their cramped spirits; they are free nOvl to love each other 

as well as the boy~ 

f'IacLsnnan asserts thE) ultirr:atc hopefulnGGs of life 

through his optimistic conclusion--more, at least, than the 

ambivalence suggested by Sinclair Ross--but the contrived 

ending adds an unfortunate note of fantasy.. Grove would 

undoubtedly deny the plausibility of such a IIhappy ending ll
e
8 

The vivid pain and fear viii th vlhich lVlacLennan infuses the 

attitudes and life styles of the people of Cape Breton is an 

accompl.ishment, on the other hand t in its recreation of a 

tormented spiritual state. The w~lderness of the Calvinist 

conscience is starkly real and believable? and love and 

selfless feeling do, indeed, seem to be the valid ways by 

which it can be humanized and enaured.. MacLennan.'s vision 

of the north, in spite of the staged conclusion, asserts a 

hopefulness akin to Grove's, a belief that in Canada the 

human condition does not deny the possibility of some 

warmth amid the cold, some love within the barrennessG 

Sheila Watson's !h~ Double Hook similarly climaxes 

"lith the freeing, decisive action of James Potter, but even 

his courage cannot permanently allay the omniscient power 

of Coyote: 

And. from a cleft of the rock she heard the 



voice of Coyote crying down through the 
boulders: 

I have set his feet on soft ground; 
I have set his feet on ~he sloping 
shoulders of the world&/ 

Coyote is all-encompassing, and by placing man in such an 

uneasy state of tension and fear demands that he prove 

his value as a man by asserting himself in action and 
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assuming the responsibilitiY for his d8ciBion.. Coyote rules 

the land of ~(lhe Double Hook as fear, the unknovln, the 

darkness, any force, in .fact, which confronts man and 

thereby urges him to act in order to preserve his freedom 

and dignity.. J'ames Potter leads the community's action by 

killing his mother, and everyone, save Theophil, perhaps, 

responds in the aftermath of the initial event. This 

movemen-t of the population as one, the communal feeling 

which develops out of James Potter's courage, is the 

ultimate power which confronts Coyote's evil and restores 

love for a time in the physical and psychological wilderness .. 

The landscape in The Double Hook is reminiscent of 

.~that in Camus'.s The Pl8;€;;ue" The sun bakes the land into a 

wili te d.usty dryness which collects on the inhabitants I 

bodies and mindso The effect is deceptively destructive, 

both in its subtlety and in its intensitye Each man's 

loneliness encompasses him, disintegrates his community, 

and prevents action for all but the few who possess the 

courage to break out of their prison9 In this state of 

suspended animation, men exist without really living~ They 
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deny their hUll1anity~ their place in the co~munity, by 

"refusing responsibility for their neighbours. Their rule 

of' life'j in this spiritual and physical drought, is apathy .. 

The cause of such a deadening of the spirit in The 

Double Hook is Coyote, and his queer lieutenant, old Mrso 

Pottero All beings live under Coyote's eye, as Watson 

indicatos by the graphic genealogy on the first pdt:;e of he::,:' 

novelQ The characters' lives seen to have been preordained 

"until one morning in Julyll (:bH~ 19), the moment of J"ames 

Potter's actions Coyote discourages such bravery and 

immediately qualifies the effects of the murder: "In my 

mouth is the east wind.. Those vlho cling to the rocks I will 

bring down/I vvill set my paw on the eagle I s nest" (ll.!!, 24)" 

Coy"ote laUGhs at man IS insignific;ant physical triumphs-

James Potter's included--which are essentially ineffectual 

against his aweso"me spiritual power., 1"1an may not really 

escape physically, either through action or through attempts 

to flee Coyote .. Man's triumpb. must be internal, must alter 

his psyche with a decisiveness which can confront Coyote on 

his own ground" 

The spirit is Coyote's essential battleground~ Be 

may physically intimidate man afar with his cries, but his 

arousal of man's fears constitutes the eS8en~e of his 

pm-Jer: ffIn my mouth is forgetting/In my d.arkness is res"G" 

(DB, 29)0 He immobilizes man, and lures him into a stasis 

which permits the divisive power to spread, like a plagu~, 

to all men. Locked in a prison of spiritual darkness, man 



is inactive and, for all intents and purposes, dead" Such 

is the paralysis which Mrs. Potter emanates when she fishes 

near Ara: "Yet as she watched the old lady, Ara felt death 

leaking through from the centre of the earth. Death rising 

to the kneeD Death rising to the loin ll ,(DH? 21) .. Like 

Coyote, Mrs. Potter spreads a death which eliminates the 

essenco of lifo and mOD.l1ing from mo.n" Fishing o.lono for 
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the truth which her subservience to Coyote ironically 

prevents her from ever realizing, MrsQ Potter represents the 

blind individual seeking a justification which can really 

only be found in the cOE1pany of other men" This guest drives 

her, as it drives MacLennan's doctor, to pursue her 

activities with I?a concentrated ferocityll (PH, 20)'1 a self-

centred mania exclusi va ai' all warmth and humantty .. 

This is the double hbok which Sheila Watson places 

at the centre of her vision, the ironic duality of manls 

search for meaning in the wildernesses of nature and society: 

He doesn't 1:nOl,v that you can f t catch the 
glory on a hook and hold on to it. That 
when you fish for the glory you catch the 
darkness tooQ That if you hook twice the 
glory you hoole twice the fear .. (DE, 61) 

For example, James, in addition to his confrontation with 

his mother, must also assume the responsibility for her 

murder" Kip, too~ is susceptible to the pOvver of the double 

hook through his insighte He is truly Coyotels servant (]g, 

'10 35) because he sees to the essence of things so clearly, 

but he also inspires fear in other people by such perception. 
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He forces James to strike· him blind for "Looking wise. 

Knowing too much" Like the old lady" (DB, 42).. Kip is 

associated with tho brilliant light of revelation, the 

confrontation with truth which illuminates so completely that 

it strikes onlookers senseless.. James is initially unaware 

of the duality of the struggle for meaning and seli'

justification, and n~ively attacks Kip as he had earlier 

struck his mother .. 

The place which Coyote attacks most fiercely with his 

darkness is man's spirito The apathy of the characters is 

the plague which infects them. Greta is the symbol of the 

divisive self who refuses, like Mrs~ Potter, to engage in a 

warm relationship with anyone.' Angel classifies Greta~ in 

fact~ as an agent of destruction who tries lito break up 

other birdsf.nestslt (DB:, 54)" Greta is mired in "her 

mother's doom" (12!!~ 111), caught in a prison of her own 

distinct self and refusing to admit any heJ.po She eventually 

seeks the ulti~ate power, Coyote, through suicidse Such 

~scape is invalid, hmvever, because she thereby denies her 

humanity, her intimate connection as a living being with the 

human raeee A refusal of this responsibility through a 

solitary retreat into madness or suicide makes·the value of 

her freedom quostionable. 

Theophil becomes the incarnation of apathy in 

'~vatson is vision of man: 1IIJ.1heophil did not hear the wagon as 

it passed.. He turned and pulled sleep about him like an 
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empty sack" (PH, 127).. Theophil sits uninvolved in his 

cabin, usually unconscious in sleep and actually totally 

unmvare of anything but himself.. Ooyote has driven him 

inside himself, immobilized him with a fear of action, and 

made him exclude what he should permit to enter: "Theophil ' s 

let fear grow like fur on his eyes" (DH, 58)0 Theophil') 

unlike Kip, WButs all existence apart from othGr mell, a 

blindness to all living things but himself .. 

\v.hile Greta and :I.\heophil are the loci of the plague's 

d.estructive influence, the apathy effectively touches all 

the people in the community, iD~luding its leader, James 

Potter.. Every living thing has lIa hanging and waiting look ll 

(DI1, 100)--the 'widow, Kip, the vlidovJ's boy, even the animals 

in James Potter's yard. All creatures await the guidance 

to freedom which apparently James 'Potter alone can give. 

Until he frees himself from his fear no ,other person can 

act: 118ince the fury of the morning he'd not been'able to act" 

He'd thrown fear as a horse balks. Then he'd frozen on the 

trail.. He was afraid" He was afraid what Greta might doll 

(DE, 42=43).. Until he fully assumes the responsibilities 

for his actions, James Potter will be caught in the same 

wilderness which holds his neighbours~ The spirit of his 

mother appears before him as it does before Ara (l?], 20), 

:!?elix (DR, 22), the Widow's boy (DR, 25), and the Hidow (DH~ 

29)~ with her evil presence still affecting their lives~ 

the community cannot 'function effectively together .. 
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Once James realizes the folly of trying to ride from 

hi.s mother's influence, he finally stands free from her. 

Simple defiance liberates him when he refuses to succumb to 

a fear of responsibility: IIFree at last, his true escape 

lies in his return". 11 Relinquishing his money gladly, 

he sheds his past and his mother like stifling cocoons and 

emerges reborn in a land which sympathizes with his ren0~ed 

vitality: ItJames stood for a moment in the moonlight among 

the clumps of stiff sage which shoved through the seams and 

pockets of the earthll (DR, 109)", James comes to refresh his 

suffocating neighbours vii th his courage.. Like the plants 

which suddenly assert life in the barren wilderness, the 

people around James Potter also begin to admit, by their 

actions, the value of community respon~ibilitY9 the simple 

hope in loving other human beingss 

IJenchen actually bears life wi thin her, and the 

birth of her child is the graphic expression of the renewal 

of this community" Felix's hDUS8? too, contains lithe stir 

and breath of living thingsll (DB, 120); it is the haven for 

both Lenehen and Kip, and the scene for Felix's own rebirth 

(;QH, 126)& The Widow accepts her daughter's pregnancy and 

cuts out a singlet for her new grandchild (DE, 115~116)o 

Ara, William and the Wi~owls boy see Coyote, hear his 

declaration, but are not enthralled by fear: IIFear faced lS 

fear eonqu8red ,I •12 Confident and standing togeth(:;:r, the 

community does not wa.ver at Coyote's. cry .. The less strenuous 

response, on the other hand, is to enter Coyote's numbing 
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darkness vli,llingly~ "In my fear is peace l1 (DH, 98). Those 

now denying that fear must necessarily struggle to maintain 

balance, but the union of men in friendship and love creates 

a warmth which eases the pain of the conflicto 

James returns to his people reborn, too, to accept 

his child and build a new life, but he also confirms other 

knowlecige with his return* Futile as his attempt at escape 

to the city may have appeared, it was a necessary stage in 

his coming to awareness: 

I ran away, he said, but I circled and 
ended here the way a man does when he's lost. 

I've a notion, William said, that a person 
only escapes in circles no matter how far the 
rope spinse (DR, 132) 

Caught in a rhythm which does not permit escape~ man's 

freedom combS from his accept;ance of hi shuman condi tioD, 

and. bis struggle to achieve justification when none seems 

possible.. The struggle permeates oi ty and \vilderness alike, 

because as Angel says, "if loneliness is being in one's own 

skin and flesh, therets only more 1()l1e~y people there than 

here H (DE, 86).. This loneliness of men driven apart by fear 

and defensive attitudes of self-preservation is the essential 

fact of Coyote's physical and psychological wildernesso 

As part of the cycle of life, James Potter 

fittingly destroys in order to createo He must lose money 

in order that he may gain another deeper wealth; he must 

assume responsibility for murder in order that he may be 

free: 

He would simply come back as held gone e He'd 



stand silent in their cry of hate" \vhatever 
the world said, whatever the girl said, held 
find her. Out of his corruption life had 
leafed and he'd stepped on it carelessly as 
a man steps on spring shoots.. C]lli, 127) 

L~4 

James comes back to admit hi.s guilt and reestablish his bond 

with Lenchen. The community will now rise from its ashes to 

live again in friendship~ Even the final cry of Coyote 

cannot stifle completely the hopefulness of Watson's 

I'8n8vled community 8 

II 

The second group of domestic novels of the north, 

including The lJell., Frui. ts o~ Ea_rtJ~ and ~J!!J..ers of th£ 

!~l?-l:sh, relates, more throughly than the first group~ the 

development of self·-knowledge wi thin a community. The 

central character in each novel possesses the capacity for 

love and meaningful, decisive action, but he immerses 

himself in superfic:i.al, futile, selfish endeavou~s which 

give no ultimate satisfaction. The final decisions of 

Chris, Abe and Niels to assume the responsibility for their 

actions exemplify a recognition of the value of community 

life and the essential rebirth of each man through a belief 

in loveo Chris and Niels will live hopefully for the love 

of a sensitive honest woman, and Abe will now realize the 

comfort of a family and the respect of a community.. The 

novels discussed in the first group conclude with similar 

aff'irIrrations of community life, but the resolutions are mOI'e 
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sudden and seem to be less a final stage in a developmental 

process than the three novels of the second group. 

Sinclair Ross's The Well, typical of a northern 

novel, opens in a wilderness~ near a prairie village called 

Campkin. Suspended alone amid the wide prairie, linked to 

the city by a single thin railroad track, inhabitants of 

CGJT.pkin must unite in oI'del" to Gonquer the loneliness .. 

Chris Rowe, a city-dweller, is overcome by the land's 

flatness ... He feels "oppressed, uneasyll,13 like an alien who 

cannot possib1y endure the threatening expansiveness of the 

land.scape" 1},1he deep prairie night, as in AfJ lt~<.?}Z . .rv1e and ~y 

llouse~ constitutes an even more pointed threat to man, 

pr'oventing action by merely being beyond his comprehension: 

he made out the light of a neighbour's 
wind.ovl a mile or more away ~ .. .. From 
here to the light~-that "J3.sa measurable 
distance, and with a great grasshopper 
leap of his mind he reached it0 Reached 
it, sickened, swayedo It was only the 
first leap. He could never gather 
himself for the next one, into the wet 
black void that lay beyond-" -C~JeIJ:. 9 -175) 

11he smallness which the prairie man assumes when engulfed 

by the landscape distinguishes this wilderness from Chris's 

urban wilderness on Boyle Street. The prairie landscape, 

where a. man must closely examine his own ability to endure 

the hostile environment and then assist others in their 

su.rvival, is the only possible scene for Chris Rowe's coming 

to awareness$ By his reliance upon others for not only an 

initiation into the ways of the wilderness, but also an 
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opportunity to judge himself, the human sympathy buried in 

Chris Rowe achieves freedom~ 

Ohris's psyche, clearly, is the wilderness which 

must be made warm and habitableo Initially trapped in his 

Boyle Street consciousness~ Chris tries to flee his past on 

trains while simultaneously keeping his Boyle Street 

mentality~ His fear of the wilderness surfaces at times, 

but; the true plague of his spirit is his retention of his 

urban attitudes" Totally self-centred, Ohris plots to lIput 

the screws on Larson" C.~lell, 86)? an old man who, for 

whatever the motivation, freely offers aid to Chris. 

Nagged at times by his conscience, Ohris continues, 

nevertheless, to use his employer for his own greedy purposes 

(i'Jell, 201) .. IJ L8 uses both Sylvia and Elsie Grover to 

gratify his inflated male ego~ He feels tenderness rarely 

for the two vlomen, and once the challenge of II scoringll \</i th 

them lS met, he no longer requires them& 

Bhri~ IS pas'b [Srips ~him vdth more -conscious injury in 

his paranoia about his assault of Baxter, the reason for his 

flight from Boyle Street.. He has vivid nightmares about 

Baxter and Boyle street, and suspects that people in Campkin 

will eventually come to know the e~ents of his past. Larson 

and Sylvia are aware of his crime, in fact, through Chris's 

ramblings while he sleeps., Sylvia tells him that Larson 

prompts Chris in his sleep to learn his past, but Ohris 

wisely assumes that she alone commits the eavesdropping and 

plans to use the confessions against him. 
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Sylvia is, in spi·te of Chris's greed and self

centredness, the standard of evil in The Well by which other 

misdeeds are measured.. She is, indeed, lithe intrudeI'" 

OJell, 88) who attempts to destroy the happiness in Larson's 

life and in his relationship with Chriso Like Chris, she 

was a city-aweller, presumably hardened by the lack of warmth 

in that envix'ollfilent" She is gl'ee<1y, and devoid of pure 

sympathy, to B.ll even greater extent than Chris is" She is 

indifferent to the crisis at the birth of Fanny's colt 

(\riell, 207), and shovJS her lack of warmth through her 

refusal to aid living creatures in their struggle to live .. 

She exhibits a coldness, which even awes Chris, in her 

precise, analytical prepara·t;ions for their lovemaking (~iel~, 

131-132) and for the murder of Larson (Well, 185-188). 

Sylvia plans these acts of passion in a mechanical, business

like manner which emphasizes the horror of their actual 

enactment .. 

Chris's final confrontation with Sylvia's cold, 

cruel power truly tests the strength of his willo Having 

shot Larson and realizing the horror of the crime, Chris 

immediately tries to help him; he is torn from his sympathy 

for the old man, however, by his response to Sylvia's 

commands, "the mechanics of obedience.1! (ivell, 246), and Chris 

follows her once again. Only when he realizes that Larson, 

like Sheila ~vatson' s !VIrs" Potter, vlill haunt the murderer 

forever~ docs Chris stand firm and refuse to obey Sylvia. 



He knows that his greatest pain has heretofore come from his 

memory of Baxter. Physical burials of enemies clearly do 

not erase their effect upon the minds of sensitive survivors .. 

Chris must assume his responsibility in order to initiate 

survival in the wasteland which he has made of his life. 

Such assertion is the essence of Chris's hope for 

the future., Containing the potential to love and syr:1patl:..iz.0 

deeply, Ohris needed special circumstances for his 

liberation" Livin§; within old Larson's kindness and selfless 

giving, Chrisls "surviving streak of honesty" (Vlell? 152) 

often breaks through his Boyle Street superficiality.. He 

begins to take pride in his performance of menial farm jobs 

because it effects changes in his opinion of himself: lIit had 

something to do with being a manll (.k{el~~ 158)" Ohris 

eventually rejects the false values of Boyle Street (Well --' 
176), and permits himself to sympathize ~ith other living 

creatures.. Il'luch to his physical disgust, he tries to help 

oJ:d Fanny with her colt (lvell, 207) ~ Shortly after this 

event? he feels sympathy for Larson as they sit in the church 

at the funeral of Ole's son" Chris feels strongly drawn to 

Larson to comfort the old man in his sad memories of his own 

dead son. Chris is, in fact·, the only person in the novel 

who becomes Larson's true friende Attracted by the old man's 

simple love for his memories, his well, the few watermelons, 

his land, Chris more and more takes Larson's side when 

gossips or Sylvia are· antagonistic. ·He finally admits his 

deep affection for the old. man--indeed for any warm, living 
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being--in his resistance to Sylvia and his vain attempt to , 

aid the dying Larson. 

Chris comes to realize that his only means of 

achieving meaning in his life is his assumption of the 

responsibility for his actions. Part of the confrontation 

\·lith his inner self involves his acceptance of El~lie Grover, 

of his egotistical Boyle street attitude to women, he begins 

to sympathize with the girl whom he used, and ultimately, 

envisions her as a model for ernulat;ion: 

There was strength there too • 0 D To take 
him as he was, to believe in him, to suffer 
and go on suffering@ He hoped S09 Leaning 
forward a little in the pew, his fingers 
locked, his lips wincing, he kept his eyes 
f ·J"~aC-j on bar no l"f \·lcl"tJ·n~ ~or ~ 01·~rl (~le-ll __ .. ~.t!_t:~ _ j . .It:.~ v..,.~ .. _ c,,- .. J-kb _~ - c. Q b 0 \.!="_'"''''='''~, 216) 

Elsie, inspiring as she does in Chris this deep feeling and 

devotion, becomes his reason for living. Hoping to live 

happily again in Elsie's love--a life by no means confirmed 

by his past treatment of her--Chr:i.s m(3.kes bis crucial_ 

decision to face the consequences of' his shooti:Clg Larson .. 

Ind.eed, Chris's choice of lithe rope!! (,dell, 256) rather than 

Sylvia seems grim to her, but his simultaneous achievement 

of self-justification and m~aning in his own life produces a 

warmth which even the threat of death cannot overcome.. Even 

Ohris's necessary return to the city to confess to his 

assault of Baxter does not promise to affect his redeemed 

vision of life. 

Sinclair Ross contr0sts the city and the wilderness 
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many times in The vlel1, the former exemplified both by 

Boyle Street with its II insolence, pride @.n~ defiance II ('lYell, 

176) and. by Sylvia with her inhuman manipulation of other 

men, and the latter illustrated by Larson in his simplicity, 

honesty and willingness to give freely of himself., Chris's 

rebirth in the wilderness, "the beginning of a new kind of 

self~sufficiencyll (HE?l-.,-:\, 57) is the profound renewal of Chris 

Rowels psichic wilderness, and although it was contingent 

llpon the reparative setting and the presence of Larson and 

Elsie, the effect is complete, irregardless of the nature of 

his future environmente The firmness of Chris's final 

tllanding" (lYell, 256) emphasizes his assured belief in the 

strength of his decision. 

Ch:eis Howe IS renevJal in a community north of his 

city home is a typical feature of .the northern novelo The 

north is often a place of self-discovery, redemption and 

rebirth, a place which thereby permits the explorer to 

etldut'@ anft £ur¥iv-ethe rii~0rs of- th-e environment in hapP1.-nesEfo 

Abe Spalding, Grove's protagonist in Fruits of the Earth, 
I ~-.. ........... 

seeks to conquer the prairie land and establish the greatest 

farm in the country; he discovers only late in his life that 

the wilderness for such an ambitious man as he really lies 9 

ironically, within the self-destructive power of his desire 

to possess.. This is the true wilderness which he must tame 

in order to live his life peacefully and happily. 

Abe IS :Lni tial confrontation,. hoy/ever, involves the 

physical wilderness, tb.e prairie landscape itself 0 His 
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"impression of an utter lQneliness il14 with his closest 

neighbour being a man bushed through isolation in the 

wilderness, does not arouse fear in Abe, but anger to assert 

his own vitality against the threatening environmento Some 

people would group together to:preserve warmth within a 

communi ty; Abe ~ on the other hand., "woulc.l change this 

prairie~ would improve himself on it, would conqu.er its 

spirit" CfE, 23)" Noble as Abe's struggle promises to be, 

it is a very lone1y undertaking, and Abe is u1timate1y 

doomed to fai1ure by this very loneliness.. The people who 

submit to the awesome land and its silence admittedly 

appear restrained and confined (FE, 137)~ but they at least 

have the comfort of numbers to allay the pain of their lives" 

.Abe r s task is the integration of his community, both 

his family and his township,into bis struggle with the lanel .. 

Only at that time can he claim a valid triumph. Abe is 

ini tially una\\rare of this fact'i however, and must neglect 

one in order tu pursue tne btheI'o Abe r s aamirable motivation 

to conquer the wilderness soon becomes subordinate to a 

simple desire to Ov-Tn more land: "He must have more land! He 

mU3t get to a point where he farmed on a scale which would 

double his net income from a decreasing margin of profit ll 

(FE, 51).. The hint of compUlsion in ~be's thoughts testifies 

that cold, hard economics have replaced his human will as 

the motivating force for his farm.. The cry "I've got to 

have more land" (F.§, 54) often occurs in one form or 

another in Fruits of the :i:::urth (:B'E, 30; 38; 40; 5'+; 60). 



Abe; in this way, becomes. inextx'icably bound to a force 

beyond his control. He admits that his blind ambition has 

actually led him to become a slave of the land (~, 54; 
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-100), rather than the land a servant of him, as he had 

originally intended., Abe eventually rea.lizes the ultimate 

worthlessness of his huge mansion and farm, and the essential 

coldness of hiG economic we~lth, because it is not 

supported and complemented by the warmth and security of a 

loving family .. 

Abe has built a tall barrier of indifference between 

himself and his family, however, through his blind devotion 

to his work" Exhausted from labouring all day, Abe lacks 

the energy to communicate with his family in even the 

simplest vJay (~, 45; 50) .. He and Ruth eventually sleep 

apart because he needs his r~st for his next day's work. 

'Ehey become strangers, not only denying the warmth of a 

sexual relationship, but also rejecting all forms of 

c-ommllnication in a sterile "habit of silence ll (FE, 152) .. 

The children mature without a father, confiding secrets to 

their mother and each other~ but not daring to interrupt 

their father in his work. Abe realizes intermittently that 

life is bypassing him, but he needs a devastating example of 

the evil of his ambition to make him ~:'eally question his 

values. The death of Cbarlie in the service of his father 

makes the boy a sacrifice to economics, crushed beneath Abe's 

ambition as much as beneath the Hheels of his Vlagon .. 15 

Abe not only lives outside the warmth or the family, 
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who alone can make his work meaningful, but also denies his 

community, flworst of crimes in western Canada \I (Ii'E, 164) .. 

He persistently neglects to engage in even the most brief 

and friendly conversation with his neighbours because he 

has no time (FE, 27; 29; 59; 82-83)" II'11e death of Charlie 

jars him into considerations more deeply human than weather, 

crop yields and grain pricesu He becins to spoculate on 

death much as Nicoll had earlier done (~7 40), and seems to 

move, by this sensitivity, toward a greater awareness of his 

human condition.. His 1)1'ide and shortsighted concern for 

himself apparently still grips him, however, and his defeat 

at the poll by vJheeldon cirives him into isolation. Rather 

than struggling against his opponent's legal trickery, Abe 

resigns b.lE> position in the regional government and thereby 

refuses his responsibility to the other men in the community. 

He retreats from the ambiguous justice of politics in a vlay 

in which he would have described as meek and cowardly In the 

clCl.yS ot- -111.8 early st~r.uggTes with the prairi.e landscapeo 

Abe's submission is almost incongruous with his 

meditations on lithe mysteries of cosmic change II (JL§, 13Lj·) .. 

Living for a brief time in the shadow of Charlie's death, 

Abe realizes to some extent that his strugfjles to achieve 

economic domination compose only a sm~ll portion of the 

struggle pf which he was heretofore unawareo His necessary 

human subservience to time and the inevitable decay and death 

of all l~~ing beings suudenly fill his consciousness with 



confusion: 

fJ.'he moment a worle of man was finished, nature set 
to work to take it down again. A queer 
though-t, that.. And so with everything, ",ith 
his machines, his fields, his pool; they were 
all on the way of being levelled to the soil 
againQ (FE, 134) 

The strength of his 0\'111. ambition had negated his awareness 

5lj· 

of his own transcience for many years, but now he begins to 

see the prairie not as a thing to be conquered, but as a 

symbol of the intimate link bet"Jeen birth and death, between 

simply living and the incessant struggle to justify that 

lifeo He experiences, in the author's theoretical 

terminology, "the generally tragic reac·tion of human souls 

to the fundamental conditions of man's life on earthllQ16 The 

;years pass Abe quickly in their irrevocable movement; 

imnwrsed in his work 5 life is ffit::asured by the jobs to be 

completed, not by the age or growth of his young family. 

Grove emphasizes the rapidity of the passage of time for Abe 

by beginning chapters with IIA year had gone b-yli (F~," 25; 3!-l-; --- -- - - - -- - - - --- - -- -

119), and ultimately, with tbe more significant liThe years 

went byll (FE, "132)" 

Abe'S struggles with time, the land, and death are 

supplemented, furthermore, by a conflict with the expanding 

city. Initially prompted to emUlate the city in the 

construction of his house (FE, 37), Abe soon assumes the 

typical position of his creator, Grove, in derogating the 

superficial excess of city life~ Country children bused to 

city schools acquire habits of insolence and defiance.(~, 
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155; 182)--qualities of Sinclair Ross's Boyle street 

m"entality B The city spreads corruption like a disease, 

staging the drunken orgies in the old school and advocating 

an immorality which even touches Abels daughter Frances 

with pregnancy" liThe Lure of the Oity" (FE, 218) 

necessitates a strong response from the moral leaders of 

this ru~['al community in order to prevent the Boili.ng of 

their honest simple standard of living.. Although he was 

compelled, by the inevitable growth of the city, to accept 

the mechanization of his i'arm (FE, 41) and the loss of his 

son~ Jim, to the job opportunities afforded by technological 

progress (~~ 222), Abe does possess the pOv'Jer to stand 

before the tide of moral and psychological degeneracy which 

is creeping into the district. Abafs positive decisive 

action to halt the immorali~G;Y spread by the dances at the 

schoolhouse redee~s him from the isolation within which he 

has been mired since his embarrassment at the poll~ 

The catalyst for Abels release from his self

imprisonment is the warmth of friendship from his usually 

reserved brother·-in-law <> When the doc tor unburdens his past 

to Abe, he gives him significant advice: 11' itie act and 

blunder~ We can never tell~ Perhaps this knowledge may 

help to sustain you'" (1!'E, 259).. The doc tor I s talk to Abe 

is important not only because he kindly wishes to prepare 

Abe for the blow of his daughter's moral error? but also 

because he establishes a bond of intimate communication 
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with Abe which he has never known" The advice to choose 

boldly and to take action bravely where he feels he must is 

significant in the light of Abe's final assertion of power~ 

but the tone in which the doctor speaks, so freely and so 

sensitively, seems to be the motivating ,force for Abe's 

immediate awareness of others~ 

vJhen Abe comes out to Ruth, ho p8rceives lw:c \Jith a 

new feeling of warmth and intimacy: "to-day he smV' that this 

vroman, human like himself, was stirred to her depth; and he 

noticed her immense relief at his return" (FE~ 260)9 Man 

and wife appear closer than ever before, and indeed, they are 

one in their reaction to the legal jungle in which Ruth 

innocently tried to achieve true justice.. Abe shows a 

kindness and respect for Ruth in their conversation in the 

barn which she has probably never received before in their 

married life", 

Abe decides, after leaving Ruth, to face his past 

errors of judgment, accept the sIns of his daughter, and 

sti.ll strive to create a meaningful community.. He will 

assume the responsibility which he had once unwisely denied: 

True resignation meant accepting one's 
destiny; to him, it meant ac,cepting the 
burden of leadership; and the moment he 
saw that, he felt at one with the district, 
with his brother-in-law who had, told him his 
story, with Ruth in her sorrow, and, 
st~angely, with himself e • • His own life 
had been wrorig, or all this would not have 
happened. He had liveQ to himself and had 
had to learn that it could not be done .. • • 
ItYes5 II he muttered to himself, "1'11 go 
on " " .. To the end. " ~ Whatever it may be .. " (FE, 264) 
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IVlore acutely conscious than ever of his necessary duty to 

his community and to his wife, Abe seems a new man--still 

as firmly resolved to decisive action, but now more human 

and sympathetic. In the future, his action will arise from 

a concern for others, a desire to shO\-J the \varmth and love 

for community and. family by leading it firmly ~ Ed McCourt 

casts a shadow upon Abe Spaldi~G's final act by saying '~hut 

he Ilgains a victory in which neither he nor the reader can 

t 'ake m h ] 88 ur " 17 iUC p __ ~.s e 0 Indeed, Abets resignation to his 

fate through his acceptance of weighty responsibility does 

not promise a pleasant future for him, but it is noble 

and humanitarian action-~as much as any man can do for his 

community" 

Niels Lindstedt, Grove's hero in Settlers of the 

.!:1ar.sh~ develops, like Abe Spalding, from an initial naivete, 

through a trial period of blind. ambition and misjudgment of 

values, to a final act which opens the path to self-

k~nowleage and freedom" Niels IS resolution is much more 

violent than Abe I s---he must murder his wife--but his quiet 

return to Ellen is reminiscent of Abe's calm kindness to 

Ruth when he finally decides to fulfill his duty to her and 

the communityo Niels, more particularly, finds the meaning 

for existence in Ellen's love, and th~ promise of marriage 

and childreno 

~'lhereas Niels ~ like Abe and Chris Rowe, fincis the 

love and warmth which frees him in the north--at least north 



of the city in the lake district o~ northern Manitoba--the 

north which he initially confronts in the f1arsh is barren~ 

cold and unfriendly.. At the beginning of Settler§.. 0LJ:.h.~ . 

. ~ar8.h,; as Niels and Nelson move farther north, a blinding 

snow-storm confronts them and batters t~ern with its cruel 

power. They lose not only their sense of direction, but 

also the facility to communicate: 

Both would have liked to talk9 to tell 
and to listen to stories of danger, of 
being lost, of hairbreadth escapes: the 
influence of' the prairie snoVlstorm made 
itself felt" But whenever one of them 
spoke, the wind snatched q.is word from his 
lips and threw it aloft. 18 
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The nature facing Niels, like Abe Spalding's prairie? taunts 

h:i.m i.nto a struggle in \llhich he must engage with his 

greatest 8trength~ 

Ambitious to build a great farm, Niels is different 

from his counterpart in Fruits of th~_~~ in that his 

passion to vlork is motivated by a pure love for a girl1 Ellen 

A1Bunftse-n!JtEveryt-hing he did he did fur h-er tt (eN, 49)., E11en 

is deeply trapped in her own emotional wilderness~ however~ 

and she cannot allow herself any intimate involvement with a 

mane Driven to a suspicious hatred of sexuality by the 

inhuman cruelty of her parents' physical relationship, Ellen 

is emotionally unable to enter marriage and must reject 

Niels's proposal~ 

His dreams of love shattered, Niels retreats into a 

solitary life on his farm, a life where neither women nor 

men hold im.portance for him (Sl'l, 1'19)" In his painful self-
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imposed isolation Niels turns on himself and constantly 

experiences "a feeling of fear: the fear of 11fe l1 C.§J1, 60) 

and a horrifying sense of the inevitability which confronts 

every man: 

the apparent futility of all endeavour \<l8.S 

almost more than he could bear. Amundsen's 
impeccability in life, his trivial vanity, 
his slow deliberation and accuracy: where 
had all th0C8 tG.keD. 11i11'? To our COllUJon 
goal ~ the grave .. (81'1, 6'+) 

Niels IS i'ear becomes the essence of his life because he has 

no other vital meaning for which to live.. His farm? \l/hic11 

he strove to build for Ellen, becomes after her rejection an 

end in itself.. His motivation for creation becomes perverted 

rather than selfless, and he loses contact with the innocence 

and warmth of his hurnani ty ~ IIIli£'e was useless; there \tfas no 

meaning in it " .. o no justification • • 0 Niels became more 

and more prosperous" But the farm owned him; not he the 

farm~eo.,It gre\'J according to lavJS of its O\\1nll C.e!:!, 116) .. 

I~iels turns to ardu~us work fo:c mE;)a:Qip:K in 11_is li.t'0,. but 

·the acti vi ty, with the absence of other human beings for 

whom he can perform his chores, becomes physically and 

psychologically detrimental to hime Like Abe Spalding, his 

vision becomes distorted through an excess of purposeless 

work .. 

Grove also uses the movement of the seasons to 

connote the deadening repetition which plagues Niels's 

spirit.. Enmeshed in the only meaning in his life--work--

the passing of time becomes si.gnificant for Niels only as a 
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measure for the completioQ or begi~ning of particular 

phases of farm labour$ Grove expresses this significance 

of time effectively through the brief factual phrases which 

mark Niels1s life coldly and inevitably, much as a clock 

mechanically ticks off seconds: 

Winter went by; the thaw-up came.. Breaking 
and seeding, on a share of the crop~6~O 

':[ihe "\1or}::in~j-ollt ~ II in the south" A year 
since he had come to this countryoo9~A 
winter in town, to learn English •••• Another 
summer. A second winter with NelsonG~.o 

JVlany things happenedo lI1rs .. Amundsen died. 
• & ~ 0 0 0 G 6 0 e 0 0 0 ~ e e Q .0. e 0 e 0 e 0 0 0 ~ • 

Niels cleared his land •• ~& 
Spring came .. 
He enlarged his stable and built a chicken 

housec He sold hay0~~6 
Then breaking ana seeding, with propitious 

weather towards the ena of April~ He had 
eighteen acres in crop, six of wheat, four 
of oats, and the rest in barley,. C§N, 46; 82) 

Niels's devotion to his farm is cold, unnatural and 

debilitating because it touches no living, i'eeling human 

being .. Niels's care for the farm is, indeed, "passionate" 

(_SI'IJ, 172), but the passion stems from a deep dissatisfac"t2ion 

within Niels, a wilderness of madness and confusion which 

demands clarity and understanding beyond his capacity.. Only 

when his life has a vital purpose in love or simply in 

sympathy for others can his work become lighter~ 

Bobby Lund becomes caught in Niels's cycle, too, but 

for him the reason for living is vitai and unitive, ana 

within his grasp: 

Winter went by; life went its way. 
Bobby soetied his own farm, the quarter 

section that was to be his. He picked a 



four-horse team from among Niels's colts, 
barGained for them with his employer, and 
paid in cash: he had the accumulated 
earnings of years. As for the farm, he 
would pay in half crops. 

Bobby was loyal. Seeing that Niels was 
doing this for him, he would not leave him 
while he was what he was. But Bobby 
wanted to get married, to establish 
himselfe .. ~. 

Well~ even for that there would be a way 
pretty soone (SM, 175) 

Bobby's married life begins poorly with respect to money~ 
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but his family exudes a warmth and bond of affection which 

Niels has never experienced on the Canadian frontier. 

Bobby's liberation in marriage foreshadows Niels's own path 

to freedome 

As Grove uses the fundamental movement of the seasons 

to emphasize -tbe essentially cyclical nature of existence j 

so he contrasts the city and the wilderness to point t.o.-the 

special relationship between these two states of lifee 

Niels, lonely through Ellen's rejection ~nd even more 

~.s0la ted by his uI).b~li(3vable =b.f5.n2ral1:c~ 0:£ the r~ali t;ST of S_8lC, 

naively falls prey to JiIrse Vogel, the active representative 

of the city's typical lust, corruption and cosmetic 

superficiality. She seduces him (sr"h 121), and unleashes 

the forces of destruction in Niels's life" Such contamination 

and perver~)ioll is normal for life in the cities of Grove .. 

TIe sees the urban environment as a place where innocents 

like Niels or Frances Spalding are lured into mistakes which 

threaten to ruin their \"/hole lives" 
.. I 

Niels's naivete and curiosity cannot leave him 
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totally blameless for his fallg He is conscious of his 

action--he lIyields" to her--and this awareness damns him 

even more ~ He realizes in an earlier visit to !\1inor that he 

is not~ in any way, a city-dweller:-

A feeling of general dissatisfaction possessed 
him. This was the first time he had spent 
more than a few hours in town. He had often 
had the same feeling before .. 

On his land he was master; ho know just 
how to acto Here in town 7 people did with 
him as they pleased @ • to And the attitude 
of superiority everybody assumedG$ o .. They 
were quicker at repartee--silly, stupid 
repartee: and they were quick at it because 
they did not do much else but prac tiE;e i t ~ " •• 

oV>ooo •• C'o •• ef)C!'o .... a-.O ... GOCloe .. O$4!: 

He was impatient to get back to-the farm •••• 
Yet he waited where he had crouched down on 
the bank of the little river~ (S~, 89=90) 

Niels returns to town, hm'lever, and in the darkness of one 

night~ goes to 111rs" VogelG Cornpelled by a naive morality, 

Niels submits to he~ power and marries her~ The fit of 

passion which init'iates their marital rela-lJionship reflects 

the shallow, unsteady morality which Grove associates with 

t11e city" 

Indeed, the desires of the city prove to be 

superficial. Niels and Clara live a life of hate, loneliness, 

and alternately, strained silence and bitter quarrelling, 

after the ihitial physical attraction has weakened. To rid 

himself' of her diseased influence Niels must kill her (';:;1-1, 

186-187). Niels's imprisonment for the murder is his 

purgatory and his mind retains a semblance of' order and 

balance after it. When he returns to his land, the city 

has crept toward it inexorably, but his spirit, pursed of 
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its evil and better for the hUl11blin~~ experience, seeks the 

purity of Ellen Amundsen. They do not enter a springtime 

of youthful, e:h.'llberant love, for they are midd.le-aged 

people v/ho have suffered much in their lives.. 1.'hey are 

reborn, however, in a love which admits ·the pain of life 

while demanding the strong bond of warmth to endure it: 

Niels and Ellen vJill endul:'e ~ will try to 
rescue some of the joy of living, but they 
will never be able to erase the paste 
Considerably battered, a little wiser, 
expecting a lot less from life, they will 
carry 011v 19 

Niels and Ellen go north in their love toward the 

place of rebirth in Grove's northern visione Such movement 

is not only symbolic, but also geographical" Grove structured 

§~ttler~~~~sh so that Ellen, Niels's hope and 

eventual love, lived north of him, and Mrs. Vogel, the evil 

\v11ich lured Niels into degeneration, livecl south of him; the 

nearest city, 111<::e\vise, as in ~f ~g.e Ear~, \vas 

relationship between the city and wilderness not only unites 

each of Grove's novels through thematic consistency, but 

also emphasizes the idea of the pure north and the redemptive 

wilderness which lS a significant -quality of the northern 

novel in Canad.a.. That Settlers of the f1arsh begins in winter 

and ends in late spring only signifies further the ultimate 

hopefulness and vitality which Grove saw in Canada's northe 
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The final trio of domestic northern novels, I'Jilq 

~...§.£, l.11e Vi~.£_JI8art. and the first two parts of Itlhere 

Nests the_ ~vat~r Hen, differ from the other six novels under 

discussion in this chapter because they possess a consistent 

undercurrent of hope~ warmth and love., In spite of the 

encompaBsing wildo.cness in nature and the colo.. inhumanity of 

parts of society, the vision suggested in these novels is 

predominantly optimisticQ The novelists are not n~ive in 

this stance-·-indeed, they include much sadness and resignation 

in their stories--but they are simply aware that the warmth 

of love betvveen a man and a \>loman 9 or wi thin a family or a 

community caIl effectively withstand the threats of non~ 

being and loneliness in the 'wilderness" They see a vi tal 

justification for man's existence ~n eartho 

The physical and psychological wild_ernesses of 

northern life in Fiartha Ostenso IS yJ~l~l~C!..ee.f?~e are barren~ 

cruel and. cold without such an assertive response.. IlIJark, at 

one momen.t; and J-u.o..ith) at another, perceive the prairie's 

threatening flatness and become aware of manls essential 

loneliness, not only in the northern land, but also in life 

"t If 20 l se " North connotes death, particularly, for Ostenso. 

Whereas the Gare farm possesses the semblance of life and 

fertility with its flmrling i~ields of flax, the muskeg north 

of the farm is a symbol of death and ultimately, the place 

of Caleb GareIs own destruction: 



Before him glimmered the silver grey sheet 
of the flax--rich, beautiful, strong. All 
unto itself, complete, demanding everything, 
and in turn yieldint; everything-·-growth of 
the earth, the only thing on the earth 
worthy of respect, of homage. 

North of it lay the muskeg, black and evil 
and potted with water-holese (wG, 126-127) 
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With the opposition of the silver flax and the black muskeg, 

Ostenso contrasts the south and the north within the 

archetypal framework of lisht and darkness, good and evil.. 

Caleb Gare fittingly dies in the muskeg because, like 

it, he is an evil force of darkness" He is a creature who 

possesses the coldness of the land itself. Ostenso 

emphasizes that he '" is nothing but a symbol of the land I II 

('t\!G. 78) ~ and he even vJalks stooped to the ground, "like a --' 
thing that belonged inf'ini tely to the earth" qv~,; 126)" 

Oaleb is a product of his northern environment; like '~va tson! s 

Mrs .. Potter~ he has repressed his human instinct and 

·internalized the lonely, impersonal brutality of the north .. 

M"ark emphasizes th:Ls process of'-d-ehumani za t;kGD.- i-n-a-i s 

explanation of his own idea of north: 

"I spent some time farther north " .. " 1\he 
silence is awfule You feel immense things 
going 011, invisiblys There is that eternal 
sky--light and darkness=-the enciless plains 
of snow--a few fir trees, maybe a hill or a 
frozen stream Q And tlie human beings are 
like totems~=.figures of wood with IIiysterious 
legends upon them that you can never make 
outo The austerity of nature reduces the 
outvJard. expression" in lii'e, simply, I think, 
because there is not such an abundance of 
natural objects for the spirit to react tOG 
We are, after all, only the mirror of our 
environment.. Life here at Oeland, even, may 
seem a negation but it's on~y a reflection 



from so few exterior natural objects that 
it has the semblanc~ of negation. These 
people are thrown inward upon themselves, 
their passions stored up, they are 
intensified figures of life with no 
outward expression--no releasing gesture." 

. (!]G, 78) 
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Calt3b, in his manic impersonal ambition,. symbolizes the 

threatening cruelty of the land itself; like Fate, he broods 

over his family a.nd his land, permitting occurrences which 

please him and stalling or perverting others which do not: 

"There was no outward emotion or expressed thought save that 

which led as a great tributary to the flovv of Caleb IS 

ambition lf (WG 
-~-' 

75) .. 

For the greater part of Wil~ Ge~~ Caleb retains this 

overwhelming power and dictates to nearly all the people in 

his i'aillily and community", Like the land, he snatches 

vitality and hope from all living beings in order to satisfy 

his blind desire to own" His desire to possess, like Abe 

'Spalding's, knows no bounds, but, unlike Grovels character, 

malevolence which Abe never manifests o Caleb, for example, 

greedily manipulates a wasted Anton Klovacz in order to have 

a few acres of hay (WG, 190-192).. He similarly "possesses ll 

Judith and Sven~ and Nark and Lind, by spying on their 

brief moments of love and tenderness (WG, 165; 185) .. 

Caleb exerts his power most cruelly upon his family .. 

He taunts Amelia with her indiscreet past (VJQ, 160-161) and 

thereby diabolically compels her to do his bidding. She 



fears his vengeance, his threc~ts about Mark, with an 

0vervrhelming hopelessness and dread., Ellen does not show 
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the depth of fear which her mother does--indeed emotion is 

rare for her--but she does quietly'accept her fi:l.ther's 

tyranny: "8he reasoned only as Caleb taught her to,reason, 

in terms of advantage to the land and to him" OlG, 72) .. 

Hartin ha.rbours thouSl.d;;;;; of x'olioll:i.on, but like :blIGH, 

represses his dreams and eases back into Caleb I s imprisonment; 

(WG, 209-210)& All the Gares, in fact? stand before Caleb's 

power, immobilized by fear, and apathetically dying under 

his evil~ 

The reeds stood_ up straight and b:r'i ttle.. It 
must rain soonG Lind could not bear the dry 
dus'lJ on the reeds.. Then she suddenly 
realized that it was not the reeds that she 
was thiill{ing of~ but the Gares~ (WG~ 93) 

Although the Gares do, ultimately, experience 

refreshment, they 'initially attempt to remedy their lives 

falsely and incompletelyo Like Niels Lindstedt, they bury 

themselves in work -to numb the pain of their existenCE): 

\vork did not destroy their loneliness; work 
was only a fog in which they moved so that 
they might not see the loneliness of each 
other .. 

Lind, observing the unbelievable amount 
of ¥Jork that, was done by the women in the 
Gare household, wondered what would huppen 
to them if they were suudenly bereft of 
these endless duties. She realized that 
it was only occupation that kept them sane 
beneath the sneering vigilance of Caleb 
Gare~ (~Q, 33; 209) 

Amelia, for example, takes "refUGe from deeper thot1:.:;htl! UIG, 
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97) in menial labour around the Gare house. Martin 

understands only one thing in his simple, youthful ignorance 

and that is work ('vJG, 27) G Ellen, to remove the painful 

memories of Malcolm, decides almost immediately, in a 

suppression of emotion which appears. to be a reflex action, 

to "take the clothes in when she got there, and dampen and 

roll them up for ironing II ('fiG, 1')t5) " As momentarily 

therapeutic as such labour acts for the Gares, it eases them 

into a habit of submissive escape which will only 

neutralize their vital humanity to a greater extent., 

The title of Ostenso's novel suggests the significant 

connection between the geese's periodic flights north and 

south and the Gares I manifestation of the painful h1...lman 

condition. Mark comments, particulaL'ly, that '" vJild 

geese • • e they sound as if they know 0 • • something about 

being alone'll (WG,·49) .. The Gares, chained to the land by 

Caleb's will, exemplify in their northern life style the 

loneliness of the birds flying to the farthest reaches of the 

north.. Both the birds and the Gares eventually inhabit Ita 

region beyond human warmth e " 0 beyond even buman isolation" 

(~G, 32). That the Gares remain distinct from eacb other 

and interact only through disgust, cruelty or passive 

subservience clearly emphasizes their lack of warmth, their 

unenviable achievem(';nt of the northern extremity of 

psychological cold and barrenness~ 

If the wild geese flying north inspire fear in 
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f8\'/ hearing their cries, the complementary movementi of the 

seasonal rhythm, tihe southern flight in the fall, would 

symbolize hope and a meaningful future: "Far overhead in 

the night sky sounded the honking of the ",ild geese, going 

south nowQooa remote, trailing shadoweo.a magnificent 

seeking thl'ough solitude ...... an endless quest" Oi~, 239)e 

This witnessipg of the cries of the geese seems to indicate 

the hearer's heightened awareness 'of his place in the scheme 

of thingso Caleb, significantly, never acknowledges them; 

immersed in his selfish search for profit and land, he 

remains confined in the narrow "seasonal H vision of work and 

money from which Grove's Niels Lindstedt finally becomes 

liberated .. 

A man Ileed not IIgo southll for self-justification and 

warmth in body and spirit because pockets of love do exist 

in the northo The couple who spearhead the attack on Caleb 

. GareIs cold northern tyranny are, significantly~ city= 

ctwel1ers "I1IO"bring tTIe'litaIJ.--Gy and c.onfiden-ce of the IIsouthll 

to the Gare land" Both Lind and IVIark are clearly aliEms to 

the wilderness ruled by Caleb, and it is they \"ho transcend. 

its evil and loneliness most·, powerfully in the end., Lind, 

particularly, acts as a catalyst and urges Judith to realize 

her dormant desires through an escape to the city with Sven. 

Ostenso does not emphasize Lind's direct influen~e on 

tJudith, but she does hint at I,ind' s capacity to calm Judith f s 

despair and give her some hope ('dG, 158) (0 

Ostenso is also careful to designate these possessors 
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of the 11 ci tyl1 consciousness--Lind, f'iark, Judith and Sven-~a 

as the sole figures who are able to triumph over the 

wilderness. All four find happiness in the cit Yo The 

beneficence and creativity of Ostenso's vision of the city 

and community life is there captured in the birth of Judith's 

child. Ellen forsakes her opportunity to enter into love 

and tbe communal l:ife-··-alheit Fith on]y ODe other person? 

~lalcolm=-and remains alone and cold in her resigned endurance .. 

With her inclusion of not only Ellen's stoic 

survival of the cold wilderness, but also other varieties 

of Grove's II new hopefulness",21 Ostenso effectively brings 

together the two viable and meaningful responses to the 

northern environment 0 \'1i th this juxtaposition of the 

different reactions, the effectiveness of each for man in 

his battle with the natural~ social and psychological 

wildernesses of existence may also be ob~ectively judgede 

The Bjarnassons, in the closeness of their family 

TIes ~ representOstenso-' s re-flec tion of thet:Lght family 

unit also' symbolized by Roy's To'Usignants and Salverson's 

Lindals. The Icelanders represent a breed of people 

accUf3to11ed. to the endless battle wi tll an unyielding, 

threatening wilderness. The warmth of their life together, 

however, testifies to the strength of their love: 

There was a weird poetry in Mathias' telling, 
a great rhythm of melancholy romance. He had 
lived much in communion uith solitude~ and 
had come to know that there is an 
unueasurable Alone surrounding. each soul, and 
th3.t nameless and unc..reafJ18d are the forms 
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was well for the members of a great family 
to cleave tOGether and so ward off the 
menaces and the dreads of the great 
Alonee (WG, 46-47) 

Ellen, too, must face lithe great Alone ll
, but she 

rejects any aid in her resistance. For 'all her brave 

endurance, her lonely II victory l! is a bitter one.. An 

itself to her, but she fails to act; her tragedy is this 

refusal: "Perhaps it would have been delightful to have 

?1 

gone away with l"lalcolm.. The northern lakes would have been 

deep and blue~ and thsre would huve been infinite rest 

besia.e them ai~ night, uncler the starsll (\'lG~ 216) .. ldhy Ellen 

behaves this way is sadly mysterious" Her only display of 

human feeling occurs on fJlalcolm t s return to the Gare farm, 

and even at this innocent moment, she repre~ses her natural, 

healthy response (Wg" 136).. This refusal to acknowleage her 

natural tendencies constitutes the drawback to her stoic 
~-

endurance ancl the essence of her personal tragedy .. 

Martin's response, like Ellen's, is not an active 

one, but his repression stems from an innocent~ child-like 

fear of Caleb's evil power.. Martin 7 for most of the novel, 

turns to menial work to release his creative energies: 

"l"lartin, it must be wonderful to make 
things~-and mend them, with your hands," 
she venturedo Martin talked so little. 
He had not yet voluntarily addressed her. 

IIITaint so Honderful--got to do it in 
any kind 0' vJeather,11 he manased to say. 
His long, dull face became suffused: he 
intently inspected another shinGle. 



Poor Martin! At twenty he understood 
only one thing: work .. C\'lG, 26-27) 

He is a simple youth who seeks to harm no oneQ He dreams 
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of creation in which he might selflessly build a home for his 

family, but he nearly always delays the assertive 

communication of these desires: 

But Nartin vms a builcier born, and the dream 
reared ~tself in his rninQ an~ would not d0wn. 
He resolved to approach Caleb when the women 
1.<vere not around~ He would wait until he say] 
what the end of summer brought.. Even if the 
crops failed the cattle should bring 
something, and Caleb was keeping far too many 
horses in pasture now. He could well afford 
to build in the springo (WG, 93) 

That he at least dreams of creation is, nevertheless, a 

credit to I!/iartin's humanity 0 \I/hen Caleb <iies, HarL;in is 

free to make his own life. Liberated, he obtains plans for 

the new Gare home on his trip to Judith and Sven in the 

city (;:iG, 238) .. 

Judith, moreover, in her open, natural rebellion to 

Caleb, achieves a freedom 1;/hich Osts_rlSo s~ems to exhi~:Lt _ <:1.$ 

the most precious accomplishment.. Unlike Ellen, who endures 

Caleb, and 1"1ar"(;in, who submits to him, Judith symbolizes a 

vitality and depth of feeling which clearly marks her off 

distinc tly from the rest of her family (\~~, 90; 224)" The 

passion vii th which she ~1.·apples with Sven eJ<..uues a physical 

power and life which transcends Caleb's cold, relentleos 

cruelty: 

So they wrestled. Ju~ith was dlmost as 
tall as Sven. Her limbs were 10DS, sinewy, 
her body quick and lithe as a wil~-cutis. 
Sven, who started the tussle laughinG, could 



get no lasting Grip'on her. She slid 
through his arms and wound herself about 
his body, brinbing them both to the 
earth 0 " • She thre\,f herself upon him 
violently, almost somersaulting over his 
shoulder, freeing her arm with a terrific 
jerk 0 • .. Her eyes were blazing, her 
breath coming in short gasp~. She lashed 
out with her arm, striking him full across 
the face.. While Sven, half stunned from 
the weight of the blow, was trying to 
understand the change in the issue, she 
hurled hersell' against him and. he .L'ell to 
the earth under her " .. ., They were no 
longer unevenly matched, different in 
sex" They were two stark elements, 
striving for mastery over each other. OlG, 8.5-86) 

Judith, in fact, does not fear her OVJn essential natux'e" 
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She lets her passion rule her in the same elemental way in' 

which the sim.ple waltz music possesses her: the trance into 

which the music places JUdith reflects the fundamental 

pm'Jer of beautifu.l music over her sensi ti ve human spirit 

(}~.Q, 95) .. Only rarely, and with great pain, does Judith 

manage to suppress her nature momentarily" She finally 

seizes the opportunity to act, and achieves a final freedom 

in the decision to run to the city.. There, she realizes her 

creative power in the conception of her child by Sven .. 

Whereas Judith must dramatically achieve her freedom 

within the bouncis of llild Geese, Lind and Hark, as members 

of the liberating city consciousness, always triumph over 

the vlilclerness centred in the land and the character of 

Caleb Gare. Their.love for each other creates a warm 

community of two within the northern wasteland; they 

transcend the limiting seasons anu achieve a meaning 



all other cha.c·acters, except Judith and Sven, do not: 

It was the honkin@; of a belated "vJilc1 goose, 
the l~lst to fly over the Jand to the hali'
frozen marshes of the remoter north.. Lind 
and Mark listened, standing still, then 
looked at each other. Suddenly, it seemed, 
the air had cleared, and the night stood 
over them, wide, infinite, transparent as a 
strange dream .. (};fG, 66) 

Mark and Lind mU;::it come together ~ hm'lever, to obtain this 

triumph. Ellen refuses to join Ma~colm, and in doing so, 
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refuses to grasp her freedome Caleb not only rejects other 

human beings, ,but also acts to enslave them under his 

ambition; his deserved fate is a total physical immersion into 

the land v/hich had already claimed his spirit (viG, 237)., 

The important quality found in these liberating 

human relationships is tenderness and love., The characters 

in these northern novels, isolated from each other by the 

impinging barrenness of the wilderness, can only achieve 

meaning in life by coming t6gether, by recognizing and 

s..atisf~:ring the basic human need for love: 

Lind felt humble as she heard the wild 
geese go over. There was an infinite cold 
passion in their fli~ht, like the passion 
of the universe, a profound mystery never 
to be solved. She knew in her heart that 
Mark Jordan was like them--that he stood 
inevitably alone. But because of the 
human need in him, he had come to hoI'", 
It warmed her to d.\,~ell on the thought.. (,dG, 239) 

~I.logether, Hark and J.Jind have hope for the future: in spite 

of the wilderness which can exist everywhere between people--

indepenuent of a naturally hostile environment--they 

constantly have each other to V.rllOl1l they can lool\: for love 
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and self-justification .. 

As fvlark and Lind survive through their love, and as 

the Bjarnassons endure the coldness of the north through the 

\'Jarmth of their family·anc. heritage, so Laura Salverson's 

Icelanders in The Vik~Heart struggle ,constantly against 

the elements and the injustices of society.. The bond of 

lova bet\iToen Bjorn B.nd BOI'S2. ~ tho sen~:i. tivi ty of BalCio:: 7 and 

the selfless sacrifices of Elizabeth and, particularly, 

Thor, are all valid, optimistic responses to the cold 

impersonal environment which permit them to achieve 

meaningful lives. The final vision of the novel, in spite 

of the many evils and painful trials, is hopeful: 

we read in the comfortable assurance that 
everything is going to turn out all right 
in the end; an~ at the same time fall 
victims to the illusion of reality which 
Nrso Salverson witb considerable skill 
creates6 22 

The Canadian wilderness into which the author 

]2lunges her cllara(}ters is, indeeo:-L ~il1!p]'y an extension of 

the threatening landscape which forced their original 

emigration from Iceland.. The Halssons are not struck by 

the coldness of the Canadian north, for they are accustomed 

to such a climate, but by the loneliness of the desolate 

land. Their new lan6, in fact, immediately destroys the 

unity of their family by necessitatin~ the departure of 

Barga with the Scot and his wifeo The sparseness of 

settlement not only causes this loneliness, but also 

pr'events fr_;quent communica"tion for the family across the 
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wide expanse of the northe Barga only lear~s of the death 

of her father and sister two years after a plague sweeps 
23 their settlemento Wrapped physically by snow and 

spiritually by the repressive loneliness, northern settlers 

must struggle against the elements for a semblance of 

meaning and vitality.. Only through this involvement can 

5L~) which promises a stifling d_eath of both body and spirit .. 

Loki Fjalsted, like Ostenso's Caleb Gare, enforces a 

cruel savagery upon his family which reflects the impersonal 

and sterile northern environment.. Like his namesake in 

Norse mythology, Loki II creates ll disorder and Tilischief, 

physically mistreating his crippled son (VIi, 69) and driving 

his "life into a lengthy madness and disorientation by his 

heartless malevolenceo This mistreatment not only destroys 

any vestiges of a 'family unit for Loki, but also forces him, 

in his shame~ to seek a greater isolation from his neighbours" 
-

Immersed in his "lork, Loki blindly retreats deeper into 

himself, disintegrating psychologically as he realizes more 

and more the extent of his inhumanity" Soul-searching so 

inspired by tragedy, like the self-examinations of Philip 

Bentley, Daniel Ainslie and Niels Lindstedt, all inevi tabl;)! 

lead toward self-annihilation; the movement only ceases when 

true sympathy--or at least some act of selflessness-

intrudes to light the path back out of the cramped self. 

Loki unfortunately pursues the d.estiny o_f his name to total 
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division, darkness and death. 

Even Barga, seemingly protected from life's cruel 

element of chance by a loving husband and family, must endure 

a loss which nearly knocks apart the foundations of her 

existence co The cleath of Thor, by its impersonal blotting out 

of not only a loving son, but also a kind doctor devoted to 

mankind, makes Barbo. qUGstion the existence of GoeL. Hor o,<,n 

dilemma is understandable and justified, but her brief 

hatred of Creation darkens the lives of her family and 

neighbours with its self-centred griefG Only awareness of 

another's equally deep and valid sadness frees Barga from 

her sorrow and permits her to resume her life renew~d. She 

comes to see Thor's death as necessary for the preservation 

of freedoillo Out of Thorls death Barga realizes her part in 

the scheme of things, man's intimate relationship with his 

God: 

Was that it, then? A sob caught her throat. 
11El.~t I:.>hEZ __ beeu S~bJlS~ wO~'kjng ~Qr the daily 
bread that this other, this spiritual 
necessity, had escaped her 6 ~ e Had he died 
that she might find her soul? (VH~ 325) 

Out of Thor's physical death comes Barga's spiritual birth, 

and the essential optimism of Mrs. Salverson's vision of life 

in Canada.. More aware than ever of the cyclical rhythm of 

life 9 Barga looks forward to death aS,a beginning, the door 

to a new lifeo The birth of Thor the Second graphically 

exemplifies the renewal of the cycle: as they hoped for a 

fulfillment and justification of themselves in Thor the 



First eYE, 62), so they shall begin again to place hope in 

their grandson .. 
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Salvers on does not possess similar optimism for the 

relationship between the city and the wilderness, however~ 

but rather presents an ambivalent attitude, oscillating from 

the pretentious selfishness of an urbanized Ninna to the 

Thor, ~3::.:.lclo:C' 

anCi Elizabetll in the city" Ninna, on the one hanel., owns 

IISomething of the serpent's wisdom" (VB, 186) in the 

coquettish manner by v1hich she lures not only the young 

doctor, but also the sensitive Balder and !lather poor 

simpletons ll (VI-I, 205) into her service.. She uses her 

family, like her suitors, to gratify her vanity, and such 

shallow self-centredness only serves to divide the once 

whole familyQ Barga speaks to her with an unaccustomed 

cruelty and bitterness eVB, 205)? and Bjorn mus"ti promise to 

ask Ninna to refrain from making so many demands of her 

mother .. Ninna's whole world revolves around titillating 

superficialities, however, and no words from her simple, 

rustic father can take her mind from heL' selfish pursuit of 

her day-to-day pleasures. 

Ninna, for all her staged emotions, remains essentially 

heartless and "unimpassioned" eVIl, 263)0 She understandably 

denies her parents the right to attend her wedding in 

Winnipeg. She is ashamed of their strug~ling life in the 

wilderness, oblivious, in her selfishness, of the nobility of 
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that incessant strugglee . The pursuit of worldly 

possessions, what constitutes the materialistic short

sightedness of Niels Lindstedt, Abe Spalding, Chris Rowe 

and Caleb Gare, is Ninila's sole hope for the future.. She 

marries to be a rich man's possession (VH, 26<:3), having 

failed to experience the selflessness of true love" She is. 

an alien to her loving parents, und her Icelanaic herita68 

of generosity and hard work; indeed, liTo the Lindals, Ninna 

was dead" (VB, 277)0 

Ninna's self-centredness preordains her fall in the 

city just as the honesty and sensitivity of Elizabeth, Thor, 

Balder and the Johnsons foreshadow their material success 

and b.appiness.. The J'ohnsons, in their newly furnished home, 

attain a prosperity unknown to the Lindals, who dwell on 

their farm in the wilderness.. Elizabeth and ~:'hor, the 

former skilled in dress design and the latter born to study 

and to help others through medicine, both achieve their 

dreams in a city teeming with opportunity. Balder, 

possessing a peculiar receptiveness to nature and the 

ability to express his resultant deep feelings on the 

violin, receives instruction in the city which gives 

direction to his imagination and prepares him for a life 

devoted joyously to music. 

Salversonls inclusion of so many promising children, 

stabilized in times of trouble by the unitive love of the 

parents, or the touching, boundless sympathy of Sjera 
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Bjarni, leads the novel to its inevitably hopeful conclusioDe 

The major response to the wilderness for Mrs. Salverson, 

clearly, is not resignation, but rather optimism through 

love, creativity or the selfless service of otherso Sjera 

Bjarni, in his kindness and wisdom, speaks for all of Ivlrs .. 

Salverson1s true Icelanders when he says 

lIit is little benefit to dcsp['ir of the 
outcome.. It is for us to struggle, to 
bear all the hardships as best we can in 
order that our children may have it easier 
than we. There is but one hope, one 
liberator for the poor.. It is education .. II 

( VB? 11 0-111 ) 

The power of the priest's selfless love for all even 

effectively stifles the belligererice of Loki Fjalsteda His 

concern for the Fjalsted family goes beyon.d mere performance 

of priestly duties, i'or it seems that the northern people 

k11O'.v the necessity of caring"for their neighbours; Salverson 

vividly emphasizes the therapeutic power of such sympathy 

through the startling rebirths of Anna Fjalsted, upon the 

death of Loki (VB, 218), and- Borga, upon seeing the grief of 

another bereaveo_ woman (VB ~ 321) 0 Burvi val is contingent 

upon sucb communal awareness and reliance.. The Lindals' 

home, for example, becomes at times of flooding Ita pretty 

well-fillecL ark ll (VH, 143) because of its si tU2,tion on a 

hlll" 11his unity of purpose is a way. of life among the 

northern people, not just manifested during natural or family 

catastrophes.$ They ha-'le a very human reason for struggling 

in this new land which makes their pain and labour 
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worthwhile: "They were still a11 poor but they Vlere working 

for home and chilo.ren and the betterment of self II (VII, 79). 

Thor also contains this innate streak of courage 

and generosity. Rather than immersing himself in pity when 

hail destroys both the wheat and his chance to go to college, 

he immediately realizes his mother's disappointment and runs 

to comfort her; his conC0r~i for her undoub-'cGdly c1iGpul::: 2..11;;' 

regrets that he may have felt at the moment. This 

indomitable optimism and good will is Thor's way, and it is 

almost fitting that he should die in the service of others. 

Like his namesake in Norse mythology, Thor's fate is war 

and thunder; the strength which he possesses is not the 

strength of destruction, however, but the strength of will 

to meet bravely the disasters of existence. Upon Thor's 

death, his beloved Bargaret resolves to become a nun and 

is, thus, reborn to serve others in his memory: HIRe used 

to say I was born to comfort people 

llke it III (VB;, 31'7). 

o .. o I think he would 

Elizabeth and Balder, both of whom likew'ise sacrifice-

self-interest to serve fJembers of their families, 

deservedly achieve acclaim in their respective careers. 

Their sensitivities to others grow~ in spite of material 

success--Bc.'lld.er through his music and, Elizabeth throue;h her 

unrequited love for Balder.. Salverson eventually draws the 

two children together in a scene which, however melodramatic 

it may be, does indicate the id.eal quality of this union of 
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two, sensitive, loving~ selfless people. Balder and 

Elizabeth are youthful counterparts of Bjorn and Borga, a 

couple whose tenderness underlies the whole of 1~~.~ 

H~~ and helps to unify the author's vision of love and 

hope in Canada" 
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Gabrielle Roy IS !vherE:... r.:t~.§..~~_. the ',later Hen is neither 

'Gale nul' 8. r011.li:.1.J.l(;e like :1.;h8 Vikill,~; i:i.tji,H' 1.;. 
_. ____ .... _._ ..... 0",..::;:--- # 

mood of its ending still affirms the value of the selfless 

struggle in the northern environment.. The wildernesses 

encompassing the Tousignants are much more real than those 

in The _yj.l~i~ H~art because Roy evokes so sympathetically the 

pain of the conflicts ana. the puzzling irony of many of the 

:cesolutions., That the Tousignants, particularly Luzina~ 

continu(~ to seek a meaningful lii'e in the harsh north 

testifies to their inherent courage in their confrontation 

with the incessant threat of the elements. Since this 

chapter concerns only the northeru novel of the domestic 

type, the discussion of Hhere Uests th.§ __ \~~~~r li.££ viill be 

restricted to the first two divisions of the book, with the 

treatment of the last section limited to a general comment 

upon the role of the Tousignants. The Capuchin's mission, 

in spite of' its invol vernent \'lith communities and fc.Jnilies ~ 

is essentially an individual quest ano. "vi1l be 6iGcussed 

in Chapter Three of this thesis~ 

The scene of Roy's novel, an island in the Little 

Water Hen River in northern Manitoba, lS, typical for a 



northern novel, lonely and coldo As Luzina crosses the 

plains with her new baby, she describes the track whicb. 

they follow 

'as com~letely frozen as the fields, as 
all the countryside, flat and lifeless. 
At times it stretched out like a congealed 
pond, blue and level 0 • • the vehicle 
plunged, reared up~ crashed down again in 
a straining effort strange to behpld in a 
1 ' ,_., ~ l' )r dllcLScc-... pe so u:t:u<..l.Cl anG. U111:ee :t.Dbo'-;J 
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Luzina and her ever-increasing family do, indeed, inject 

vitality into their natural environment, even though it is 

topographically not much more than an "empty horizon ll (VH}~~:I-!, 

16) .. Such an observation is part of Luzina's every-day 

experience, nO"Gably, because struggle is tll,e essential fact 

of her life in the north: 

The Tousignant dwelling, 'with its thick 
walls, its squat length~ its small 
windows near the ground, was the first 
house the northwest gale encountered on 
its journey'from the North Pole. The 
gale belaboured it furiously, as thOUGh 
there were some absolute need to make 
an examp.1B_ of this spearhea.d- Qf.' -lillil.n' g 

encroachment 0 C}vhlvH ~ 93) 

The physical struggle for survival is a constant concern 

for Luzina and her family, but the psychological threat of 

the land becomes more meaningful for her when she inspects 

the map of Manitoba. She vividly realizes the insignificance 

of her world: 

Then Manitoba seemed to her to grow bored. 
So vast, so little bestrawn with names, 
almost entirely given over to those wide, 
naked stretches vihich represented lakes 
and uninhabited space! Elliptier and 
emptier, bare paper \..,i thout a printed. 'vJord, 



the farther you went into the North GO. 

SO vacant in that portion,the old map 
seemed to want to take vengeance on 
Luzinav In large letters it bore the 
name Water Hen River. It was silent, 
however, regarding the existence of the 

. island in the Little ~vater Hen. OlNivH, 90) 
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As Luzina's eye moves north, it becomes.impressed more and 

more Hith the barrenness and loneliness of the environment., 

The Gmptineo3 of the map of her home otartlss her with the 

shock of her smallness, her apparent non-existence, in the 

larger scheme of things. 

Roy, in fact, makes Luzina vividly aware of the 

universal rhythms of ebb and flow which encompass the human 

race.. Luzina recognizes, through her sensitivity to the 

seasons, the cyclical movement of existence--the inevitable 

alternation of' good and evil, hope and despair, and joy and 

sorrO,,"l.. As Grove begins Settle:r.:.~ .. at:. . the Narsh in \vinter and 

concludes it with a redemptive spring, so Roy utilizes the 

seasonal flights of the geese to make her heroine aware of 

both the beginning and the ending of the annual cycle" The 

geese initially fly south before Luzina in the novel, 

signifying the approach of winter, natural death and 

isolation: 

Once more the ducks had started their long 
flight southo The wild geese also strung 
their way over the island, com~ng from even 
more secret retreats in the North • ~ • Sadly 
Luzina saw the coming of another torpid 
"linter" (~, 29; 30) 

The coming of spring signifies liberation from 

this confinement, on the other hand, and the wind from the 
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south permits not only the release of nature from the bonds 

of winter, but also the uplifting of man's isolated spirit. 

The geese, too, come back: 

Another cold wave had been expected, but 
during the night Luzina _spent at the 
settlement store a south wind had blown 
up.. Almost warm, soft and damp, a wina. 
swollen with hope--at any other time it 
would have rejoiced Luzina 1 s heart~ With 
this wind retu~nGd •• g the whole ~re~t 
aquatic tribe, exquisite companion of 
spring and of man's assurance throughout 
these faraway realms. (WNJH, 26) 

Roy blurs this distinct opposition between north and south 

wi thin the seasonal rhytbrn when she describes Luzina1 s 

mixed feelings about the arrival of the schoolteacher: at 

first, IIcivilization, progress, were blowing in this 

!dhoreas LU2',ina' s initial reaction is jo;yous and hopeful at 

the coming of the educational opportunity which will liberate 

her children from the north, she later views this arrival 

~s an intrusion upon the life of her familyo 

Gab~ielle Roy's vision of the city's expansion 

into the wilderness is, indeed, .pa:;:adoxical, because she sees 

urban values as, alternately, beneficial and corruptive. 

Luzina reverses her view of education when she herself 

begins to lose as much as the children gain.. She comes to 

see the north in her lonely disappointment as a pure, clean 

existence "'''hieh has been II invaded [by thi! refinement of the 

South II OVNltm:, 44), and diseased by 11 the ancient illness with 

vlhich f'iadernoi::'''elJ.e C8tt had infected the hOlisel! (l!JhJH, 88)·~~ 
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that is, ambition to achieve prosperity through education .. 

The children, indeed, become better educated than Luzina 

could have imagined, but she, in the process, is bypassed: 

lINow she remained behind, and it was the children \hlho were

leavingo After a fashion, Luzina was seeing- lifeo And she 

could not believe ~hat her stout heart told her: already 

life, 'Lo which she had given so abundantly ~ littlE! bJ' Ii ttJ.e 

was leaving her behind" (TdN';"I:!, 87).. Like the birds who fly 

southward to escape the winter, Luzina's child.ren leave for 

the opportunities \'lhich, apparently, can only be found in 

the city (H~, 80) 0 Luzina' s po-wer is limited by her 

capabilities, however, and she cannot keep her children at 

home: "She could no longer keep up the paceo She had more 

children, but at far greater intervals, and soon it seemed 

that that was finished., The- children, however, continued 

to go their \'lays" (HNi'iH, 87) 0 Luzina is left behind, fated 

to pursue her northern life in loneliness, incessantly 

wri ting to the c hildrGn v.rho live far away in the city (;ilN'.vH, 

42) .. 

In spite of Luzina' s resignation at the departur'e of 

her children, the overall tone of the novel is optimistic .. 

Luzina is a type of nurse, an "ea;th mother lt ,26 devoted to 

making people aware of the joys of li.feo Roy captures her 

phY'sically 3.S the spark of vi tali ty in the cold north, lithe 

temperature thirty below zero, her cheeks aflame" (~Ihlli, 32) .. 

:Luzina is the central fi§;ure of her family, and the Little 



~yater Hen region, unifying them both by her love and by 

her creative trips to Rorketon almost every year. 

The family stands alone in the v{ilderness, but 
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because it is a family, their home is a protective 

Ilsheepfold l1 (~".'rHvH, 43).. Luzina encounters greater nurnbers 

of people in Rorketon, but the presence of her loving 

family-~evp.n in i tc jsolrrt:i.on=~ip more rca p::~.urin~ Elnd \,'.'8I'P1: 

I!Nothing seemed to her warmer or more human than that lonely 

. grey hou~e which 0 • G looked out upon nothing except the 

quiet and monotonous Little \'later 11en l1 (WllitJH, 20).. The 

Tousignants are, typical of the loving family in the cold 

north, Ilunited in their isolation ll (.Y{Nll'lH, 19).. Roy's 

descriptions of the domestic scene, the most tender being 

llippolyte's gatherin6 of his chil6ren upon his rocker with 

him Oil\J':lH, 30) ~ emphasize the uni ti ve love which effectively 

resists the hostile environmento The j~y and vmrmth of the 

regional celebration in Part Three conclude the novel on a 
, 

fitting note of communal happiness .. Like Laura Salverson's 

Lindals ,. who quietly and honestly comfort each other 

throughout their lives, Hippolyte and Luzina glovl with the 

happiness of carefree "rene\'led youth II c;m~JJi, 159) as they 

dance together. They live amid the lonely northern 

wilderness protected by the love which each feels for the 

other ano. for humanity .. 

Such warmth and love clea£ly constitute the only 
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opt.imistic response to the harsh environment. in the domestic 

northern novelso Driven to shelter in a family or a 

communi ty by a vvilderness threatening physical and 

ps;ychological non-being, nOI'thern man must turn to his 

neighbour~ or his wife, or his child, for self-justification. 

The significance of the awesome wilderness for the northern 

novel is clear; the titles of the novels of~en contain 

physical features or seasonal qualities: Settlers of the 

Vlild Geese" The most devastating struggles with the 

1tlilderness do not involve physical hardships ~ however, but 

the emotional 9 social or.psychological conflicts caused by 

undergoing the northern experience alone.. Philip Bentley, 

Caleb Gare, Daniel Ainslie, Theophil and Abe Spalding, all 

have families and friends, but they commit themselves to 

false goals which ~o not admit other human beingso Only 

those \vho develop a deeper sympathy for other men survive 

and pursue happy lives .. 

The domestic northern novel is by no means 

unrealistic because of its essential optimisT!1e The novols 

already discussed elucidate vividly the problems of the 

human conditiol1o Through the use of nature and its season<.:.l 

cycle, and the relationship bet\.veen thE] city anci the 

wilderness, northern novelists make their characters 

painfully aware of death and the impersonal--sometimes 

actively malevolent--qualities Of existerce. The novelists 
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simply pursue the cyclical rhythm of life around its full 

curve until they glimpse the beginning again. Such 

lIhopefulness" does not make Canadian writers of the north 

dreamily romantic and naive, but simply more aware, in the 

starkness of their physical and psychological wildernesses, 

of the fundamental nature of existencee 



CHAPTER THREE 



Unlike the novels of Chapter Two, which focus upon 

the members of a community, a famil;>" or a couple, the 

northern novels of the third chapter concern the struggles 

of individuals who seek alone the meaning of life in the 

northQ The answers sought by the solitary figures of the 

five novels under discussion in the first two sections of 

this chapter contain loftier, more inaccessible conceptions 

o~ happiness and peace than were emphasized in the more 

mundane, domestic novels of' the last chapter. Roy's Pierre 

and Grove's Len Sterner, for example, whose stories in The 

Hidden Hou.ntain and The Yoke of Life will be discussed in 

the first section of this chapter, only achieve respite from 

their struggles against nature and the conflicts \·.rithin 

themselves through the peace of death.. :I!he bequests of 

vitality which justify the suffering of their lives seem 

insignificant, however, because their influence upon other , 

human beings is indirect and unintentional .. 

The novels of the second' section, ,TI.1e Gashj:e]:,Husic 

at the Clo~, and ~1ho Has Seen the Wind, also focus upon the 

significance of death to man, but the central characters in 

these novels have the opportunity and the capacity to 

create, in turn, a vitality and hope ~n others which make 

death a meaningful act.. Alexandre Chenevert and Neil Fraser 
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actually die, but they succeed in leaving warm memories of 

courage and love.. Brian, the boy coming to awareness in \iJh~ 

Has Seen the Wind, experiences the pain of losing loved ones 

in death, but he grows from such experiences by learning to 

accept them as part of the impersonal cycle of existence .. 

Brian is distinct from Alexandre and Neil, significantly, 
" I because of the naivete of illany of his childish beliefs and 

actions, but, in all three novels of the second section, love, 

life, and warmth evolve directly from experiences with the 

harshness of reality. 

The third group of novels in the Third Chapter, ,Ove£ 

Prairie Trai+..s ~ the third part of '1Jhere~,sts the ~j~_tel~n, 

and ~hite N3.rcissu.§" emphasizes the optimism on the real, 

human level wrlich is possible for the individual in the 

JlOrthern environment" It is significant in such novels that 

the warmth and self-justification are achieved only when the 

character serves or loves some other living being.. Grove, 
, 

for example, in the diary of his journeys, expresses love 

for nature and feels comfort in bis waiting family. Father 

Joseph-Marie, Roy's Capuchin, desires to spread love to the 

communi ties in the farthest .regions of the north... Richard 

Nilne liberates a land seemingly barren Vlith the pervasive 

sterility of one family,1 and comes to achieve a love which 

he has long sought" The resolutions of the novels of the 

third group are closely linked, clearly, with the 

affirmations of community and family which are essential to 
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the domestic northern novel, but the emphasis still lies in 

all the novels of Chapter Three upon the quest of the 

individual for meaning in the north.. The validity of the 

quest, however lonely it may necessarily have been, is 

contingent upon the unitive and reparative powers which the 

struggle intentionally releases~ 

I 

The Yoke of Life and The Hidden Mountain must - . -.----~------

necessarily concluQe with the deaths of the protagonists. 

Gabrielle Royls artist, Pierre, achieves such a precise 

vision of the essence of life in his mountain that he must 

die before capturing it on canvas.. Pierre rightfully 

pictures hims€lf in his self-:portrait as a type of IIprimitive 

divinity ll,2 but such pretensions cannot be fulfilled wholly 

\Vi thout death.. 'I'o create such an essential and meaningful 

e:KJ?ressi_onof _Iii's ~ as Pierre hope£ to do, is no~an 

accomplishment available to man or God=made-man--for even 

Christ had to di.e to complete his mission.. To approach 

godhead, as Pierre does in the final pages of The Hidden 

Moun~ain, and to persist in trying· to encompass it, is 

sacrilegious and dooms the offender to death. Man cannot 

suffer the presence of pure divinity for more than a brief 

time, and live to describe ite 

Grove's Sterner, chained within himself by an 

imagination which refuses to admit· hard truth and reality~ 
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succumbs to life's incessant threats and pain, and escapes 

through suicide. Such a decision seems ignoble and selfish 

when compared with the arduous struggles waged b;y Abe 

Spalding and Niels Lindstedt, but death is really Len's only 

path to freGdom~ Grove emphasizes, clearly~ in the passages 

describing the suicide~ that Len and Lydia achieve a 

security and peace in death's oblivion which life never 

offered to them. 

The setting for The_..I2.~...2.f Ilifs is the lake district 

of northern Manitoba, a scene which, typical for a northern 

novel~ is a wilderness whicb threatens man both physically 

and psychologically. Kolrn, Len sterner's step-father, 

blunt;ly and accurately states "that II I This wilderness 0 

eats us Upllle 3 Kolm's observation is almost prophetic, 

e 0 

because the ele.menta become his destructive and merciless 

enemy" Ini-tially, a winter landscape, "ice-cold, windswept, 

and hostile ll (YII, 26), stark beneath "the indifference of 

the sunIl (YL 26). is inhuman and threatening in its mere -' , 
existence. l/Ian feels a deep .fear through merely 1i vine; in 

the north 0 

Nature becomes much more like a malevolent force in 

Jhe Y2ke afLit'e, furthermore, when it endangers the farmer-b l 

livelihood on the land. In a scene recalling the storm in 

Salverson's The Vikin3 Heart, hail crushes animals, crops 

and homes in a sudden storm (y]~, 59-60)" The flood in the 

slough; similarly 7 Hhich droHns Kolrn I G horses or le~lves them 



to be easy game for the wolves (YL, 197~203), makes the 

farmer sensitive to the futility of struggling against the 

overpowering, incessant elementso 

Len feels at the lumber caop, too, that the forest 

at night appears "like a tov.rering scaffold" (Th, 97) .. 

Grove's nature in The Yoke_Q.f Life inspires fear like 

~vatson I S Coyote, threateni.ng man with physical death and 

spiritual non-beinge Man is constantly unsure of his life 
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while inhabiting the northern environment.. Len I s advice t;o 

Lydia that she should "'Get used to the presence of deathlll 

eJL, 309) is significant counsel for the northern settler .. 

Such uncertainty, well founded on the sudden, random 

eruptions of snow, hail, or water, is the essence of the 

northern consciousness.. A settler living alone, without the 

comfort of another living being--whether it be human or 

animal--to justify his solitary existence, is eventually 

overcome by this tension and dreado The constant suppression 

of feelings in the face of such an awesome landscape forces 

the settler deeper into himselfi gradually removing any 

sense of real, \rJarm, selflesshumani tarianism. 4 He becomes 
c 

llbushed",:'::> unable to see or feel the vitality and love which 

could liberate him from his ~eep-seated fear. His only 

vision of escape and peace becomes, as for Len sterner, the 

darkness of death8 

The threats of the landscape, if not adequately 

resisted bj a unitive action among members of a community or 
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a family, also prove detrimental to man's spirito The 

sterility of the farmers' marriages, reflected vividly in 

the wives' frequent miscarriages,6 is a direct result of the 

strugGle to survive in the northern- environment. Driven to 

help their husbands in the fields, and to satiate their 

passions in bed, women such as Len's mother become trapped in 

an endless cycle of fatigue, preGnancy and miscarria6G; if Q 

child happens to survive the gestation period, it might, 

nevertheless, because of inherited weakness, die shortly 

after being born eYL, 149). Such recurrent tragedies fill 

marriages like the Kolms' with tension and bitterness. Mrso 

Kolm often ignores her husband eXIJ, 19); the husband, in 

turn, rules the family strictly, often threatening his wife 

with. an authority which. echoes the tyranny of Ostenso's 

Caleb Gare (11, 24). 

- The effect' of the l1orthupon Len is more subtle than 

the tnnsio.n bet\veen his parents , but it is -still far~reaching 

in its power. In spite of longings for union with another 

being (X!!, 67), Len finds pleasure in solitary communions 

\vith nature, "undisturbed by any human ,resence lt (Th, 65)0 

Forced deeper and deeper into himself while in his innocent 

adolescence, Len gradually places more faith in his 

imagination than in everyday reality., He mistakes a deer 

for the imaginary unicorn, but soon lithe rational explanation 

of what he had seen fell away; the vision itself remained" 

eYL, 70). IJBll shortly thinks, when he sees Lydia, that 
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IIReali t;1 excelled all visions" (YL, '73), but such a statement - . 

is self-deluding. Len's reality comes to evolve from his 

own dreamy imagination, and the resultant importance of his 

own beliefs eventually denies him, in his innocent, self

centred loneliness, any capacity for warm contact with 

other human beings. 

Len initially distinguishes the Lydia of his 

idealistic imagination from the Lydia who becomes progressively 

more materialistic and coquettish 1n her letters (XL, 133-

138)~ but he gradually falls prey to his own misguided 

thoughts.. He acknowledges the ever-widening gap \>lh:1.ch Lydia 

is placing between them, but demands, nevertheless, their 

ul timate union: 1I~'hey were equinascent, of equal rights and 

equal worth; and whether she saw it or not, they fitted 

togetherl! (.Y.~, 1(6). l,e11 turns to eaoteric philosophies in 

his contempJ..atioll oJ: IJyclia because he cannot accept \vholly 

the reality of' her shallow character.. His imagination 

offers a suitable, comfortable surrogate: 

At last he sought refuge in an artifice. 
Re saW Lydia etherealised, de-carnalised; 
she W3.S Eirancla; she miGht have been his 
redeIYlptress~ He pi"ctured her as she had 
looked when Dick Jackson was speaking to 
her. She had held back; she had shown the 
man that contempt 1:1hich L8i1" should have 
shown him • • • In order to justify his 
condemnation of the world, he needed to 
idealise her i • • She must be enshrined 
so that she might save him • • • The spirit 
in him needed reincarnation and found it in 
a fiction of her. (YJ~, 178) 

Len permits his life to be determined by his imagination. 



Lydia is no longer a real person, but r~ther a distorted 

creation of Len's mind. Such flconcern" for another is not 

sympathy or love, but selfish, neurotic manipulation of 

realitye 
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Impri.soned by his imagination so completely, Len 

eventually becomes obsessed with his ideal vision of Lydia, 

and wildly stalks the streets of the city in search of hero 

He finally locates her, but for the first time, he cannot 

deny the distance between his imaginings and her objective 

reality~ "between them stood something which was enormous as 

the night" (YL? 304) ... Grove's image is significant, because 

young Len's constant loneliness in the awesome northern 

environment may well have been the cause of his increasingly 

deep penetration of his imaginationo He has denied the pain 

of reality so often that "the s·~a.rk" confrontation wi tll Lyd.ia 

the prostitute impresses him deeply with· the .futility of 

living in a I'lorld totally alienated from his dreams.. Peace 

may only come vJith death .. 

The manner in which Grove structures his novel 

emphasizes the inevitability of Len Sterner's fate. The 

four stages of I,en f slife, "Boyhood", "Youth", II HanhoodII , 

and. "Death", emphasize the cyclical rllythm of existence of 

which northern novelists seem very conscious. Grove 

indicates that, even with the ~eath of Len sterner, life is 

reborn in his nali;esake, Charlie I s son" The continuity of 

the cycle in this way only reflects the fateful, impersonal 
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force,s which grip man, however, because. Len gives nothing to 

his namesake but bis name., He dies with Lydia, but his 

quest is selfish, to ensure his peace of mind. He leaves no 

memory of vitality and hope to encourage young Len, only a 

warning not to follow his very dark path of loneliness e 

Grove typically formulates a rigid opposition 

between the city and the wilderness which also reflects the 

presence of larger patterns governing man's existence. Lydia 

is ini tia;Lly as flix'tatious as any young vvoman~ but after 

exposure to the superficiality of '!the abyss" (YL, 21?) of 

the city, she undergoes a slow but irrevocable degeneration 

in morality.. She engages in lithe great game of flirtation" 

(y~, 170) not only with Dick Jackson, but also with Len and 

the other boys~ 8he cruelly uses them, much as Salversonls 

Ninna uses her sui tors, to sat1si'y her self-love" She 

becomes so aum.eshed in the cold materialism of the c1 ty that 

she even turns her physical beauty into a financial asset in 

her prostitution" Len, on the other hand, with his delicate 

imagination, bas difficult;y integx'ating his rural 

sBnsitivi ties to the urban envj_x'onment and feels an alien 

even in city clothes (]J..1, 150) $ 

Grove broadens the contrast between the city and the 

wilderness by pI'actically equating the city with II south" and 

the wilderness vJi th 11 north" <> The path north, the road which 

Len initially folloVls l;Jith the cows to go home (Xl:!, 13), and 

which Len and LydiaGL'averse to find- the peaceful cessation 
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to their life-long struggles, is the way to Itsalvationll, or 

at least, safety, warmth and happinesso South, on the other 

hand, connotes imprisonment and perversion.. Len's first 

sight when he comes to the city, in fact~ is the prison CYL, 

226)0 This scene emphasizes, as it also does for Gabrielle 

Roy's cashier, AlexandreChenevert,7 the retardation of 

growth which the impersonal city environment seeInS to impose 

upon the human consciousness.. J-Iydia I s flight to the south 

with Dick. Jackson foreshadows her downfall, too, through the 

death and pain which she leaves in her wake Cn, 194)e 

Len must go north, clearly, to discover some 

semblance of meaning in his life., He has experienced 

moments of comfort and warmth vii thin the company of his 

family CTh, 15; 7'7), but his destiny is to struggle alone 

vd.th his fate., Urged byHre Crawf'ord to pursue academic 

st-;uclies di.ligently with 'the adni6ni tion, .11 'l'il'ever Eb~ give up I H 

(y~, 218), Len initially strives unceasingly to .fulfill his 

life through education. His solitary studies only serve, 

hOi'lever, ,to intensify the alienating effects of his overactive 

imagination .. 

Len eventually receives from Lydia a love and 

tenderness Vlhich sustains him through his period of fever in 

the city~ He and Lydia actually seem to find comfort and 

safety in each other's company as they go north on the 

lakes, but the bond between them lacks the reparative power 

to heal the sickness which srips Lenjs spirit~ He has 
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immersed himself too deeply in his imaginary world.. He is 

unable to acknow1edse fully the unitive power of love in 

order to benefit from it, and consequently, the brief moment 

of hope which flashes through his mind (YJ.J, 32LJ-) is quickly 

supplanted by a resolution to seek death. 

The tragedy of Len's suicide, in spite of Lydia's 

accompaniment, is still Hpl'ivate lt 8 Len has, for a long 

time, been subservient to IIlthe spectre of the past'll (YL, 

31+8) through his cramped imagination, the haven to which the 

stark external wilderness had driven him, in his youth, for 

comfort and warmth.. Lydia cannot free him with her love 

because he has gone beyond human sympathy.. Life offers no 

jUE;tification for his struggles and the only peace which he 

ean envisage is the d_a:d;:nc.;ss and oblivion of death" By 

committing suicide, Len does submit, notably, t-;o the pOvler 

of Sheila Watson's Coyote, 'V>lho promises lIl'orgetting (§.n<il rest ll 

(~, 29), but 1'or a man so desperately lost in the wilderness 

of his 0\'111 mind, such an escape constitutes the only path to 

freedom .. 

As Len sterner returns for release to the northern 

environment which originally determined his susceptibility 

to life1s struggles, so Gabrielle Roy's artist, Pierre 

Cadorai, finds unique inspiration for. his artistic impulses 

amid the despair and physical discomfort of northern life. 

The north threatens to destroy Pierre's lIinner vitality ll,9 

but his drive to capture his essential imaginative vision in 



art effectively resists the repressive environment which 

immobilized Len sterner's consciousness. 
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Pierre's goal is the liberation of the spark of 

divinity which lies deeply in man, and the subsequent union 

of this essence with its external correlative in nature-

what Pierre finds in his mountain; his art will solidify the 

bond if his imagination can hold the vision. Proximity to 

the moment of this apocalyptic union is fatal, however~ as 

Pierre discovers, and he dies with the belief that he has 

failed in his quest$ His life, from his point of view, has 

accomplished nothing. 

Before his imaginative struggles, Fierre must first 

succeed in enduring the physical aspects of the environmente 

Confronted with the lonely expanses oi' Ungava (BIvl, 94), 

Pierre recognizes the hostility of' his own moun-tain; it 

seems to ask, fI' \,iho is this .fool \l>1ho dares think tha-t I 

might, perchance, be indulg.ent? I 1l CHlvI, 9/-1-) Pie.rre must 

match the impersonality of nature, and kill an old caribou, 

clunsily and mercilessly~ in oreier to survive.. Through such 

coldness and cruelty, the north impresses itself upon 

Pierre's sensitive imagination and sets him apart, like Len 

Sterner, from the company of other men. The north becomes 

part of Pierre's creatlve faculties, and he becomes aware of 

its beauty as well.as its tyranny. He can only release his 

artistic impulses when he is encompassed by the northern 

spirit. Even when he lives in Paris, he only feels peace 
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when he is reminded of his northern home (HM, 155; 162)e 

The north touches his paintings in France, too, uniquely 

creating "a Paris shivering under an Arctic glow, with 

shortened trees, with heavy human shapes entangled in masses 

of clothing" C§l!, 149) .. 

Pierre is clearly imprisoned by the north in his 

artistic expression as much as Len Sterner is retarded 

emotionally; he is denied the capacity to paint meaningfully 

without including some minute recollecti.on of the northern 

environment--snow, sparse vegetation~ or the impression of 

nature's harshness and. impersonality" Pierre, like Len, 

must seek alone his vision of life because his quest demands 

all his energy and feelings: , 

He felt touchede He was sorely tempted 
to open his arms to this wandering creature~ 
Yet the chill desert lands, the skies still 
undisclosed, also 4e1d his heart as though 
pledged in love, and in albve that 
possessed him more than any other.. (RN, 27) 

Pi@rre sad1-y RG1\:E.owle€l.ges the paradox of hif3qu.est, that he 

must sacrifice the warmth of love and conulluni ty living in 

order to seek, for all men to share, the essence of life (HN .. _-' 
41; 62; 64). He bravely continues his treks across the 

Oanadian north, and across the sea' to Paris, painfully aware 

"that of all men he was the most alone" (HJVI, 28) .. 

Pierre's essential wilderness is the obsession, the 

IIbesetting feverisbness ll (I-II~i 18), the IIdisease ll (EN, 28), 

",hich rnal<es him wander in search of his mountain of 

revelation. Driven by a desire to capture his significant 
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vision of the north in art, Pierre is even more importantly 

the servant of his own imagination$ He speaks at one point 

lias if he Here his own beast of' burLen, his own slave" eRr», 

'16).. His description of the caribou episode to ~~tanislas 

curiously merges the animal and the man in his narrative, as 

if the hunter and the hunted, "the pursued and the pursuer" 

(LiM 168) constituted but one being" Even more obviouslv 
_ •• ' tJ 

than Ross's Philip Bentley, Pierre's tragedy is h~mself, his 

Ovl11 imaginative que st .. 

Fierre 1 consequently, undergoes excruciating 

physical and mental torture when he creates, because his 

goal lies deeply entrenched in the unexplored regions of his 

soul. To release his vision, he must suffer. Orok glimpses 

Pierre in the thralls of his "crec:..tive" pain (I-lfv1, 87), and 

Roy once depicts him as a man \'1ho IIlooked much more like 

someone who had be'en moul1tain . clihlbing than a man whose goal 

lay ~~eady at hand vlithin him" (Ht-'!, 164--165).. The latter 

part o~ the statement belies the difficulty of Pierre's 

struggle against his imaginative wilderness, but Roy 

immediately ennobles his pain through his self-portrait: 

As from a face on a slant, a face 
disproportionately long, the eyes looked 
down from a level of their own. On top of 
the head there was a hirrt of curious 
protuberances, a suggestion of antlers, 
perhaps ••• Yet the pupils, though 
somewhat dilated, were certainly those of a 
man, and they expressed an unbearable 
lucidity and sadness ••• What then, had 
Pierre tried to suggest? What close 
alliance of the soul to all that is primitive? 
Or was this not that hiGh-j)i.tched l:s.ment in 



which are commingled the anguish of 
killing and of being killed? The portrait 
drew you as though into some unfrequented 
area of the consciousness • • • Its appeal 
lay in that kind of fascination with v/hich 
it pointed--counter to all clarity--toward 
the harrowil1S enigmas of existenceo (HI";, 177-178) 

In thi.s portrait lies not only the combined torturer-victim 

theme, but also the vision of Pier~e as the suffering Christ 

with his crown of thorns. Pierre ~eeos to grasp t~e sadness 

of the doomed Christ, perplexed yet grimly reconciled to the 

fact that he must die in order to fulfill his creative 

function. Christ dies, however, to permit the rebirth of 

sinful man; Pierre must die, significantly, because his mere 

humanity, courageous anu 'persistent though it may be, will 

not permit the completion of the quest which he is compelled 

to continue .. Pierre's imagination drives him fOr\1ard to his 

mountain~ but it is precisely the power which his imagination 

unleashes which will, at the same time, necessitate his 

.destruction .. 

Pierre's death abbreviates his quest and renders it, 

wit;h .respect to the vision of the mountain, essentially 

nonproductive. His vision dies with him, and Roy questions 

the validity of his accomplishments if no man may directly 

benefit from them. Roy initially makes Pierre very aware of 

the mysterious li~~ between life and death (HM, 32), but she 

seems to remove the possibility of any redemptive vitality 

arising from his death because he dies so bound up with his 

own failure. Like Len Sterner, the necessity of loneliness 
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in his struggles also damns his final attempts to achieve 

meaning .. 

Roy'does elucidate the cyclical movement involving 

life and death by emph~sizing, in the manner of Grove, the 

contrast between the evil city and the good wilderness. Roy 

is not concerned with moral issues, however, but rather with 

the effects of the urban environment upon the creative 

i,magination bred in the north.. Father Le Bonniec urges 

Pierre, for example~ to paint with northern freshness and 

clarity for the 11' prisoner of the cities I II (HI"1, 1/+2) \vho has 

bypassed lI'the great; cries of the heart I II (Hf"l, '111) .. The 

priest accuratel;y sees Pierre in the role of a teacher \·"ho 

will awaken, through art, the confined feelings of city 

dwellers9 Pierre must first achieve formal training in a 

Parisian school, hO'l'lever, and such an enviromnent tends to 

stifle Pierre's talents: 

the sadness of soul 'that cities conveyed to 
him wound itself around him.. Here the 
moi1stE::I'- was fUll-grown. Through the small 
window entered flashes of neon, the glare 
of illuminated 'oillboards, and a ceaseless, 
dreadful uproar. (Hr:1, 125-126) 

In spite of the setting, Pierre persists in his struggles 

to realize a meaningful expression of his mountain. He only 

really attains freedom from the city consciousness, in fact, 

when he becomes lost in the spirit of the north in his 

imagination and is 'reborn (I-Il'i, 131; 139) e 

Such is Fierre's fate that the north, the 
-1n 

geogrtl,phical place or "the way of thoughtll ~ 1'-' is the sole 
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power through which his artistic impulses find releaseo 

Pierre senses correctly that the northern landscape itself, 

II strange and cold in all its splendorll (Hf;l, 18), contains 

the goal of his quest for meaningo He even finds mirrors of 

paradise in the northern regions of Canada at moments when 

nature impresses its essential vitality upon his imagination 

(lill~ 18~19; 4-2-43) 0 The hidden mountain actually becomes 

his ultimate vision of life, his heaven on earth: "Before 

him towered a high and solitary mountain that glowed in the 

rE-)d sunlight and burned like a great pillar of fire ll (Hl\1, 

81)0 Pierre fittingly kneels before it because, like Moses's 

burning bush, this mountain is a manifestation of the 

universal powe~, the essence which Pierre has been seeking. 

Like Moses, too, Pierre has the potential to unite 

men through the revelation of the central mystery of human 

exLstence.. Pierre realizes the reparative power vvhich such 

a yision would possess because he himself is momentarily 

reborn through the sight of the mountain: IIAt the mountain's 

.foot, Pierre fOI'50t, as he looked up at it, all the hunger, 

the weariness, the barriers, the loneliness, the cruel 

anguish" (Hr1, 83) .. Such is the healing power vlhichthe north 

can exertcupon Pierre's tortured spirit, and which he, in 

turn~ wishes to give to others in his. art (m;i, 119; 139) .. 

Pierre acknowledges his duty to humanity: he knows 

that in his art he protests, \'l:i..th creation and vitality, the 

pain and suffering of' the human coneli tion (lIt.'j, 108; 12l~). 
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He struggles incessantly with his imagiriative conception of 

his mountain, because it is this vision in his soul which he 

wishes to liberate for all men: 

But, thought Pierre, whenever he himself set 
himself free, did he not, by that very fact~ 
also set other men free, set free their 
imprisoned thought, their suffering spirit? 

(EI'-l, 92) 

Christ-like, Pierre accepts his cross and continues his 

quest. His desire to recreate his mountain leads him 

irrevocably toward his Calvary, the place of final 

confrontation with the divine vision within him. 

He dreams of such total revelation, wbere he Hill 

experience "the \'lhole object, the whole subject" CHlVI, 85)·~-

in other vlords ~ the essence and truth of man and his 

creation-~·but he is incapable, in' the overwhelming energy of 

his search, of realizing the neceBsary death which also 

awaits him~ He sees himself as Christ-like in hiBself-

pqrtrai t, a vic tim, yet he is not aVJare of the danger of the 

identification" His .final, fatal attempt to capture the 

mouni:iain 'vision (HI\718L~~186) is his moment oi' truth, and -' 
Pierre, in his excitement, accepts the self-challenge to 

capture it i.n art" He follows the vision ,too intently, 

however 9 and unlike Keats, who drew back from his 

nightingale I S headlong .flight toward death, Pierre is 

overcome by the divine presence which has risen from within 

to encompass him. 

Pierre 1 S ques't can be as a triumph 
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of necessity .. He achieves his "human limit",11 and his 

attempt to transcend that barrier results in his destruction~ 

He feels, in the final moments of searing pain, that the 

inevitable loss of his mountain to other men constitutes the 

frustration of his whole life's work6 As alone as he must 

necessarily have been in the north in his quest for the one 

vision, Pierre cloes not recognize allY release of unitive 

power from his work. 

Pierre's loneliness damns him, clearly, because in 

his obsession \"ith the hidden mountain, he is unmvare of the 

many moments of deep feeling which he has given to the world 

in his other sketches and paintings--what he would consider 

his imperfect IIfailures ll
" Father Le Bonniec is overcome by 

his sketches of the north, but Pierre's response to the 

priest's joy is hesitant,ana. almost fearful of the exposure 

of his art to the world' seye: "he was not ready, vlOuld not 

b~ ready for a long while, it seemed to him, for this ordeal 

of confrontation that appalled him B Om, 112).. Pierre 

considers his VJorkincomplete, oblivious, as he is, of the 

life which his simple drawings generate.. Only aware of his 

personal sense of failure to achieve happiness through the 

completion of his singular quest, Pierre blandly bequeaths 

his life I s work to his fevl .friends (H~, 180-181). '11he lack 

of concern in such a generous giving of life and warmth 

detracts from the justification which the beques~s would 

otberwise give his death.. Pierre does not realize the 
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expressions of freedom and deep feeling which he has created, 
.' / 

and such naivete necessitates the irony of his final lonely 

The Hidden Mountain, as a northern novel, is 

important not only for the incessant victimization of the 

protagonist, however, but also for the incessant struggle 

which Pierre \I{ages with the north" Pierre admits the 

easeful peace of death only twice (HM, 39; 101), and his 

constant poncern is for the creation of spiritual life and 

warmth amid the cold, threatening north. The courage and 

unyielding \v111 with which he meets his many physical and 

imaginative trials are integral qualities of the vital, 

hopeful response to the north which Roy advocates. 

II 

The vitality released by Pierre Cadorai's death is 

unintentional, a justification outside the bounds of the 

failure with which he has circumscribed his life and death; 

he believes that hi.s death is meaningless, and only Roy 

adds the significant courage of which the reader, and not 

Pierre, j.s fully awaree The novels of the second section, 

':rb-.L.~~' h~~ic at th.e_Clos.~, and ;,'1ho Has Seen the .:{in~, 

emphasize, on tho other hand, the life, hope and awareness 

which caD arise directly and purposefully for the novels' 

characters from an experience of the pain and inevitability 
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necessarily feel death and despair, in fact,. either 

personally or vicariously, to realize the importance of lifeo 

Alexandre Chenevert is very aware of the need for a 

united strugt;le against the human condition, but only 

because he has contracted a fatal disease. Trapped within 

a wilderness determined by the limitations of his own mind 

ane. the cold., ciehumcmizing city O.r HOl.1tl.'sal, Alexandre must 

~ctually confront death in order to free himself. His quest 

for meaning leads him north to Lac Vert, beyond the sterile 

confines of the city, only to reveal to him that 

regeneration must occur ultimately in his spirit to be 

effective a.nd valid. Alexandre's journey to the redemptive 

north must be psychic as well as geographicale 

Gabrielle Roy does emphasize the necessity of her 

cashi€r IS spiritual quest ~ but the tlflO \r-d.luernesses into 

which she thrusts him, the urban environment and the 

p~rsonal despai~r of failure and inadequacy, are inextricably 

linked: "His tragedy is that he has not entirely become a 

robot. Hypersensitive, vulnerable, he suffers from all the 

indignities of a mec'hanized civilization" 0 12 The city 

seiz,es upon Alexandre's uneasy loneliness and intensifies it, 

driving him deeper into his own worry and tensione His final 

freedom rises from his renewed sense of community, but his 

struggle to complete the quest is fought alone in the depths 

of his own tortured spirit~ 

Alexandre's initial wilderness is the prison of his 
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own beliefs and thoue;htso' He is "a stranger to himself and 

even an enemyll (~, 53), causht as he is in his self

centred vision of the world and other people. He makes no 

attempts to establish contact with the surrounding community, 

and resides in a state of tense detachm~nt, waiting for 

action (Cash, 54) like the characters in The Doubl.e~oko 

Alexandre possesses neither the courage nor the insight of a 

James Potter, and he denies the validity of humanitarian 

action which sOlidly unites people through love. In his 

ignorance of human relationships, Alexandre even believes 

that feelings such as happiness adhere to predictable, 

scientific structures in their release and intensity (C~sh, 

60; 109)" 

His loneliness both feeds such cold visions of man 

and grows itself by the isolation urged by such a 

dehumanization of man's feelingso He believes, in spite of 

hts apparent lack of feeling, that he is responsible £or the 

suffering of humanity and should feel sympathy for it .. 

Doctor Hudon \</arns him; 

lIyou -chink too much.. You let things weigh 
too much on your mind .. e _ Do you think 
you're obliged to carry the world on your 
shoulders? II . 

So stated, the question obviously broke 
through his defences. 

"No .. l1 

\lAfter all, it's not your worlde ll 

IINot mine, .altogether, no .. D .11 Alexandre 
assented, thouBh still clingin~ to a 
mental reservation. (Q~s~, 105) 

Alexandre's sympathy is Christ-like in its universality, but 
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it lacks the warmth of a saviour's lov8o ,He possesses "the 

secret depth of the soul" (Cash, 27), the capacity to love 

intensely; his wilderness is his inability to direct the 

feeling so that it touches and enlivens another human being .. 

Alexandre's problem with his sympathies is comparable to the 

artist's distinction between the imagination of a work and 

the actual creation of that ideao Like Pierre Oadorai, he 

is initially unable to express his inner self in an objective 

way; the cashier knows only failure and frustration In his 

attempts to cor.:tmunicate verbally vJi th, other men C.~h, 26-2'7; 

145). 

Even \-Jh8n Alexandre bridges the "abyss" (Cash, 14-'7) 

between thought and word, his capacity for love is spent 

superficially on people with whom warm human contact is 

virtually impossible.. He admits, in a moment of personal 

insight, that "Vlithout the dead, the absent~ the folk you 

had never eVGn seen, whatever 1:Jould become of man 1 S i'acul ty 

1:01' lovell (Oush, 23)0 Alexandre, indeed, tends to sympathize 

for not 0nly the deceased·.,-he only loves his mother now that 

she is dead (Cash, 34)--bui:; also the diseased-- ll For no 

disease or infirmity could leave him cold ll (O~, 45).. Such 

"love" permits Alexandre to 'remain aloof yet satisfied, in a 

f3elf·-deluding v:ay, that he has fulfilled his duty to 

bumarLit:;yo 

The cashier tukes his place within his family with a 

similar lack of true ~eelin3. He expresses love, for 
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example ~ through anxiety; his bursts of ange~e and worry to 
0-, I. 
o;~uGerlle (Cash, 73-74; 177) and his daughter (CaBh, 93) 

reflect his inability to love honestly, with warmth and 

tendernesse He furthermore demandi silence rather than 

meaningful dialogue to sort the confusion of his marriage 

e.Q.ash, 75).. Buch denial of communication emphasizes the 

divisive pov,rer of Alexandre's essential loneliness.. .llien 

Euge'nie tactlessly comments upon his return from Lac Vert, 

Alexandre again retreats into a quiescent shell of self-

pity instead of challenGing her cold remarks with his warm 

and moving letter~ 

Alexandre need not have composed the letter, notably, 

had he been capable of expressing his joy orally to Eugenie$ 

He typically seeks to distribute life in the second-hand way 

in which he receives it--through media.. He initially 

laments his misiJru'st of the media's reporting (Cash, 24), 

but proceeds to rely wholly upon the newspapers and the 

'radio for his news information (Cash, 25; LJ-6-47; 85) .. 

Alexandre's reliance upon the media is a necessity in the 

rapid style of modern life, and his sim'll taneous mistrust of 

it is not an uncommon worry., His problem is the intensity 

with which he assimilates the news. Admittedly more 

attracted to objects spatially or temporally distant from 

him, the media feeds this perverse concern and only widens 

the abyss between Alexandre and other men. 

Alexandre's problem with his sympathies arises 



partially, no doubt, from·his urban environment.. He is 

bombarded by cold, brutally commercial advertisements on his 

return from the north (Cash, 154--155), and on his final taxi 

ride to the hospital (Cash, 173-174).. In both circumstances 

the city encompasses Alexandre with its 'chilling 

impersonality, its emphasis upon non-human, one-way 

communication.. Conci.i't;ioned to receive but not to give, 

Alexandre is undoubtedly one of many who live alone among 

the masses of people: tlBis greatest need is to feel, to be 

able to live a natural emotional life l1
•
13 Such a need is 

difficul t to fulfill \'/i thin an environment shaped by 

individuals raadly pursuing 'l'Jeal th on iso12.ted, parallel 

paells" 

Natural human sympathy and the most harmless 

expressions of affection are 'also nonexistent in Alexandre's 

job.. The bank emphasizes the tvilderness of the cashier's 

life, in fact, because it seems to be the locus of the mo~t 

damaging aspects of the urban environment.. Alexandre is 

ph~vsically confined in llhis own cage ll (~, 31), separated 

from both the public and his tellow workers. His job is 

monotonous and devitalizing, filling Alexandre at one Iiloment 

with the overwhelming dread of the absolute insignificance 

of his o~n being: 

And from this very vantage point, just as 
he was starting his thirtieth roll, 
Alexandre beheld eternity. He found 
himself facing incommensurable time, 
stretching into the invisible~ The 
impression of this vastness suddenly 
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threate (~, 32) 
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Alexandre is alone in his teller's cage; and his loneliness 

intensifies his despairo lie cannot turn to a fellow worker 

for support, or even a smile~ because personal feelings only 

appear predictably as "A few absent~minded good mornings" 

(Cash, 31), or else not at all (Cash, 38; 170).. Alexandre 

himself feels likewise compelled to contain his feelings, 

that he should IInot let himself act like a human bl~ing" 

(Cash, 39).. He can only expect the majority of hiB 

customers, themselves city-dwellers, to respond to his 

coldness with an equal disinterest (Cash~ 39) .. 

Doctor Hudon experiences the strugsle with apathy 

much more than does Alexandre because his consistent 

confrontation with suffering humanity practically demands his 

detachment in order for him to survive 0 He cannot really 

permit himself to indulge in the sympathetic imaginings 

W11ich often llOld) .. lexandre, yet the doctor I s concern i'or the 

cashier (Cash, 106) suggests that he is very much a true 

physician~ His love of life and man necessitates his deep 

invol vementi Vii th his patients in a very real and personal 

way. Hudon's intimate concern als.o emphasizes, by contrast, 

the cold detachment of Alexandre's affections: liAs long as 

suffering existed, would it ever allo\" him a personal life?1l 

(9as12, ·104) The doctor laments his incessant, necessary 

struggle against the inevitability of decay and death, the 

very meaningful fight in which Alexandre must engage. Only 
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tendency to dehumanization and isolation, will Alexandre 

achieve some self-justification in his life. 
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Roy's city in The Cashier becomes the arena for mants 

struggles with existence and it is precisely that 

environment in h1h1.ch the impersonali ty and sterile mechanism 

of life are most eviuen ~ e 'rho vdldeI'ness for Hoy is m:'ban 

in her modern novel, and the regeneration of man's spirit 

can occu~ only in the redemptive north. The city is a 

hellish environment 7 furthermore, threatening particularly 

those who would assert v.,rarmth, love and vitality because the 

energy required for action there must be greato Hudon, for 

example, is a regular combatant with the human condition and 

the struggle is slowly destroying his body and his spirit: 

Stern, often exasperated, hi's face was 
nevertheless sympathetic, with its brown, 
attentive eyes, so filled with wea,riness .. 
Tiny wrinkles which crowded his temples 
seemed to stretch those eyes, as though 
Dr" lIudon were continuous].;y .facing a 
tiring problemo (Cash, 100) 

Hudon seemingly grants himself momentary respites from his 

torturous sympathies by his lapses int~o routine cietachment 

because it is only through such intervals of peace that he 

will survive" 

Roy might consider such instances of renewal 

II northern ll
, in the same way that Alexandre's journey to Lac 

Vert momentarily permits him the transient happiness which 

life otfers. Roy initially distinGuishes between the city 
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and the wilderness, the hell of Montreal and the peaceful 

natural paradise of the north.. Alexandre's bus ride south 

is significant in the clarification of the contrast because 

he experiences the subtle urbanizat~on of the land& He 

notices, as he leaves the north, the fences which straighten 

and confine nature I s curves (Ca.~, 152), the penitentiary 

increased use of metals which gleam in the sun (C2.sh, 152-

153), a poor substitute for the clarity of shining Lac Vert, 

and finally, the aforementioned multitude of advertisements, 

blo..ring loudspeakers and newspapers (Cash, 154-155)0 

Alexandre becomes lost once again amid the impersonality of 

the city, and he comes to experience a loneliness and sense 

of alienation (Cash, 169) which soes beyond his former 

despair .. 

Alexandre has not really changed at all because.of 
. I 

h~.s trip to the north, as Eugenie· bluntly informs hiIllG His 

northern "rebirth ll in the wilderness is effective for but 

one day in l'Iontreal, and then his optimism for man fades 

quickly.. Alexand.re has glimpsed -the ha9piness which life 

call hold, how·ever, and his a\lareness will eventually lead 

him to his salvation~ He returns to the city from Lac Vert 

after growing bored with Le Gardeur's life of subsistence, 

realizing that his spirit will not change merely with a 

change in environment; he seems dissatisfied everywhereo 

Only a confrontation with the most devastating wilderness of 
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man's psyche, the admission of death's -inevitability, will 

release him to love his fellow man warmly and selflessly. 

Like the other protagonists in the novels of the 

first two sections of this chapter, Alexandre is essentially 

alone in his quest for meaning, and none of the times when 

he does receive sincere vjarmth and affection deters him from 

his lonely journey" Alexandre is "tense in his desire for 

companionship" c.~t!, 45), and moments of potential 

interaction either overwhelm him or surprise him so that he 

retreats defensively into his loneliness.. He mumbles self

consciously $ unable to express his d_eep gratitude to the 

l<:indly old man in the queue (Cash, 1+0), and also feels 

compelled to hide the joy \"Jhic11 the doctor's advice has 

given to hirli (Gafi:~' 108)" He recoils, similarly, from the 

contented love 'I'/hich binds Les Gardeurs together in the 

wilderness (C~, 139-1 /-j·1) A Alexandre may seem insensitive 

apd eccentric because be "rejectsll all offers of affection, 

but his problem lies disastrously deep in his own mind.. He 

must rem-~.dD essentially c\lone in his life, like Pierre 

C£i.dorai and J.Jen ~}terner, and must ul tiraately confront death 

alone, too. Alexi::mdre seizes upon warmth in his illness, 

however, and rediscovers a riorthern vitality which justifies 

the intense pain of his struGsles and his death. 

In its clarity, peace and almost sacred loneliness, 

the ~eographical north initially appears to be Alexandre's 

salvation ~erely throu~h i~s ex~stence. The first night he 
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lapses into a profound sleep in which his tormented mind is 

cleansed and then freed: "The greatest gift of all is sleep 

so deep that it resembles death. It not only refreshes his 

body but infuses him vJith the spiritual strength to desire a 

new life" .. 14 The peace of the sleep, like his unequalled 

joy of the one special day in the north, is illusive in its 

brevi ty" .!i.lexandrc feels reborn (Cash, 127), but his return 

to the city reveals the extent of his renewal. Roy comments 

cynically that "through sleep God permitted His cr{3ature 

from time to time to believe that he was free" (CasQ9 124); 

the transience of Alexandre's joy and even Doctor Hudon's 

ease~ indeed, seem to be similar frauds perpetrated by a 

jesting Almighty~ 

Alexandre's sleep is purposeful for the reader, 

hOVlever f because it foreshadows, in the depth of its 

tranquillity, the total freedom which is available solely 

b~yond death.. The north may have ultimately -failed to 

satisfy thecasb.ier' s longings for an earthly paradise (Casll, 

137), but it did, for a few days1 reveal to him the unlimited 

happiness of the simple, honest, northern.lifeo North becomes 

more and more a spiritual ideal for Alexandre; beyond his 

hopeless imaginings of a life as a trapper or lumberjack 

(Cas!!, 160), the north becomes his ideal conception of the 

after-life: 

For long moments he thought that if he 
could only put in his two cents, Heaven 
would be perfect. He saw just about how it 
could be wo~ked out: a vast series--but 
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by greenery--of small cabins like his at 
Lac Vert.. \-Jhat better could a man ask'? 

(Cash, 198) 
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~:he contentment which Alexandre finds in the spirit of the 

northern environment is typical of the northern novel.. Out 

of such hopefulness, in spite of his imminent death, also 

grows a new love for humanity by which Alexandre redeems his 

lonely, struggling life. 

Vitality and hope do, indeed, arise from the death 

of the small cashier~ Alexandre himself admits his 

personal love for 1I 0rdinary men" (Oash~ 209), and he 

expresses the sincerity of his regenerated affections 

through the very v;Tarm and loving comfort; which he gives to 

his sick neir.;hbonr in the hospital (Qash? '187~188)" The 

spontaneity and honesty of the touch of his hand unite 

Alexandre, for the first time, \-vi th the sufferings of 

humanity. He begins to love sincerely the presence of 
, 

people in his room (CasQ, 196), yet senses "I.'he pain which 

tbe young girls undergo when they see him; he gruffly 

dismisses them C.C.?sl1:~ 197) in spite of his pleasure at 

their visit .. 

Alexandre's love of ,mankind most importantly 

revitalizes the priest who attends him in the hospital. 

Shielded from the pain and despair of his sick parishioners 

by doctrinal formula~ the priest is unfeeling in the 

performance of his duties. He only loves man through the 

strict service of' an othervlOrldly divinit;y, and judges man 
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priest from his cold detachment through his real, human 
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problems and shows him the vital necessity of loving man on 

an immediate, personal, human level .. 

Such interactions 'I.-lith other men are expressions of 

the vitality which Alexandre evokes out of his nearness to 

death., Having existed alone for his whole life, painfully 

avJare that his problem was apathy--ttNot to have loved 

enough when it vlaS the time for love tt (Casl~, 34)--Alexandre 

struggles in his final days of life to touch the hearts of 

those around him.. He caD neither repair his sterile past 

nor return to his blessed Lac Vert, but he can give some 

sUlall comfort;s to others for the future: IIThere can be no 

return to the garden, but meekness and love can plant 

flow8rs in the cage and -'the 1tlasteland II 0
15 Alexandre IS 

gifts to other men, indeed? seelll diminutive: the sincere, 

hopeful letteJ;s to Godias and Eug£nie, the comfort to his 

sick neighbour, his example of human love \-/hich frees the 

priest tb act, and above all, the courage with which he 

faces his pain and inevitable end.. The acts are intense1y 

personal, but they are committed in the spirit of boundless 

humanitarianism~ Such is the life which arises from his 

death and which enCOUra[;0S many to revere his I'1emory by 

continuing his struGGle Hith courage and love against the 

injustices of existenceE 

Neil Fraser, "NcCourt's in Il:ltlSic at the 
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Close also achieves a "small II victory for the price of his ----, 
death~ but like Alexandre Chenevert, it is only through 

death that his life will have any meaningo Such a triumph 

is akin lito the Absur-dist's resigndtion to a world without 

deliverance, \'Jhere human dignity feeds on an ll1n8r 
16 conqu0st l1

.. The victories are no less admirable and 

effective for their intimacy, because the strength of the 

personal achievements of Alexandre and Neil transcends the 

level of a personal salvatione Their deaths presumably 

touch all who knew them with hopefulness, warmth 811d love, 

a final affirmation of the human community vlhich justifies 

the pain. of their lives and their deathso 

The IIGod~forsaken wilderness ll17 in which Neil li'raser 

matures is the prairie of the Canadian ~vest~ Unlike the 

north of The. Cashier, which gives vitality and rebirth to 

Alexandre Chenevert, the wilderness which surrounds Neil is 

inc8.ssant in itspbysical and psychological tbreats to man" 

Neil is initially struck powerfully by the loneliness of 

the prairie (HC, 16). He comes to assume, after his 

awareness of' Uncle I'1att t s futile strug(;les o.1Q, LI-1) and his 

own desperate attempts to farm 9 the essentiall;)T cynical 

vision of man's survival in the hostile northern environment: 

"And it would always be like this--alv;ays the unrelenting 

struggle against an environment that l,vas ei thor too hot or 

too cold, or dusty or muddy, but never equable, never 
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Even before such despair overcomes Neil, the prairie 

and particularly the deep darkness of its night, assaults 

his youthful sensitivities. Neil is an orphan, notably, 

and the cries of the coyote leave him fearfully grasping 

for some security and comforting warmth: 

Neil wanted his mother, not the angels of 
God. He tried to imagine her by the side 
of his bed, speakinG softly to bi@, tucking 
in the sheet, perhaps, and telling him to 
sleep soundly 0 But his imagination was not 
strong enough to triumph over the realitye 
His mother did not come, would never come 
again .. CEQ, 23) 

Neil is alone and afraid, and the prairie 9 awesome in its 

loneliness, size and apparent cruelty, drives him deeper 

and deeper into himself in search of some protectiona His 

imagination blossoms and comes to his aid, but it also 

creates the barrier which, at the same time, increasing1;;r 

alienates him from reality. Like Len Sterner 9 Neil relies 

more upon the dreamy .fantasy of his ov/n imagination than he 

does upon reality, and consequently,' divorces hiraeelf more 

completely from the people who inhabit the real, objective 

worldo His imagination~ ironically, tends to intensify the 

essential loneliness which it had seemed initially to 

repair., 

Neil's imagination gives him the confidence, in the 

beginning, to seek J.ofty goals of education and economic 

prosperity.. He dreams of being a successful novelist (MC, 

82), and his reading of Tennyson's "Ulysses" a\vakens in 

td m "a lonGing for something that had no concrete substance 11 
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0\10, 136) .. His overestimation of l:'loira's affection for him 

gives incentive, too, for his studies (rlQ" 100) .. Such 

impulsion is helpful if it urges him to struggle with the 

hardships of life in order to discover his human limitations 

and to achieve his goal in reality. Neil n~ively admits, 

hO\vevex', in a moment of unsuspecting truth, that he 

contempla.tes his experiences in oTcl8r lito twist a thOUSalKl 

Honderful meanings from them ll Neills dreams tend 

to become consistent means of escape, rather than inspirations 

for action to realize such dreams. The dream world of his 

imagination begins to constitute his reality, and such a 

reliance upon his self-centred vision is his wilderness .. 

One of Neil's pleasures, significantly~ is to drift 

into self-glorifying i'antasies, II daydreams , which were a.s 

frequent and as real as eveI'll (HQ, ?7; 88--89); he even has 

a lIiavourite dr8am" (1'IC, 57) .. His worship of his ideal 

conceptions 01' Charlie Steele and Helen Martell initiates, 

perhaps, the most far-reaching damage to his active 

imagination& Their respective falls in hisiantasy--

Charlie's death and Helen's departure--create a wide breech 

in his l!1ind which makes repair continsent upon immed.iate 

unitive actionG Rather than accepting the cruelty of 

reality and then striving to make life more agreeable by 

performing acts of warm love and selfless kindness, Neil 

pursues more and 11l0re the distant, unattainable t~oals 

posed by ~is own minde He continues to vrite, for example, 
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hoping to receive overnight acclaim, even though his 

multitude of incomplete poems, his numerous rejections from 

periodicals, and his disastrously poor English essay 

indicate his inability to write well.. His love for l\~oira, 

similarly, is blind and idealistic, and ,prevents him from 

associating with pleasant girls like Helen lYlulholland.. His 

only' accomplishments occur~ notably, in baseball and 

football, games which, unlike reality, have rules of fair 

play and permit periodic successe Neil sees such 

possibility in his own life, unaware as he is of the 

frequency of death, despair and failure& 

Neil's relationship with Moira exemplifies most 
... 

clearly, in fact, his naive 9 self-centred vision of li:fe .. 

Women for Neil are soft, pure creatures, not the type to 

survive in the wilderness, b~t exactly the stuff on which 

his imagination thrives (IVIC, 82) co As Len Sterner's 

imagininGS of his Lydia will not admit the truth, so Neil's 

relationship with Noira lacks the loving qualities of real, 

human interactions, warmth and tenderness.. His love, letter 

to her at Christmas does not proclaim his love for her or 

his need for her presence, but it provides a forum, on the 

othel' hand, for his attempts at literary criticism" Citing 

Rupert Brooke and "making appropriate, comments" (nc, 102), 

Neil appeals to the f<loira of his mind, the unreal 1'·10i1.'a who 

will \'lOrship him forever (bC, 110).. Neil imprisons her in 

his imaf:iination, and Hoira chastises him for such l1a.ive 
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"Neil, a \vornan likes to be put on a 
pedestal. But she doesn't want to stay 
theree Gil knGVJ that~ But apparently 
you didn't." 
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"Neil, "/hy don I t you try living in the 
real world for a while? It's more 
honest-·-and more heroic. If (no? 167; 168) 

Neil hus retreated too far into his own world, however, and 

no one's warnings, including Moira's,can pierce the 

wilderness of his cramped imagination. 

Neil's marriage to Moira only intensifies his 

internal problems because the cruel reality of their 

subsistence farming is too painful for him to admit.. He 

lacks the strength, either spiritual or physical, to bring 

the farm a profit (.till., 185~186; '191-192), and he devotes 

more time to his thoughtful reveries than he does to his 

chores.. He only awakens from his dreamy silences to 

~lucidate his vague fantiasies of success in the northern 

Peace Hive:t.? country 0'10, 183-18L1-).. The incongruity of his 

visions with his present situation does not urge him into 

action, hovJ"ever, but rather mires him in passive sadness 

and se1f--pi ty; he merely observes, for example, the 

discrepancy beti,veen his ideal conception of marriag;e and 

parenthood and the reality of those states of life 0'10, 175; 

188). The promise of a son initiates, furthermore, not 

rebirth and happiness for Neil, as for Salverson's Lindals 

and ','iatson I s James Potter but "bi tterness and a slowly .' .' 
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gathering resentment ag~inst the woman'who indirectly had 

helped to fashion his chains ll (nc, 187).. The child reminds 

him of his responsibilities as a farmer, a father and a 

husband.. He greets the struggles ",!hich such duties involve 

with the phssive fear and self-centred dreaming which has 

characterized all his fotmer confrontations with the 

harshness and chance of objective realityo 

Such inactivity may initially have saved Neil from 

pain and, \vorry, but it eventually prolongs his imprison.ment 

in his childish escapism: liAs a child he had hated to 

surrender his dreams; and in many respects he was a child 

stilll1 (L1S21 171). Unlike Brian 0' Cormal, who learns to 

confront the death and despair of existence, Neil finds 

comfort in his boyhood dreaming, ana comes to rely wholly 

upon such imaginings for' security: The deaths of Uncle Matt 

and Aunt Em shock bim, but his ..responses are nei the.r 

'reverent nor \/armly personal.. He regrets the dea tll of his 

aunt, on the other h3.na., because he now lacks any loving 

relative' or friend (HC, 136); hi [3 response is self-centred" 

neil briefly notes Uncle l'~att' s love for the land, but he 

ignores the strength and sincerity of his life's work. 

Neil's fa~minG, by contrast~ becomes impersonal, an 

opportunity for quick wealth to satisfy his dreams of 

material success. His "strug~,)lcll is selfish, typically, and 

blind to the random chance of the stock market. He loses 

his profits as quickly as he makes them, and immediately 
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leaves town, submitting to his misfortune- in a way which 

makes his uncle's life-long struggles worthless and futile. 

Neil lacks the selfless concern, clearly, to 

consider the ways in which his actions touch other men. His 

imagination limits his vision and restricts his interest to 

his own delusions of importance. The exchange between Gil 

and Neil after the first riot in the city emphasizes Neil's 

fear of going beyond himself into the responsible 

involvement with others: 

"it's the finest faith there iso Faith 
in mankind .. II 

Neil opened his eyes. 1I1'1aybe_~ II he 
said.. lIBut a mighty hard one to hang 
on tOe II (fiO 156) ---' 

Afraid of personal interaction, inhibited like the cashier 

of Roy1s novel before he confronts death, Neil shrinks from 

the struggles for justice 8111011g men which will not admit 

the detached, comfortable fantasies of bis imagination. He 

-recognize,,; reality--he admits his sel.fishness (liQ, 155)--

but he does not act upon his self-knowledge~ 

-Neil, typically, sees Gil's death as a pointless 

sacrifice bGcause flIt \'Jc .... s irrational, without real 

significance 11 U:Q, 16L\.). He sees that both the miners and 

the police are fI caught in the same trapll UIC, 1b1), and 

that Gil died for his beliefs, but he does not relate the 

insights. Neil is unaware of the importance of Gil's 

struggles acainst the injustices of society, his individual 

assertions of hope and f.1ea.nil1t; l.Il the face of unyielding 7 
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superhuman forces of fate .. Neil's journey to the city does 

not free him, clearly, because the struggle in which he is 

engaged transcends the bounds of urban and rural existencee 

He is unm'lare of the Iiobili ty of simple struGgles for 

meaning and survival, furthermore, because of the repression 

originally forced upon him by his lonely childhood amid the 

threatening prairie.. Neil auwi:r-8s onl;y tbe imaginal'S and 

the unreal, and the courage of a man like Uncle Matt does 

not impress him for more tban a few brief moments. Only a 

confrontation with the finality of death seems to liberate 

Neil, as it does Alexandre Ohenevert, from his delusive 

self-centredness. 

]~ven when he first learns of the \!Jar 7 Neil ,seems 

overwhelmed by the glorious possibilities offered by 

erilistment:ltsecurity, excitement, release from the deadly 

routine of marginal existence" (HO, 214-215), and above all, 

'pei"'haps, an opportuni tyi'or honour, for "music at the close l1
• 

The reality of IItheclose ll confronts Neil with shattering 

sud(lenness, in fact, when an explosion paralyzes him and 

leaves him aVlai ting death alone" His contemplations upon 

his present situation and the human condition, in generaL, 

become starkly real and lucid because he is, for the first 

time, intimately involved with the inevitable fact of 

death. Neil finally recognizes the pain of life and admits 

his allegiance to the incessant strugGle for human freedom 

for which Gil died. Gil always fought with vitality, 
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however, against the stern, impersonal reality reflected in 

prairie life, and Neil can rely upon no such paste Only 

with death, Neil realizes, can his life achieve any 

semblance of meaning: 

For now it seemed to matter more than 
anything else in the world that Ian 
should be proud of him. And in a 
flash of illumination Neil knew that 
this coul~ Dever be if he lived • 

.. c-.oe",f) •• eoo •• r- •• coooceo.oofta 

Nothing that he had done in his life 
before this day had any meaning 0 His' 
death was the only justification for 
his having lived at all. (MC, 216; 217) 

Neil's gradual immersion in the ease and peace of death 

grants him the comfort which both. life, in its struggles, 

and his imagination, in its otherworldliness, could never 

really offer him. 

1'1e.i1 enters NcCourt' S story as an orphan, and he 

departs from jt alone, too. NcCourt's conclusion to I'.Iusic 

at the Close indicates that Neil has, at last, managed to 

achieve some vaguely personal contact \id th humanity. By 

dying for his country and for the memory by "'Thich his son 

may nOVJ honour him ,Neil becomes uniquely selfless, hoping 

to create life and inspiration for others instead 01' for 

himselfe Unlike Grove's Len Sterner, who commits suicide 

to satisfy his own desire for peace of mind, Neil sees in 

death an opportunity to redeem a life of self-centrednesso 

Neither Neil nor Alexandre Chenevert actually have any 

choicB whether they will die or not--the fact has been 

decided by forces beyond their control--but their 
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selflessness in their final helpless moments will hopefully 

initiate, in turn, creative thoughts and acts in others 

trapped in the struggle for physical and psychological 

survival. Such vital 'inspiration, intended for others, will 

justify the errors, the pain and the confusion of their 

lives" 

Brian O'Connal also "growsfl from experiences of 

death and the cruelty of reality, but his coming to 
" / awareness is marked by the naivete of a child rather than 

by the gripping self-centredness of Alexandre and NeilD 

Wh9 Has Seen. the Wind elucidates, significantly, the 

childhood out of which grows the northern hero. Brian, 

with his innate desire to know, will be committed to 

struggle as a man because his childhood in the northern 

environment-·-in this case, the prairie--shows him the 

necessity of a confident, active response to the 

'surrounding wilderness. Brian's initial wilderness is his 

youthful ignorance, but he becomes increasingly mvare that 

his childhood experiences of lithe i'eelingtl have only 

prepared him for a more threatening wilderness, the 

wilderness of adult recognition of the random chance of 

life .. 

The physical wilderness, the.prairie, intensifies 

theeffents of Brian's painful initiation into the cruel 

facts of li.fe merely by its flatness: "Here was the least 

comlDon denomina.tor of nature, the. skeleton requirements 
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simply of land and sky--Saskatchevmn prairie"" 18 On the 

open prairie Brian is very alone, aware not only of the 

landscape's apparent emptiness, but also of his own upright 

presence there.. He is more conscious than other boys of 

his age of the novel feelings and experiences which daily 

bombard a child because he is innately receptive to others., 

Unlike his friend. Artie, who is significantly apathetic 

about the fundamental guali ties of life--the wind (\-18';jJ, 191), 

birth ('dS\;l 203) and death (.I;-lS~·7, 192)=-Brian is eager to ._-' , 
know why things happen.. His desire vdll be the cause of 

his moments of despair, however, because in seeking the 

sunlight of creation and God, he must also accept the 

complementary dark:ness, a necessity \"hich Sheila VJatson 

termed the double hook., Unlike NcGourt's Neil Fr.aser, who 

retreats from life into fantasy, Brian seeks to confront 

reality and understand itp 

Various wildernesses surround Brian in the small 

town, but he is too young to recognize their power: the 

social wilderness ruled by I"lrs .. Abercrombie ('dSW, 48) and 

her daughter (i!.i3~.J., 158) which eventually drives old \'/ong to 

suicide ~ the educational wilderne;=;s seen by 1·1r .. Digby in 

hi s o\'/n school (i;IS~i, 73; 76), and the economic wilderness 

of the depression C"3~'1, 171) ".1hich Bent Gandy darkens even 

more \vith his greed (1;/~?tJ, 212). Brian perhaps senses the 

social problems, but he feels more intensely a "nevi 

uncertaintyll (~{,}'1, 209), what might be the confusion of a 
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understandinG! 

It wouldn't be so bad, Brian thought, if 
a person knew, or even knew what it was he 
wanted to know. 
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And yet for breathless moments he had been 
alive as he had never been before, passionate 
for the thing th.::::.t slipped through the grasp 
of his understanding and eluded him.. If only 
he could throw his cap over it; if it were 
something that a person could trape If he 
could lie outstretched on the prairie while 
he lifted one edge of his cap and peeked 
under to see. That was all he wanted--one 
look" Nore than anythinG! (\-18,,.1, 198; 199) 

\vhat :Srian seeks to capture is "the feeling", a strange, 

thrilling experience of simultaneous pain and joy.. His 

quest involves the movement from his childhood innocence, 

through the initiating experiences of the feeling~ toward 

the mature consciousness of an adult .. 

Brian must learn to accept the inevitable 

alternations of lii'e and death, light and' darkness, and 

hope and despair \vhich i'o.rm lithe cycle 01' life" .,19 He must 

accustom himself to the impersonal chance of the human 

condition, what Len Sterner aptly called "'the presence of 

death'lI (YL, 309). Mitchell carefully encompasses his 

young protagonist with scenes exemplifying the cyclical 

rhythm o..f'existence, where life can be found beside death. 

The prairie town, for example, comes alive in Brian's eyes 

as the day ends (idSJt{, 60-61), and he significantly learns 

of his father's death at sunrise (;vS':J, 237). Brian 

exporiences a sense of terrible finality when his father 
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dies, but out of his despair arises a new sense of "othern-

an increased tenderness and love for his family (WS1.~ 251)-

which justifies his father's deathe 

Mitchell also distinguishes, to some extent, 

between the city and the prairie in the' effects of the 

respective environments upon their inhabitantsc r·lrs" 

Abercrombie, for example, represonts, in her racism and her 

ty-rannical rule of the to\'/11' s educational system, the worst 

quali ties of the pretentious f-'lain street matrone ':[lhe city 

consciousness seems to suppress natural, loving feelings in 

man, preventing any meaningful interrelationships; several 

people t including Brian, his grandmother and the supposedly 

sincere Reverend Pm'felly 1 can only manage to say; 

repetitively'? "He was a fine man ll Old'd~ 24-1·-24L~) in memory 

of Gerald alConnal. ,The epithet may be a defense mechanism 

for the speaker's mind., and perhaps excusable 1'or someone 

as young as Brian, but it still indicates a desire to escape 

confrontation "With the reality of death and sadness" 

The prairie is the place of sensitivity and 

red.emption, on the other hand, from ",hich arise Saint .Sammy 

and the Young Ben, the figures who assist Brian, for better 

or worse, in his journey to understanding~ The progress of 

Brian's quest depends, in fact, upon. the presence of the 

prairie, either physically in the landscape or spiritually 

in the Young BenD Nature's power increasingly impresses 

upon Brian the duality of life, the paradox which permits 
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harshness, savagery and death.. Brian feels alone on the 
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expansive prairie after his father's death, but it is the 

meadow lark which shatters his personal sadness and turns 

him back into the vi tal invol vemen-t; with others n'12M, 2L~6-

247).. Brian's grandmother dies alone in her room, but 

nature comforts her, too, with a blessing of white snow and 

a peaceful reunion with the earth& 

The wind also compels Brian toward understanding by 

its baf.fling oscillations bet'deen being a force of life and 

meaning amid the dead prairie (..lS'.v, 211·6) , and being a po\.ver 

threatening man Vlitll its wild moanings "fading into 

I>;}i tehell reminds the reader 

that the y;j,nd is often seen as a manifestation of God's 
20 

power~ and, indeed, Brian's vision of the Almighty 

possesses a duality not unlike that of the wind (VlBIl, 98) .. 

Brian I S que~:rt is to come to the purJ?oseful acknowledgement 

of such essential facts of human experience, accepting both 

element~ of the contrast as necessary and real. 

The Young Ben is a major force in Brian's acceptance 

of life's puzzling circumstances because it is he who II OI-/11S Il 

the prairi.e (~'JB'''i) 12; 59} .. Young Ben, in fact, seems to be 

an incarnation of the prairie itselfe He is frequently 

described through images of the prairie's wind, animals 

and birds (WJW, 24; 88; 101; 127; 147)8 He is, like the 

winel; a primi ti va i'orce, i.nJpersonal and spontaneous in his 
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actions, and moved by fundamental feelin;s of love and 

hate.. Young Ben is a paradox, too., comforting Brian with 

lu.s ·deep tenderness at times of death, pain and fear (~:IS;"', 

43; 58-59.; 92-93; 94·), and showing him a vlild, terrible fury 

when he turns upon Miss MacDonald and Artie because they 

violate his sense of jus·tice and dignity (','/B\'J, 93; 126-127) ~ 

Brian comes to associate the Young Ben not only 

with the excitement I:Jhich he £'eels in his company 2 but also 

with the !3-moral power of nature to which the Young Ben 

seems subservient: 

l=-rairie's awful, thought Brian, and in 
his mind there loomed vaguely fearful images 
of a still and brooding spirit, a quiescent 
power unsmiling from everlasting to 
everlast:;ing to which the coming and passing 
of the prairie's creatures was but incinental .. 
He looked out over the spreading land under 
intensely blue sky" The Young Ben was part 
of all this .. ('1lS11 ,128-129) : 

~~he Young Ben begins to exemplify for Brian nature in its 

~tark reality~ beautiful at times and horrifying ~t others, 

beyond moral responsibility., Brian defines Saint Sammy 

with a similar duality, IIwith a staring fixity and an 

indefinable mixture of ~'Jildness and mildness ll OIS'd, 191..1·) .. 

3uch a ciifficult combination of emotions is, nevertheless, 

the vision of life which Brian must, at least, acknowledge 

in order to COQe to terms with reality .. 

Brian's special "feelingll is also lIan indefinable 

mixture", a simultaneous pain and joy which recall the 

death-like ecstasies of mystical. experienceo He is filled 
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vlith lithe strange elation" ( 11"" J 
~, 122) at diverse times, but 

he feels it most intensely when encompassed by the prairie, 

its elements or its inhabitants--the animals, the Young Ben 

or Saint Sammy. He experiences the beauty in leaves wet 

with dew (WS~, 107-108), the vitality and strength of 

h ( ' , .. '" .orses ::"~'i 175), and the warmth and security of love in 

Ill' 8 jl.l0·Ll,11?-'r I~::: arnl" ( ,- '.T ')10) ~ ~ ,;:;, ii~, '- " =ac11 he knows through the 

intensity of his "feeling l1
o 

Brian feels the Ilbi tter-sueet sensation l
! (;,J:.~':i, 176) 

rising at other very different moments: the painful memory 

of his raindrop (~{§'}i, 110-112), the disgust; at Artie IS 

mutilation of the gopher C.!.lfY;J, 128), the sight of the two-

headed calf (,.1S.!!., 176-·177) ~ and the intense hunger which 

grips him after he runs avay from Ab C:m':l, 237)., Brian's 

sensitivity enables him,furtherrnore, to glim.pse the 

distinctions between the subtle variatio,ns \'I'hich his 

'feeling undergoes., The change in Brian is, indeed, not a 

specific development to be confined to one situation, but 

rather the progression of his whole being towards a concept 

of individuality.. He senses, in his own terms, Han 

experience of apartness" (}fS'd, 237) ~ and It'that ringing 

awareness of himself ll ('vlST1v ~ '270). Brian is growing up~ and 

his "feeling" is the pain of that growth and rebirth into 

adulthood., 

Brian's struggles to comprehend his feeling are but 

the beginning of his 'attempts to survive in the wildernesses 
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with lithe strange elation" O'l;?!., 122) at dive:cse times, but 

he feels it most intensely when encompassed by 'the prairie, 

its elements or its inhabitants--the animals, the Young Ben 

or Saint Sammy.. He experiences the beauty in leaves wet 

with elm", (~.2i!.., 107-108), the vitality and strength of 

horses (yhj'::::;'" 175)? and the warmth B.nd security of love in 

his motllGr t s arms C1,=;;:,}, 210)., Each he 1::uOI'1S through tt18 

intensity of his IIfeeling ll 
.. 

Brian feels the "bitter-sHeet sensation ll (Y!Ji:!!., 176) 

rising at other very different moments: the painful memory 

of his raindrop (lD3W, 110-112), the disgust at Artie IS 

mutilation of the gopher CdS'} ~ 128), the sight of the two-

176-177), and tbe intense hUl1{:Ser vlhich 

t~rips him after he runs mvay from Ab C-~13r:!, 237).. Brian l s 

sensitivi t;y enables him,furthermoT'e, to glim.pse the 

distinctions between the subtle variatiops which his 

'feE31ing undergoes.. The change in Bl.'ian is, indeed, not a 

specific development to be confined to one si-i:;ua tion, but 

rather the progre,ssion of his whole being tm·/ards a concept 

of individuality" He senses, in his own terms,"an 

experience of apartness ll OlS',;!, 237); and "that ringing 

avlareness of himself It (VlS'vJ, '270). Brian is growing up, and 

his !lfeeling" is the pain of that growth and rebirth into 

adulthood .. 

Brian's struggles to comprehend his feeling are but 

the beginning of his ,attempts to survive in the wildernesses 
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of nature and man in which, as a human ·being, he must learn 

to live; the childhood struggles only initiate him into the 

adult struS5les.. He feels the dread which accompanies the 

sense of death's inevitability, the futility of trying to 

carve warmth out of the impersonal human situation, but he 

endures the pain and vows to continue his quest for 

understandinG: 

His feeling had something to do with 
dying; it had something to do with being 
born. Loving something and being hungry 
were with it too ••• There was the prairie; 
there was a meadow lark, a baby pigeon, and 
a calf with two heads. In some haunting \vay 
the Ben was part of it. So was Mr. Digby • • • 
Some dayo The thing could not hide from him 
forever. C'IJS\"!, 299) 

His determination to seek lithe thingll testifies to 

the value of his childhood experiencese Aware of life's 

potential cruelty and injustices, ·and the equal possibility 

for goodneBs and love--sometimes in the .same person--Brian 

"''Iill learn to engage in the adult struggle for meaning .. 

Primitive, animalistic forces, led by the Young Ben and 

Saint SBlilffiy? have tempted him to follow their chaotic 

methods, but he seems to sense the incongruity of such a 

response within the hUman community. Like Digby and Hiss 

':rhompson, city~-dwellers who ·possess the IIprairie II 

consciousness of honesty and brave, decisive action, Brian 

will fight against the I'1rs. Abercrombies and the Bent Candys 

in an effort to establish more firmly among men the warmth 

and vitality which he had sometimes felt as a child. 21 He 
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viill become more and more' sensitive to life and death, 

i-vatson I s double hook, aware that he is causht in the 

constant interplay of greater forces of time and weather, 

but insistent in his desire to make a meaningful life in 

spite of his human susceptibility. 

III 

The novels of the third section, Over Prairie 

Trails, ilhi to Narcissus, and the third part of 1:/here Nests 

the Water HeA, emphasize without reservation the love and 

community feeling which can operate and develop during an 

individual's incessant struggle with the forces of nature 

and man.. The vi tali ty and optimism v/hich are released 

during the series of journeys by Grove, after the quest by 

Richard Hilne to his home, and through the trip north by 

Father Joseph-Harie initiate a crea.tive power a.mong men 

which relies not upon death'for its motivating force, but 

solely upon the unitive and reparative powers of love 

exuded by the protagonist. 

Grove I s Over Prairie Trails is not only the siraple 

diary of a naturalist's travels, b.ut also the record of a 

sensitive artist's struggles against the elements. The 

determination with which Grove confrorits the wilderness, 

and his exhilaratibn in that confrontation expresses 

effectively, furthermore, the paradox inherent in the 

vision of the northern novel: the wilderness is both a 
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scene of pain and perilous struggle, and a place of 

revelation, vitality, rebirth and artistic inspiration. 

Grove elucidates the intensity of such contrastive feelings 

in Over Prairie T~ails1 and creutes, in this way, a verbal 

expression of the northern mood which the Group of Seven 

it t d · th' . t . 1 t 22 o. en cap ure ~n e~r p~c orla ar. 

In spite of his love for nature, Grove is always 

acutely conscious of the random chance and danger oi' northern 

life. He echoes Kolm, Len sterner's step-father, when he 

says near the beginning of his first journey: liThe. 

wilderness uses human material upll.23 His most dangerous 

trip, significantly, is the winter journey described in the 

~ourth chapter of Over_Prairie Trails, whe~e the physical 

and ps;ychological threats by the environment are peculiarly 

intense; Grove's hardships pointedly emphasize that lithe 

true and only season here lIn Canad~ is winterll. 2L~ The 

north impresses Grove repeatedly during this trip with its 

impersonal coldness: 

Altogether there was an impression of 
barrE:l1, wild, bitter':"cold windiness about 
the aspect that did not fail to &we my 
mind; it looked inhospitable, merciless, 
and cruelly playful. (OP~, 66) 

Grove observes often the objective reality of the wilderness, 

noting at different times the strug{3les for survival with 

which the elements test man (OPT, 59; 63)~ 

The physical struGgle is but one of the awesome 

confrontations 11/1 th the north :Ln which man engages.. The 
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conflicts and fears which arise within man as a result of 

nature's direct threats, or solely through nature's 

existence, often drive man deeper into a loneliness which 

makes both spiritual and physical death inevitable.. The 

loneliness induced by the northern environment in- Len Sterner, 

Pierre Cadorai and Neil Fraser makes death the only 

meaninsfu1 and creative act in their lives of \/11ioh they are 

conscious. 

Grove faces awesome obstacles on his journeys, and 

he~ too, experiences momentary dread in the face of nature's 

power. Grove feels helpless, at the mercy of the 

impersonal spirit which seems to inhabit the surrounding 

wilderness (Opr, 73-7L~)o He senses that he is an lIintruderll 

(opr, 74), trespassing in the realm of the northern spirit, 

and suffering a fearful vertigo because of his involvement 

in a-struggle beyond the capacities of his humanity: 

It looked so harsh, so millennial~old, so 
antediluvian and. pre-j,Qamic! I still 
remember 1:1i th particular distinc tneas, the 
slight dizziness thCi.t overcame me, the 
sinking feeling in my heart, the awe, and 
the foreboding that I had challenged a 
force in Nature which might defy all 
tireless effort and the most fearless 
heart. (OP~, 72) 

Grove endures the dangers in the brave manner of the 

typical northern hero who is unsure of his own strength, 

but nevertheless courageous in the face of overwhelming 

odds .. 

The fog which encompasses him in the journey of the 
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second chapter subtlely inspires a fear in Grove which 

seems more terrifying than the openly dangerous encounters 

with the gigantic snowdrifts. Grove experiences more 

intensely the threats of non-being as he slowly makes his 

way through the fog. Life becomes "a series of negatives" 

(OPT, 27), and "the misty impenetrability of the atmosphere 

Vias appalling" (O})T, 26).. Grove becomes seriously 

disorientated in the dense fog, losing touch with the 

subjective reality of his mind (OPT, 40) as well a.s with 

the objective reality of his surroundings.. Such total 

control \..,hic11 the north may exert at random times over 

manls existence indicates the fundamental quality of the 

struggles which occur in the wilderness: lINature strips 

down our pretences with a relentless finger, and we stand, 

bare of disguises, as helpless failures" (OPT, 118). Grove 

comments upon the human condition in this way in Chapter 

Six of Over Prairie Trails, but the observation is accurate 

for the northern experience as a wholee The north dwarfs 

man physically with the mvesome power of its elements, and 

threatens him further through the despair which man feels 

in the shadow of such large, impersonal forces. 

Grove is not a firm enemy of nature, however, and 

he endures her moments of cruelty so·that he may relish her 

innocent vitality and peace~ Grove, like Lawren Harris, is 

an artist \"hose spirit lies irrevocably in the redemptive 

11orth: 



From his particular love, apd in the 
process of creating from it, ~be artis~ 
is led inevitably to universal qualities 
and toward a universal vision and 
understanding. These are the fruits of a 
natural growth having its roots deep in the 
soil of the land, its life in the 
pervading and replenishing spirit of the 
North, and its

2
heart-beat one with the life 

of its people .. j 
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lJ.ihe struggles with the northern environment are frequent in 

Over Prairie Trails, but Grove's liome, the goal of six of 

his seven journeys and the centre of his life with its love, 

warmth and security, also significantly lies to the north .. 

North specifically connotes happiness for Grove, another 

typical response of the northern novelist to his 

environment .. 

Grove di viele s the north from the sou t11 very 

explicitly, furthermore, with a wooden bridge which he must 

cross just north of the town in which he teaches. North of 

that bridge he lives in a Vlorld of natural beauty, and in 

expectation of the reunion with his family. South of that 

bridge lies the town toward which he travels only in 

Chapter Five, the place which offers no comforting welcome 

for him: 

The livery stable was desertede I hetd 
to open the doors, to drive in, to 
unhitch, to unharness, and to feed the 
horses myselfo And then I went home to 
my cold and lonesome house. 

It "'las a cheerless night.. (OFT, 115) 

The significant loneliness and dejection o£ the one journey 

south to the city26 is common to GravoIs other novels, too, 
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where the south is associated with the degenerate, divisive 

city, and the north with love, the noble struggle with 

nature, and spiritual redemption. 

Grove specifie·s his division between the city and 

the wilderness, in fact, in his Author's Preface to Over 

Prairie Trails: "I love Nature more than Nan 

d.isliked the town, the town disliked me ll
•
27 

.. . .. I 

Grovels 

scattered observations in Over Prairie Trails emphasize his 

aversion to the urban environment, and the city's 

deleterious effects upon the paradisical north of his vision. 

Jl~an cannot dwell in harmony with nature, apparently, without 

scarring part of the environr:lent.. Such Jlsins of utilityll 

(OPT, 53) taint the beauty and the reparative power of the 

north, and_ only an exertion of nature's OVln strength, in 

the snol'ls of winter, can redeem man's IIsilly pretensions" 

(OP~" 56). The vision of the north as a place of redemption 

and rebirth is, perhaps, captured no more concisely than in 

the natural process through which the snow beautifies the 

scarred land .. 

Grove's sensitivities rest with nature, clearly, as 

he himself admits, but the central principle of his being, 

notably, is a committment to selflessness: IIUnless we throw 

ourselves into something outside of our own personality, 

life is apt to impress us as a great mockery" CQ,IT, 118). 

Grove affirms the community with his sympathies, and 

releases a unitive power through such belief which eases his 
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comfort during his journeys, for example, in his simple 

awareness of the vitality of the environment. He enjoys 
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the flights of the birds over the prairie (OPT, 6), and feels 

kinship with a wolf that lingers near the trail (OP'l', 7-8). 

Such creatures are the inhabitants of Grove's 

IIbeautiful wilderness ll (OPT, 6), the north which inspires 

in him a deep affection for its peace and innocence. The 

animals assure him lIof the absolute friendliness of all· 

creation ll (OPT, 13), and more often than not, Grove responds 

to the landscape with love and sensitive appreciation of 

its beauty (OPI' , 1+8-4-9; 52-53). He makes the significant 

comment I!that the Kingdom of Heaven lies all around USH 

(OPT 99) and the image is important because it points to --' , 
the almost mystical quality which invests some of his 

obsel~ations of nature. The huge snowdrifts of the journey 

of Ohapter Four raise his fear to a peak of emotional, 

"otherworldlyll intensity, but a moment of surpassing 

feeling in another ride expresses more effectively the 

extent of Grove' s involvement \'I/'i th nature: 

The very fact of its straig1:ttness, flanked 
as it was by the rows of frosted trees, 
seemed like a call. And a feeling that is 
very familiar to me--that of an eternity 
in the perpetuation of whatever may be the 
state I happen to be in, came over me, and 
a desire to go on and on, for ever, and to 
see what mi~ht be beyond. (OPT, 54) 

The desire to continue, in spite of the obstacles 

encountered, understandably drives Grove as it ultimately 
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does his protagonists in Settlers of the ~1arsh and Fruits 

of the Earth. 

Grovels struggles against the elements and the fear 

encompassing him in the prairie darkness do not exclude 

humanity like the conflicts of Pierre Cadorai and Len 

Sterner; Grove relies significantly upon the love which he 

feels for his vwiting family.. He admits his ov/n 

exhilaration at open confrontation with nature (OP~, 58), 

but the essential, motivating force for his endura.nce and 

persistence in his journeys is emphatically the warmth of 

his family and home (OPT, 31-32; 62; 72)8 Perhaps in no 

other northern novel discussed in"this thesis are the 

unitive and reparative powers of the north for man better 

expressed than in the comfort and love which Grove finds at 

the completion of each of his SlX struggling journeys 

northward 0 

Raymond Knister' s Richard I"'lilne also finds love at 

the end" of his northern quest, but f''lilne I s individual 

struggles with the sterility and inactivity which brood 

over the envirorunent seem more complex than Grove's seven 

journeys. Knister's protagonist is confronted with a 

decay of the human spirit, a disease which emanates 

diabolically f'romone family to infect the surrounding 

landscape and its inhabitants. Richard encourages the 

decisive action which will shatter the silence which has 

made the land infertile. His incessant prodding of Ada 
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seems to inject, indeed, the vitality which is needed to 

liberate the Lethens from their prison. Both nature and 

man ultimately achieve freedoillu 

Richard Milne initially finds the landscape barren 
28 and. oppressive, a "place of eroded dreams '1 where vitali t;y-

and fertility are suspended.. The land is cold and silent, 

CG.ught in un unnatural stasis (~m, 35) 0 Hatul'e is not 

alive and physically threatening, as it often is for Grove 

in Over Prairie ~rail~') but rather "barrenly flourishing to 

the o.arkening oblivious forestall 0'[1'1, 43), awesome in its 

massive impersonal presencee Richard is immediately 

impressed by the mood of confinement which hovers over his 

former home, and his own intended action stamps him as lIan 

alien" C\vN, 1"'1) to such pervasive apathyo He is alone, 

clearly, in his quest for love and. self-justification in 

the ·wilderness .. 

The focus of the illness which plagues the region 

is the Lethen family, and the "generation long quarrel l1 

(WN, 45)' which has placed both husband and "dfe in a 

prolonged, divisive silence. The intense negativity of 

such a marriage seems to spread over the countryside, 

instilling the sterility to which Richard is sensitive: 

It was what the man had told of the 
Lethens which bothered him • • • Richard 
could not help wondering Itlhether all the 
neighbours \;Jere so de2ply concerned, 
whether an atmosphere had not been caused 
to rise about these people \vhich would 
for ever forbid his imposinG reality or 



recognition upon them. In what reality 
did they believe? (jN, 91; 92) 

The Lethen farm house itself reflects the destructive power 

of the mood emanating from within it through its physical 

decay, discolouration and erosion (~JT~, 109). 

The Lethens themselves suffer incessant torment, 

understandably, because they inhabit--they,. in fact, ~--

the darkest core of the i,Jilderness in \vhite Narcissus. 

Ada, the dauGhter whom Richard l'':iilne seelw to liberate, is 

caught within the silence of her parents, "an image of 

sleet frozen upon maple buds" C.'IN, l~8).. The quarrel of her 

parents chains her spiritually even more than the neighbours, 

c.ncl she is, indeed, essentially dead; she denies her 

crea ti va potentie.l in L'lu.sic (un, 100) and love OlN, 122) 

because such hopefulness is non-existent in the Lethens' 

confi.ned world. The land is "a prison cell ll UrN, 180), 

mired in its Ovin barrenness and divided from the outside 

world by barriers of indifference and coldness. 

Hrs. I,ethen's white narcissus, oppressive and 

funereal in its heavy scent, exemplifies the destructive 

force which the lonG quarrel has unleashed. Devoted to her 

flowers, which become almost perverse in the power which 

they hold over her, Mrso Lethen often becomes entranced 

before then ('lIN, 51; 53) co The blossoms become her "lovers II 

in a self-satisfying relationship to vlhich no loving human 

being vlould agree (\:J~, 116). Grove, at least, loved his 

family with a tenderness equal to his affection for nature, 
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but Mrs. Lethen uses her flowers selfishly to dispel her 

loneliness. The white narcissus grips I·1rs .. Lethen' s 

awareness, drawing her deeper into her own illusions and 

farther away from the liberating love of her husband and 

the community. Such is the internal, self~destruction 

v:11ich holds the \1hole land, denying freedom to the 

inhabitants and compelling them to deteriorate slowly in 

their inactivityQ 

Richard Hilne comes north like a questing knight to 

liberate both the land from its oppression and himself from 

his stifling pasto Richard has, admittedly, found material 

prosperity in the city to the south, but he must necessarily 

return to the north to free hims(')lf from the pain of his 

unrequited love for Ada.. The Lethens' power has clearly 

held part of ~ichard's cbnsciousn~ss even while he lived in 

the city (i:!N, 13), 11m-lever, and before the north frees him, 

his actual presence in the wilderness further stifles his 

creative impulses.. He falls deeper into the monotonous 

pattern ·".Thieh seems to imprison the "'/hole land: Ita part 

taken in the farmer's routine put him back into that state 

of ';Jiliully resiGned hopeless longing of his early years II 

Knister hints that his protagonist's struggle 

involves an opponent of awesome, inhUlllan, impersonal power, 

but thi.lt the cyclieaJ. rhythm reflecting such overv/helming 

po~er admits rebirth"2s well as"death: 



In winter, spring, autumn, it's good. to 
come and see that there is growth, change, 
and death, nothing of which is bitter or 
gay, simply because it does return again .. 
It does return again .. (IvN, 9L~) 
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The hope in the cycle, however much man is subservient to 

its irrevocable movement, is the optimism of the man very 

aware of the human condition, but still committed to the 

struggle for the smallest semblance of warmth, vitality 

and meaning .. 

The stoic endurance through which Ada Lethen has 

survived the wilderness of her family is an inactive, 

albeit brave stance to have adopted.. She may, indeed, 

survive the silent, uneasy tension of her existence there, 

but such an unfeeling posture also detaches her from deeply 

human interactions which can completely liberate her: 

Her lips showed nothing of submission or 
revolt, nothing of joy or despair, in 
repose nothing but a S"Jeet calm and an 
understanding sympathy not to be 
betrayed into sentimental sorrow, a 
calm sweetness never to be betrayed into 
hasty greed of sensation& (WN, 205-206) 

The div{sive force which has held Ada for a generation 

makes her insensible to Richard r~ilne' s urgent demands for 

action (VJl~, 136; 224·). Like Ostenso I sEllen Gare, who 

refuses to choose the path of her lover Malcolm, Ada 

initially balks at Richard's calls for decision, and seems 

doomed to emotional imprisonment \.!i thi.n her m'ID family. 

Richard is insistent in his quest to bring vitality 

back into their lives, and he brings her several times into 
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the protection and wClrmth of love I s tenderness (i.:N, LJ·6-47; 

119-120; 225). Such is Richard's redemptive function in 

Jq~t~N~rcissus., to encourage life in a wilderness subtlely 

ravaged by a death of the human spirito He sees himself as 

a unitive iorce who can assist the Lethens with their 

internal problems (UN, 101-102; 105-106; 183), and even 

drive them tOI;Jarc1s a comprolllise i'or the sake of Ada and 

himself: "He pictured himself standing between the ageing 

man and i-wman, imps-lling them to speak, to know each other ll 

(}/N, 178·-'179)" Richard seems an insignificant opponent to 

the impersonality and division of the wilderness ana. the 

society tainted by the Lethens, but the incessance of his 

struggle for Jtda initiates the action which begins the land IS 

rGbirth" DrG.vv'ing Ada into an open expression of love in 

their sexual union ('J~, 233-23LJ·),· Richard shows her the 

clari ty and warmth of feeling in the II outside vlorld ll from 

which he comese The unity of their embrace creates the 

first moment; of pure optimism in White Narcissus and 

foreshadows their final joyous liberatione 

Ada's ecstatic tears are the human equivalent of 

the heavy rains which seem to purge the land of its barren 

dryness, and permit the rebirth of nature in bright, clean 

vitality: 

Bright sunlight entered the dim kitchen. 
• • co. 9 • 0 & 0 e • 0 c ~ • a 0 0 6 $ • .0. • 0 e ~ 0 

In high spirits 0 • • he trudged to the 
field & • & He was breathing the freshness 
of the rnornins" air, the new w~rmth after 
the heavy r8.in;J 0 .. ~ lIe Ii;:.' bed his head to 



the sky, blue vii th thronging whi te 
clouds. (iJN, 235; 236) 
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Ada bas been given hope and nature has experienced rebirth, 

but the Lethens themselves, the husband and the \'life, are 

still divided.. Ada cannot be totally free until their dark 

wilderness achieves some light. 

As Ada hints earlier in the novel (~N, 94), creation 

and life evolves from dec3.th in the cyclical rhythm \vhich 

encompasses man. Indeed, Fir .. Lethen's mad destruction of 

the narcissi shocks both him and l'lrs. Lethen into 

communication. Both Ada and r'!rs .. Lethen, once so entrapped 

by the flowers' influence, seem to assume briefly the 

funereal coldness and stiff whiteness of the narcissi om, 
252; 253) at the moment of Mr. Lethen's decisive action; the 

flowers seem to exert their greatest power at the imminence 

of their obliteration. Each \voman recovers from the brink 

of death, holt/ever, and purged of the plague whic 11 has 

gripped them ~or a generation, turns. to her mate for love. 

The light in Ada's eyes emphasizes the life which has 

suddenly arisen in the dark night of the Ilethens' wilderness. 

Richdrd rIilne succeeds in his quest for love by 

bringing a spirit of warmth and vitality into the north. 

]'earful of' the Lethens' stifling power over the community 

and aware of the almost sympathetic barrenness of the 

landscape, Uichard must struggle continually to win Ada. 

He reveals to her the potential freedom in love, but only 

when her father catchE:s ~{ichc1rd' s mood of decision and 
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smashes the symbolic flowers does the family's freedom 

become complete. North, typically, is the place of rebirth. 

The decisive action and unification in selfless love 

which redeem the Lethens and Richard r-hlne in .ill,li t~ 

p~rcissus are, significantly, the redemptive qualities 

which make the vision of the northern novel in Canada vital 

and hopeful. The last work under discussion in this thesis, 

the third part of Gabrielle Roy's \1here Ne§.i§. the ~later He~!? 

elucidates the significance of an individual's love for 

humani ty in the story of Father Joseph-Illarie; a Capuchin 

friar of northern l"Ianitoba, the diminutive priest works 

with unceasing energy ag;ainst man's human condition .. 

Father Joseph-Marie journeys into the wilderness of 

Manitoba's lake district, a sparsely populated region which 

threatens its inhabitants with coldness and loneliness. 

The priest's encounters with the environment are less 

important to him, however, than are his conflicts with the 

wilderness of the human soul~ He is a simple, devout man, 

but like Roy's cashier, Alexandre Chenevert, be is puzzled 

by the many par'adoxes of God. I s Creation., :Northern life 

instills in the priest the importance of survival, but the 

demands of the worldly life often conflict with the duties 

to his spirit and his God. He is cau6ht, in a sense, 

between his priesthood and his humanity: 

An ardent love for the joys of this 
world, regret at thinkinG th;:"t he '·,'/ould 
sllrely have to ].eave i·c \-/11i·le he J7::;t~ 
hungered for them, a'0 the SRme tiiile a 



desire for the absolute, to find· 
himself at last face to face with God-~ 
all the~e emotions the hiGhly sensuous 
song of the Dulberry bush stranGely 
stimulated in the priest's heart. 2j 

In a land vlhere expressions of warmth and ai'fection are the 

only nourishment upon which the human spirit may feed, 

Father J-oseph-I'-iarie must humanize the esoteric dogma of his 

church in order to comfort the real pain and sorrow of his 

northern parishioners. He urges not only divine trust, but 

also persona.l expressions of warm human loveo 

Father Joseph-Marie comes north, like Richard Milne, 

on a mission of loveo The northern environment necessitates 

such an assertive response to ensure survival, and the 

,. 1 pracvlca purpose of the priest's journey is equalled by 

his own simple joy at spreading love among meno His duty 

to humanity also leads h1m south to the city for the 

halfbreed trappers whom Bessette constantly cheats. For 

Roy's Capuchin the city represents a paradoxical force 

which ultimately seems to turn on him. He conscientiously 

travels 'to Toronto, the big city in the distant south-east, 

to obtain fair prices for the fur-trappers of northern 

Hani tobae ':Llhey, indeed, achieve payments beyond their 

vlildest dreams, but they squander their profits on 

extravagant lux:u:ciG s: 

IIHere's 811ou;::h cash for them to drink 
themselves stupid, 11 3es3ette \-JctS 

whisperinb~ "'ihey'll hectd for town and 
squander it on all kinds of foolishness. 1I 

The Capuchin 1)0',;".:(l ilis lpad~ He f.elt 
r:ruch more to '01:,,:,(; .~,~;'::'lJ. res,,:,ette could 



ever imaGine. Sad to say, it was all too 
true that in proportion as the trap~e~sl 
inco;:1es increased, they Vlent in more 
heavily ror drink, extravagant clothing 
for their \·Jives, and the movies at 
Rorketon.. He had thouC;ht to labour for their 
good, and he had perhaps succeeded only 
in drm"linf; them away from it. (dlUB, 131-132) 
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As much as he has apparently succeeded economically, so the 

priest feels that he has failed spiritually: where he has 

assisted man, he has apparently failed God. The futility 

or his actions momentarily saddens the Capuchin, but 

typical of the northern hero, he is shown to be renewed in 

the selfless devotion to others G 

In his visit to the community of the Little Water 

Hen, Roy's Capuchin radiates a feeline; for humanity 1.>/11ich 

seems boundless. His multilincual sermon on the love in 

God's Creation unites the community through both linguistics 

and common feeling. The people see their place in the 

Creation: 

Yet since there were so many subjects which 
drew people together, why not choose one of 
them? This aged man preached of love, 
which he would preach from one end of the 
lake country to the 'other, and all things 
served to make it fresh, to keep it living" 
Motherly devotion, as manifest in the tender 
care of alumals for their young, family 
relationships, nature, the forest, the 
trees, the flowers, and the bees--all were 
put to use. (WNWH, 149) 

The Capuchin seeks to "draw people together" in order to 

create a warmth within the wintry solitude of the north$ 

Roy's final picture of the priest emphasizes his spark of 

love \>/hich is necessary to maintain a file::'.nin[;ful and vi tal 



existence in the frigid north: 

Above his old head shone billions of 
bright stars; in the grass fireflies 
emitted their brief sparks of light ••• 
The Capuchin crossed his heavy boots, 
with their eyelets and tiny hooks.. He 
drew his pipe out of his pocket. He lit 
it, less because he wanted to smoke than 
to give the mosquitoes a bit more 
opposition. Deep within the bluish haze, 
his eyes sparkled. 

To him also the old civilization seeBed 
faraway, lovable, graciouso 

The farther he haci gone into the North, 
the more he had been free to love. (V1N;'lH, 159-160) 
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Roy significantly defines survival in the north in the last 

lines of her novel.. The land is, admittedly, cold and 

lonely in its natural \·lilderness .. " The north is habitable, 

hOVlever, through the freedom \"1hicb it affords to establish 

pockets of warm, communal lifeb The Capuchin, in his 

desire to give love and happiness to the settlers of the 

north, triumphs over the loneliness of the land and the 

spiritual coldness often induced by the environment. 

Father Joseph-I'-'Larie' s infusion of vi tali ty, hovlever small 

it may seem, confronts and momentarily arrests the powers 

of the" wilderness. 

~"jhere Hests the 'dater Hen' is a significant novel 

with which to end this thesis because in the subtlely 

joined tales of the Tousignants and Father Joseph-Harie 

Gabrielle Roy uni.tes the domestic and the individual 

responses to the north, and emphasizes, too, the validity 
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of each.. She initially illustrates the psychological as 

vlell as the physical threats of the Hilderness, both of 

which must confront any northern traveller or settler .. 

La;ying the foundations of her novel with such awesome 

wildernesses--as she must do in order for her novel to be 

"northern" in Canada--Roy's essential consideration becomes 

the selfless struggles in which her characters must engage 

in order to survive. 

Involvement in the struggle alone is not sufficient 

for individual survival, clearly, as the fates of Len 

sterner and Pierre Cadorai exemplify. The sense of 

community apparently ne~essary for vital existence in the 

north is elucidated in the majority of novels under 

discussion in this thesis, the domestic novels of Chapter 

Two and the last six novels of Chapter Three.. It is such an 

affirmation of incessant, selfless struggle, against the 

elements particularly, and against the injustices of the 

human condition in general, which ultimately signifies the 

value of the northern novelo 
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